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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Large space structures proposed for use as space stations, telescopes, or laser 
platforms require active control systems to suppress vibrations and maintain precise 
dimensions. The SPICE (Space Integrated Control Experiment) [3] is a scale model 
of such a structure. Active control strategies such as HAC-LAC (high-authority 
control, low-authority control) [33, 25, 1] used on such structures are most effective 
when passive damping is present in the structure to prevent instabilities in the cross­
over and spill-over frequency range [32]. 
Such passive damping is incorporated in strut-built structures such as SPICE 
by means of inserting struts which introduce viscous (D-Strut) or viscoelastic (V-
Strut) damping [32, 28]; these struts normally have high static stiffness, which limits 
damping effectiveness. It has been proposed [26] that inserting viscous dampers 
without static stiffness could produce more effective damping. This will be referred 
to as diagonal damping, since it would span diagonally across node pairs which are 
not connected by existing structural elements. 
The purpose of this dissertation is to evaluate the ability of such diagonal damp­
ing to achieve optimal modal damping in several target modes using as few struts 
as possible. This is done by developing and implementing a procedure to estimate 
the damping coefficient produced by combinations of struts placed in various loca­
2 
tions. This procedure, which assumes "compliant" models for each of the modes of 
a structure, is outlined below. 
Each of the modes is represented by a unit lumped mass and a spring representing 
the modal stiffness. Any elements to be added to the structure are scaled and placed 
in the model parallel to the modal stiffness but in series with another stiffness inherent 
to the structure. The inclusion of a series stiffness is motivated by the fact that the 
increase in modal frequency due to the addition of a spring to an existing structure 
levels off as the added stiffness becomes infinite. The series stiffness helps account 
for variation in the mode shapes from those of the original structure. 
Parameters within the compliant model may be obtained by performing a lim­
ited number of normal mode analyses (adding one spring element at a time to the 
finite element model of the structure being analyzed). In order to characterize the 
compliant stiffnesses for a structure with m closely-spaced modes, it is advantageous 
to incorporate all m modes into an m-dimensional "spherical" model in which each 
added element influences each mode from a certain orientation within the m-space 
of the spherical model. 
Once the compliant model is characterized, spring stiffness, viscous damping, or 
viscoelastic damping may be inserted into the model in each desired location. The 
modal damping in the structure due to this set of added damping struts is then 
estimated by evaluating the simple expression for the loss factor of the elements in 
the compliant model, instead of performing expensive complex eigenvalue analyses 
on the original structure. 
Use of the spherical compliant model for structural damping optimization elim­
inates the need to do numerous resolves of the complex eigenvalue problem for each 
3 
damping value and for each combination of damping strut locations. Optimization 
proceeds much more quickly using the simple expression for the loss factor of the 
compliant model. 
The remainder of this work is outlined below. Chapter 2, Background, covers 
literature review, the specific structure to be studied, the properties of damping 
struts used in computation, other methods of estimating damping, and optimization 
methods. Chapter 3, Compliant Model of a Structural Mode, details the development 
and use of the compliant and spherical models. Chapter 4 discusses optimization 
and presents results of the optimizations performed on the SPICE structure. Finally, 
conclusions are presented in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 
2.1 The SPICE Structure 
The structure analyzed in this dissertation was built as a testbed for the Air 
Force to be used to develop and test structural control technology. It is called SPICE 
(Space Integrated Control Experiment) [3], 
A diagram of the structure itself is shown in Figure 2.1. It is a full-scale model 
of a "beam expander" structure which could be placed in orbit about the earth; it 
could be used to focus light. The hexagonal bulkhead portion is a tetrahedron truss 
containing numerous struts, made of composite material, joined at the ends by node 
balls. Figure 2.2 shows the numbers of the nodes in the bulkhead. Six petals on 
the truss represent mirrors. The tripod extends approximately 8 meters above the 
bulkhead. Eighteen proof mass actuators (PMA's) located throughout the structure 
provide for active control [33]. 
The control strategy to be used on the structure is known as high-authority 
control, low-authority control (HAC-LAC) [25]. High-authority control [33] combines 
signals from sensors throughout the structure to digitally compute a set of linear 
quadratic Gaussian feedback control signals to drive the PMA's. Low authority 
control [1, 25] uses velocity feedback control at the PMA's using collocated sensors 
to provide low-level dissipative damping in targeted modes. Similarly, the passive 
i 
5 
••«sy5[ 
Figure 2.1: SPICE 
Figure 2.2: The SPICE Bulkhead Nodes 
vibration control [33] proposed would use viscous or viscoelastic energy-dissipating 
struts in the bulkhead truss to achieve specified damping in several target modes 
and enhance control system stability in the loop cross-over and spill-over frequency 
ranges. Target modes for passive damping have been identified based on the active 
control system design; however, it has also been suggested that moderate passive 
damping (2%) in all modes within the control range would be very beneficial to the 
active control effort [4]. 
A NASTRAN finite element model of the SPICE bulkhead has been correlated 
to modal experimental data [22]. Because the model contains 384 degrees of freedom, 
ways of accurately simplifying the model produce large savings in computing modal 
damping. 
7 
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Figure 2.3: Diagram of a D-Strut 
2.2 Loss Factor of a Damping Strut 
2.2.1 Description of a Damping Strut 
Various damping treatments have been used in damping structures such as 
SPICE. Constrained layer damping [15] is accomplished by laminating a structure 
with a viscoelastic material, which has a complex stiffness. Viscoelastic materials 
may also be incorporated into a cylindrical damping device, or V-Strut [32], which 
uses the complex modulus of the viscoelastic material to dampen relative motion be­
tween two structural nodes. The damping device studied in this dissertation achieves 
viscous damping between structural node points by forcing a liquid through a small 
orifice within its cylindrical body. It is called the D-Strut [7]. 
Figure 2.3 is a diagram of a D-Strut , and Figure 2.4 shows its lumped-parameter 
model. When relative axial motion between the two end nodes of the D-Strut occurs, 
force is transmitted through the inner rod to a flexure, which drives the liquid through 
the orifice, dissipating energy. 
\ \ V \ \ \ V 
Figure 2.4: Model of a D-Strut 
The lumped-parameter model comprises the dashpot placed in series with stiff­
ness and in parallel with stiffness kA- The series stiffness must have some finite 
value not only because the inner rod of the D-Strut is made of some real material, 
but also because of compliance in the flexure and the bellows which contain the liq­
uid. The outer shell of the D-Strut is represented by the parallel, or load-bearing 
stiffness kA. If the rest of the structure is sufficiently strong, kA could be eliminated, 
increasing damping effectiveness [7]. 
2.2.2 Definition of Loss Factor 
Loss factor or loss coefficient is a measure of the pi'oportion of the total strain 
energy being dissipated by a structural component under sinusoidal loading. It is 
defined by Thomson [29], p. JO, as the ratio of damping energy loss per radian 
divided by the peak strain energy. 
For a component made of a material with complex modulus, the loss factor is 
9 
equal to the internal friction, which can be measured as the negative tangent of the 
phcise angle between the stress and the strain in the component [10]. In analyzing 
damping struts in this dissertation, a similar method will be used. Beginning with 
the known Laplace transfer function relating force to displacement, a sinusoidal input 
(5 = iu}) is assumed. The loss factor is then taken to be the imaginary part over the 
real part of the frequency response function at frequency w. 
In the next section, the above approach is applied to the damping struts studied 
in this dissertation. 
2.2.3 Modeling 
The loss factor of the lumped-parameter model of a D-Strut will now be presented 
(see also [7, 27]). The transfer function relating force to displacement at the free end 
of the model in Figure 2.4 is 
. (2.1) 
A KB + cs 
Here s denotes the Laplace transform. 
In order to simplify analysis, define the stiffness ratio 
ks 
the damper constant 
the damper ratio 
and 
" kA ' 
U>B = 
c 
LO LJC 
ijJS ' 
10 
0.08 
0.06 
0.04 
0.02 
Figure 2.5: Shape of the Loss Factor Curve 
where UJ is the forcing frequency. It is apparent that r increases proportionally with 
either a; or c. 
Substituting s = ju> into the transfer function results in 
F ,  ,  .  / ,  r '  j r  
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
The loss factor, written as the ratio of the imaginary to the real part of Equation 
2.3, is then 
T } { r )  _ ^ l + r ^  
1 + 
(2.4) 
l+r2 
The shape of this function is illustrated in Figure 2.5. At r (i.e. c or w) = 0, the loss 
factor 7/ = 0; as r is increased, rj takes on some positive value which diminishes to 
zero as r —> DO. 
11 
Setting the derivative of T] with respect to r equal to zero results in the maximum 
loss factor 
which occurs at 
r = (2.5) 
2y 1 "t" K 
r- = . (2.6) 
V 1 + K 
Neither the optimal value of r nor the maximum loss factor attainable by a given 
strut depends upon the value of c, but upon k, the ratio of the series stiffness ks 
to the static stiffness k^. This implies that the strut effectiveness increases as kA 
decreases. The value of c may be specified by the designer to place the peak loss 
factor at a desirable frequency. 
2.3 Diagonal Damping 
Thompson and Baumgarten [26, 28] investigated the damping potential of diag­
onal dampers by analyzing their effect on an octahedral cell of a tetrahedron truss. 
A diagonal damper is defined as one which spans between two nodes of a truss which 
are not originally directly connected by a stiff element (strut). In a tetrahedron truss 
such as the SPICE bulkhead, potential locations for diagonal damping connect any 
two opposite corners of one of the octahedral cells which comprise the tetrahedron 
truss. Such a location is illustrated in Figure 2.6, which shows the cell Thompson 
and Baumgarten analyzed. 
Thompson and Baumgarten reasoned that since the loss factor of a given damp­
ing strut is limited by the ratio of its series stiffness to its parallel stiffness, the 
placement of a spring-dashpot series in a diagonal location containing no parallel 
stiffness could result in a high loss factor. They used loss factor of an octahedral cell 
12 
FRc  
\  \  v \  \  
Figure 2.6: Octahedral Cell with 
Diagonal Damper 
with harmonic excitation as a means of comparing damping potential of a diagonal 
location to that of in-line spring-dashpot series collocated with existing struts. 
The analysis showed that for the orientation shown diagonal damping indeed 
provides higher loss factor for an octahedral cell than in-line damping. The authors 
hypothesized that diagonal damping would also be more effective in providing modal 
damping in large truss structures and suggested that optimization of the required 
damping criteria relative to damping locations is the true test of this hypothesis. 
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2.4 Modal Analysis and Damping 
2.4.1 Normal Mode (Real Eigenvalue) Analysis 
One of the keys to analyzing vibrating structures is identifying the undamped 
modes of vibration through real eigenvalue analysis [19, 29, 30, 34], described in this 
section. The equations of motion of the finite element model of a vibratory system 
can be expressed as 
Mx + Cx + Kx = / (2.7) 
where M, C, and K are the symmetrically square mass, damping, and stiffness 
matrices, x is an m-vector of displacements, and / is an m-vector of forces. The 
normal modes of the system are found by setting C and / equal to zero and assuming 
solutions of the homogeneous equation to be of the form 
® = QjWje'' (2.8) 
where is a vector of displacements for the jth mode, and qj is its generalized 
coordinate. Equation 2.7 then reduces to the form 
, i = 1,2,3,... m (2.9) 
where 
Xj = -s^ (2.10) 
or 
[ X j M  -  I < ] c j > j  =  { Q }  ,  j  =  l , 2 , 3 , . . . m .  ( 2 . 1 1 )  
This is the non-standard form of eigenvalue problem. To get the eigenvalue problem 
into standard form, the transformation 
cj)j = Q-'v (2.12) 
14 
is introduced, where 
= M (2.13) 
and V is an m-vector. This results in the standard form of the eigenvalue problem. 
[IXj - A]t;j = {0} (2.14) 
in which 
/I = {Q'^y'KQ^ . 
The eigenvalue problem may be solved by one of many algorithms using the Jacobi, 
Givens', Householder's [19], or Lanczos method, resulting in eigenvalues 
A j  ,  j  =  l , 2 , 3 , . . . m  
and eigenvectors, 
V j  ,  i  =  1 , 2 , 3 , . . . m  .  
With the vectors Vj normalized to unit length, 
0 for i = J 
Vi Vj = bij = , 
1 for i ^ j 
the eigenvectors (f>j associated with the non-standard problem have the property 
(t>i^ M<i)j = (j)i^Q'^Q(t>j = <5,J, 
that is, they are mass-normalized, and 
With the orthogonal vectors compiled into the square modal matrix 
 ^= [ <t>2 <l>m ]  ^
15 
the solutions to the eigenvalue problem obey 
, 
where A is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. Furthermore, the position of the 
undamped system can be expressed as the summation of contributions from all of 
the modes, 
m 
j=i 
where 9 is a vector of the generalized coordinates. Now the undamped, decoupled 
equations of motion can be expressed as 
, (2.16) 
or 
. (2.17) 
2.4.2 Modal Damping and Complex Eigenvalue Analysis 
2.4.2.1 Definition of Modal Damping The modal damping ratio of a 
structural mode is a measure of how quickly free vibrations in that structure diminish 
in magnitude. The definition of modal damping ratio is developed below. 
A finite element or lumped-meiss model of a freely vibrating structure can be 
written as 
Mx^-Cx^ Kx = [0] (2.18) 
where M is the mass matrix, C is the damping matrix, K is the stiffness matrix, 
and a:(<) is the vector of displacements. Dot notation represents differentiation with 
respect to time. 
16 
Without damping, C = [0], and a real eigenvalue analysis results in a modal 
matrix $ of eigenvectors (j>j and a set of eigenvalues Xj which decouple the modes of 
the system into equations of the form [34] (see Section 2.4.1) 
+ (2.19) 
where qj is the jth member of the vector q containing generalized coordinates, and 
x  =  ^ q .  ( 2 . 2 0 )  
If (j)j are mass-normalized, 
< 7 i  + =  0  ( 2 - 2 1 )  
and 
A,. = c/ •. 
When C can be written as a linear combination of M and A', it is proportional 
(p. 197 of [29]), and the modal matrix # diagonalizes not only the M and K matrices, 
but also the C matrix, resulting in real equations of the form 
qj -\r 2Qujjqj + Uj'^qj  =  0 (2.22) 
where Q is the equivalent viscous modal damping ratio. This can be computed from 
the complex eigenvalues of the above system by (p. 27, [29]) 
0 = . (2.23) 
U C 0 and is not proportional, then equation 2.18 leads to the eigenvalue 
problem [34] 
(A/M + XjC + K)^j = 0 (2.24) 
17 
where \ j ,  (j>j ,  and qj  are, in general, complox. The modal damping can then be 
computed as 
= (2.25) |Aj| 
Since local damping treatments such as those used in SPICE produce non-
proportional damping, this work focuses on computing or estimating the value of 
Cj in equation 2.25. 
2.4.2.2 Complex Eigenvalue Analysis of a Damped System This de­
scription of complex eigenvalue analysis amplifies that given in Section 2.4.2.1. Be­
ginning with the homogeneous equations of motion of an underdamped m x m system 
Mx + Cx + Kx = [0] , (2.26) 
if a solution of the form 
X =  =  ^ JQJ{T)  
is assumed, then 
[AjM -1- \jC + K]^j = {0} . (2.27) 
The eigenvalues Aj, eigenvectors and generalized coordinates r/j of the above 
system are all complex in general. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors may be computed 
by reducing Equation 2.27 to a first-order 2m x 2m system of the form [8, 34] 
[IXj - A]i;j = {0} . (2.28) 
The eigenvalues Xj of the reduced system occur as complex conjugate pairs, and are 
also the solutions of Equation 2.27. The eigenvectors also occur in complex conjugate 
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Figure 2.7: Model of a Damped Structural Mode 
pairs and are related to the eigenvectors of second-order Equation 2.27 by expressions 
such as 
The equivalent viscous modal damping ratio can then be computed from the 
location of the eigenvalue by Equation 2.25. In the special case of proportional 
damping [29], the equations of motion are uncoupled by the normal modes of the 
system, so that the values of are real. 
2.4.3 Modal Loss Factor 
In Section 2.2.2, it is stated that loss factor may be computed by dividing the 
ratio of the imaginary to real parts of the forced frequency response of a massless 
system. In this section, it is shown that a similar concept may be used to describe 
damping in structural modes. 
The equation of a proportionally-damped structural mode (see Figure 2.7) is 
/ 
= •, j = 1,2,3 ... 2m . 
mjq + Cjq +  kjq  = f j  ,  (2.29) 
i 
I 
2 f i  
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where mj, Cj, and kj are modal mass, damping, and stiffness. This may be expressed 
as 
q + = 
where 
2 w • = — 
mj 
and 
Cj ~ 
2^mjkj  
Taking the Laplace transform of Equation 2.29 and dividing through by rr i j ,  an 
impedance Z{s) [13] may be defined by 
Z{s) = s^ + ^ s + ^ ^^{s) . (2.30) 
rr i j  rr i j  mjq  
Leaving on the right only the terms of the impedance related to stiffness and damping, 
mj{Z{s)  — s^)  =  CjS +  kj  . (2.31) 
With sinusoidal excitation, s  =  j u j .  Then the viscous damping Cj is related to an 
equivalent structural damping factor (loss factor) rjj by 
mj{Z{s)  + u?)  = jcjuj  +  kj  = kj{ l  + j i] j{u)) )  , (2.32) 
where the loss factor is the following ratio of the imaginary to real parts of the 
complex stiffness 
CjU _  2CjWja; 
r]j - — - . (2.33) 
kj  w 
At resonance, the modal loss factor is twice the modal damping ratio [30, 29, 14], 
= 20 (2.34) 
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Indeed, Johnson and Keinholtz [15] utilize the modal loss factor in writing the 
equations of motion of damped modes of a system in the form 
2 /i = — ' 
T l l j  
where rjj is the loss factor for the jth mode. In this dissertation, modal damping 
will be estimated by considering each mode to be a two-degree-of-freedom compliant 
model and computing the loss factor for that simplified model. 
2.5 Methods of Computing or Estimating Modal Damping 
2.5.1 Direct Complex Eigenvalue Analysis 
The modal damping ratio Q of Equation 2.25 can be computed directly by means 
of complex eigenvalue analysis. This is the method used by MSC/NASTRAN [12]. 
First, complex eigenvalues of a damped structure are computed by one of a variety of 
methods, such as the complex Lanczos, inverse power, or determinant method. Then 
an approximation of Equation 2.25 is used to compute Q as 
rjj = 2Cj « —. (2.35) 
However, this method is computationally expensive. While normal mode anal­
ysis requires eigenvalue solution of an m x m symmetric system with real roots, 
direct complex eigenvalue analysis involves solution of a 2m X 2m asymmetric system 
with complex roots. Because of this expense, various methods of estimating modal 
damping ratios have been used. These will now be reviewed. 
2.5.2 Reduced Vector Subspace 
One method of computing the complex eigenvalues of a damped system is to 
use a subset of all of the normal modes of the undamped structure as a "reduced 
basis" for solving the complex eigenvalue problem. It is hoped that a very few of 
the lowest-frequency modes will adequately represent the new mode shapes of the 
damped structure so that accurate complex eigenvalues may be computed. Yiu and 
Weston examine some problems with this method along with improvements which 
overcome these problems [34]. 
In this paper, Yiu and Weston show by example that this method alone may 
inaccurately predict modal damping ratio for a structure which is damped locally 
by a damper represented by a viscous element and a spring element in series. The 
normal modes of the structure are inadequate to represent the modal displacement 
of each damper's interior node, which is heavily influenced by the viscous element. 
Yiu and Weston then describe the use of constraint and constrained normal 
subspace to better describe the modes of the undamped system and to accurately 
compute the complex eigenvalues. Instead of using the normal modes of the original 
structure, they constrain it against axial displacements across the dashpot locations 
and compute constrained normal modes 6 and eigenvalues A. To this subspace are 
added for each dashpot two static vectors B to represent the motion of the dashpots. 
The solution vector u is computed in the subspace 
u =  ^ q  + Ba (2.36) 
where u represents the vector of displacements, q represents the vector of generalized 
coordinates for $, and a represents the coordinates of the added static vectors. 
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If n dashpots and a subset of m modes are being considered, this results in 
matrices of the size (m + 2n) x (m + 2n). Examples show this method to be accurate. 
The use of constraint subspace is significant to the work contained in this dis­
sertation in that information regarding how the modified structure would behave is 
built into the reduced subspace by performing a real eigenvalue analysis on a modified 
structure. 
2.5.3 Rayleigh Damping 
Rayleigh or proportional damping exists if the damping matrix C can be diago-
nalized by the same modal matrix which diagonalizes the M and K matrices [24, 14]. 
This is true if and only if [5] 
CM-^K = KM-^C , (2.37) 
and is true in the case that C can be expressed as a linear combination of M and K. 
Then the equations of motion 
= 0 (2.38) 
can be expressed as uncoupled equations of the form 
qj + 2(;jUJjqj + ujj'^qj = 0 . (2.39) 
The modal damping ratio for mode j  is 
0 = ^ . (2.40) 
When localized damping is applied to a structure, the C matrix is not generally 
diagonalized by the normal modes of the undamped system. As Rayleigh wrote (pp. 
199-200 of [24]), 
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The law of friction assumed in the preceding investigation is the only one 
whose results can be easily followed deductively, and it is sufficient to give 
a general idea of the effects of dissipative forces on the motion of a string. 
But in other respects the conclusions drawn from it possess a fictitious 
simplicity, depending on the fact that F—the dissipation-function—is 
similar in form to T, which makes the normal co-ordinates independent 
of each other. In almost any other case (for example, when but a single 
point of the string is retarded by friction) there are no normal co-ordinates 
properly so called. ... Special cases excepted, no linear transformation of 
the co-ordinates (with real coefficients) can reduce T, F, and V together 
to a sum of squares. 
(In the above quotation, T represents kinetic energy, V potential energy, and F the 
energy dissipation rate.) However, in the case of non-proportional damping, the 
diagonal terms of may still be used to approximate the modal damping ratios 
[15]. This is the basis for the method described in the next section. 
2.5.4 Modal Strain Energy Method 
Johnson and Keinholtz [15] describe a method of computing a modal loss factor 
based on summing over all components the loss factor of a component multiplied by 
its proportion of the total undamped modal strain energy. This is called the modal 
strain energy method. 
At each of the resonant frequencies j  of an undamped structure, each of the 
damping components (viscous or viscoelastic struts or laminates) i would possess a 
loss factor Tjij. The loss factor is a measure of the proportion of its strain energy which 
is dissipated each cycle. For mode j, the real part of the stiffness of this component 
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possesses the fraction 
of the total strain energy for mode j .  The loss factor for a given damped mode is 
then estimated 
Then it is assumed that the damping term based on this loss factor can be 
inserted into the uncoupled modal equations of motion so that 
+  W Q j  +  =  i j  { t )  (2.42) 
and 
u = H(0 • (2.43) 
The loss factor in this equation is related to the modal damping ratio in Equation 
2.22 by r j j  »  2Cj .  
The implicit assumption is that the damped modes can be adequately repre­
sented by the normal modes of the undamped structure, that is, that the damping 
matr ix  can be diagonal ized by the same matr ix  $  which diagonal izes  K and M. 
The advantage of this method is that it only requires the normal modes analysis 
of the original structure to arrive at good estimates of modal damping achieved 
by applied damping treatments. The disadvantage stated is that approximation is 
required to accommodate frequency-dependent material properties. Also, there is 
no way to assign a strain energy to a component, such as a viscous element in series 
with a spring element, which is to be placed in a location where the original structure 
possesses no strained element. 
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2.5.5 Perturbation Analysis 
Perturbation analysis is a method by which Taylor series are used to approximate 
the value of a function near a point where its value is known [14, 17, 19], In the case 
of eigenvalue analysis of a structure, perturbation analysis is used to estimate the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors as functions of design changes, or perturbations e, in a 
structure for which normal modes are known. 
The equations of motion of a structure are expressed as 
(2.44) 
or 
where A = M~^K.  The shift in the eigenvalue Aj is estimated by 
where are functions of the A:th derivative of the eigenvalue [14] 
(2.46) 
(2.45) 
(2.47) 
If the matrix A is perturbed according to 
Ap — j4 + EijBi  (2.48) 
where Bi is the matrix of changes, then 
(2.49) 
and the eigenvalue may be estimated by 
^ "i" Bi<j)j . (2.50) 
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This may be interpreted as the influence of the new element on the modes of 
the system assuming the eigenvectors remain unchanged. Higher-order perturbation 
models are useful, but will not be addressed in this dissertation. 
If the change to the structure is a spring-damper series c,-—A:,-, then 
The complex root is then approximated as 
Sj{eij) ss Sj(0) + Eijs/ (2.52) 
where 
s/ = . (2.53) ( j ) j  B j  ( l ) j  
25 j <l>j <l>j 
The square Bi matrix contains only zeroes except for il's according to the locations 
of the added elements. The 2sj in the denominator arises because the perturbation 
is on the function Sj, not Aj = —sj'^ at e,j = 0. 
For low levels of damping, s j  «  iui j .  Setting 
(2.64) 
rij = ^ (2.55) 
-r.j + zr./ 
and 
results in 
i  + -^  
rij^ + 1 
Also for low damping, the damping ratio is approximately 
(2.56) 
^ 3?(-Sj) _ 2^Pr,j^+l ^ >2 K7)  
^(^j) 1 -i- -K V j; 1 -h 2'^Prij'^+l 
I 
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When multiple changes are made to the original system, the resulting eigenvalues 
may be estimated by a summation of the first-order effects of all the elements on the 
unperturbed system. This is done for an example structure in Section 3.6.2.6. 
2.6 Methods of Optimizing Damping 
2.6.1 Simulated Annealing 
Chen, Bruno, and Salama [16] use a simulated annealing technique to seek op­
timal actuator placement for active and passive structural control. This involves 
choosing new candidate solutions at random and accepting improving along with 
random non-improving solutions according to a diminishing probability. 
First, they define an optimization function based on energy dissipation by passive 
and active elements during a finite time interval from a set of given initial conditions. 
The energy dissipation function is a weighted summation of the dissipation due to 
active and passive components. The passive energy dissipation approximation is 
based upon the modal strain energy method [15], and the energy dissipation due to 
active members is based on a constant-output velocity feedback control law. 
The search for the optimal combination proceeds from the initial candidate solu­
tion as follows. At random, one of the current control locations is replaced by one of 
the remaining locations, and the optimization function is computed for the new can­
didate solution. If the function evaluation hcis improved, the new candidate solution 
is accepted. If it has not improved, the new candidate solution is only occasionally 
accepted according to a modified Boltzmann probability function 
P = exp^ (2.58) 
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where AEd is the change in the energy dissipation function evaluation, and 0 is a 
pseudotemperature, which decreases as the search progresses. This results in the 
acceptance of fewer and fewer non-improving solutions as the algorithm approaches 
a near-optimal solution. 
Chen, Bruno, and Salama apply this algorithm to two example structures: a 150-
member tetrahedron truss and a cantilever boom. Since the truss contained more 
member locations, various initial solutions resulted in distinct but similar sub-optimal 
solutions. Certain locations appeared in most cases. The algorithm repeatedly con­
verges to the globally optimal solution in the case of the simpler cantilever boom 
problem. 
Because the near-optimal solution to the tetrahedron truss problem requires 
about the same number of iterations as the solution to the cantilever boom problem, 
the simulated annealing approach appears to be particularly effective in attacking 
combinatorial optimization problems (such as that of SPICE) containing large num­
bers of combinations. In most cases the 150-member tetrahedron truss problem 
required between 300 and 500 iterations to converge. 
2.6.2 Search by Golden Section 
Search by golden section [31] is a non-gradient technique for finding a local max­
imum (or minimum) of a bounded, one-dimensional function. With this method, 
the region is sectioned and reduced by approximately 38.2% after each function eval­
uation. It is useful for finding the maximum of a performance function based on 
loss factors for a structure containing one or several added dampers with the same 
damping coefficient. 
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Figure 2.8: Region for Search by Golden Section 
The method starts with a bounded region of a function which contains a uni-
modal optimum /*. A performance function comprising the summation of modal loss 
factors of a damped structure often fits this pattern. The value of the performance 
function is to be optimized which respect to damping coefficient c (same for all 
the dampers). The region is shown in Figure 2.8, in which Ui — Oo = bo — bi = 
0.381966(6o — ao). Beginning with the function evaluation at the points Cq, a,-, 6,, 
and bo shown, the portion of the region beyond the interior point with the "worse" 
function evaluation is discarded, and that point becomes a new exterior point. A 
function evaluation is then performed at a new interior point, which is located such 
that the spacing of the interior points and exterior points is again that of Figure 2.8. 
This sectioning process continues until convergence, which occurs when the width of 
the region or the change in each function evaluation is sufficiently small. 
2.6.3 Sensitivity of Resonant Response 
Li [18] develops methods to minimize peak structural response to harmonic ex­
citation. He uses sensitivity information to arrive at directions of search within the 
design space, and also to predict the most effective locations for placement of damp­
1 
I 
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ing. 
Li first shows that when a design parameter of a system is modified, both the 
magnitude and frequency of the system's peak responses are changed. Slopes of the 
changes in these peaks yield information regarding the sensitivity of the system with 
respect to various design modifications. Using first- and second-order curve fits,, he 
then predicts peak response for relatively large design changes. The sensitivities with 
respect to various design parameters, such as mass, stiffness, and damping values, 
are used to arrive at a steepest-descent direction of search, reducing the optimization 
problem to a sub-problem containing only one variable. 
Secondly, Li extends the work of Mikaili [20] by placing Near Zero Section (NZS) 
dampers on a plate and measuring the sensitivity of the peak response with respect to 
each damper location. The locations possessing the largest sensitivity reduced peak 
response of the plate most effectively, as predicted. The work of this dissertation is 
similar to Li's use of NZS dampers in that small elements are used to predict damping 
effectiveness of larger elements. However, the work of this dissertation differs from 
Li's in that: 
1. Instead of frequency response analysis of Li, real eigenvalue analysis is used, 
and modal damping is predicted instead of peak response. 
2. Near zero section spr ings  are used instead of NZS dampers to predict the effect 
of larger dampers on the system. 
3. By placing one larger spring at a time in each prospective damper location 
and performing an additional real eigenvalue analysis for each added spring, 
one obtains enough information to quantitatively predict modal damping over 
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a large range of clamping rate. 
2.6.4 Optimization of Energy Dissipation Rate 
Neubert [23] presents a method of evaluating locations for damping within a truss 
based on maximizing the rate of energy dissipation for a given set of initial conditions. 
He starts by premultiplying the matrix equations of motion for a system by a rate 
vector and isolating a Hamiltonian energy function which diminishes according to 
the rate of energy dissipation by damping within the structure. 
Neubert identifies this rate as the Rayleigh energy dissipation function, 
2D = i/Cu = f^'^C^q = q^^^'^C^^q . (2.59) 
He then solves the optimization problem of maximizing the Rayleigh energy dissi­
pation function with respect to damping values c,- of each structural element. The 
derivatives of this function with respect to each of the damping values aid in this 
optimization and provide insight to the most valuable positions in which to place 
damping. 
The optimization Neubert describes is dependent upon a certain set of initial 
conditions while that of this dissertation is directed toward achieving optimal modal 
damping ratios without regard to any given set of initial conditions. 
2.6.5 Minimization of Error Integral 
Gilheany [11] presents a method of determining optimal placement and magni­
tude of dampers in a lumped-parameter system. He uses as an optimization function 
the time integral of the weighted squares of the displacement and velocity errors re­
sulting from the numerical integration of the matrix equations of motion. In this way, 
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a solution of the eigenvalue problem is completely avoided, but the optimum depends 
upon the initial conditions or forcing function chosen. For a given combination of 
damper locations, a Hooke-Jeeves pattern search is used to find the optimal damper 
magnitudes, and the best combination is found by an exhaustive search. 
Some advantages of this procedure are that no eigenvalue solution is necessary 
and that nonhnearities and additional constraints are not a problem. The disad­
vantage is that the exhaustive search would become extremely time-consuming for a 
structure such as SPICE, which possesses many candidate damper locations. 
2.6.6 Combined Control-Structure Optimal Design 
Milman, Salama, Sheid, Bruno, and Gibson [21] use an approach which opti­
mizes a combination of control and structural criteria for structural design. They 
show that such a combined optimization is never inferior to the conventional sequen­
tial design procedure, in which the structure is optimized before the control. The 
combined optimization is achieved by introducing a homotopy parameter which, as 
it varies between 0 and 1, effectively weights the contributions of control criteria and 
of structural criteria to the overall optimization criterion. In this way, a family of 
solutions which is useful in early design trade studies is produced. 
The structural criterion used is minimization of mass while the control criterion 
is minimization of a linear quadratic Gaussian or regulator performance index. Local 
methods such as the Newton method can be used to expedite optimizations along the 
homotopy path. Examples show that the approach quantifies the trade-offs between 
control and structural factors in design. However, in examples, actuator placement 
is predetermined. The models of the present dissertation could be used to simplify 
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and speed a combined control-structure optimization, which would become quite 
computationally expensive for a complex structure. 
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CHAPTER 3. COMPLIANT MODEL OF A STRUCTURAL MODE 
In this dissertation, a two-degree-of-freedom model will be assumed for each 
mode. This model results in simple expressions which accurately estimate the effects 
of added localized stiffness or damping on modal frequency or damping. The model 
will be referred to as the compliant model of a structural mode. 
3.1 Development of the Compliant Model 
3.1.1 Description of the Compliant Model 
If one inserts a damper into an arbitrary location in a large structure (Figure 
3.1) and looks at the resulting damping ratio as the damping c,- of the strut increases 
from zero to infinity, one might expect the damping ratio of a given mode to start at 
zero, increase to some point, and then "level off." One might also expect the damping 
ratio to decrease and again approach zero as the value of c; approaches infinity. This 
provides the intuitive basis for modeling each mode of a structure as a compliant 
model. 
The compliant model of a damped structural mode, similar to the generalized 
Maxwell model  of  a  viscoelast ic  sol id  [2] ,  i s  shown in  Figure 3.2.  In  this  f igure,  UAJ 
represents the modal stiffness of undamped mode j; with a mass-normalized system, 
m = 1, and Uaj = Any parallel stiffness kp in the damper must be included in 
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Figure 3.1: Model of a Damper Inserted into a Structure 
m 
Figure 3.2: Compliant Model of a Structural Mode 
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k^j. The symbol kpij accounts for supposed compliances within the structure winch 
influence the way the series components of the ith D-Strut, c,- and A:,-, affect the modal 
damping ratio. The a,j is a coefficient which "scales" the values of c,- and ki for each 
m o d e  j  a n d  e a c h  s t r u t  i .  
In this model, ksij, and must be determined for each mode and strut 
location. Then ki and c; can be set to optimize a performance index using damping 
ratios estimated through the modal loss factor of the model. 
3.1.2 Modal Loss Factor of the Compliant Model of a Structure 
This section parallels Section 2.2.3, in which the loss factor of a damping strut 
was developed. In order to find a complex stiffness for the compliant model shown 
in Figure 3.2,  a  t ransfer  funct ion which descr ibes  the "ver t ical"  force Fj  on mass mj 
necessary to achieve vertical displacement Qj is written. Keeping only the stiffness 
and damping terms on the right, 
(3.1) 
where n is the number of struts. The substitutions 
_ "- i  
^sij — , (3.2) 
(3.3) 
UJ (3.4) 
s = jui (3.5) 
result in 
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Q 
or 
+ = + (3.6) 
+ = • (3.7) 
Taking modal loss factor to be the ratio of the real to imaginary parts of this complex 
stiffness, 
s r =i JIL 
= i T;: • f '-®' 
^  + 2^i=l  l^s t]  
3.2 Methods of Finding the Properties of the Compliant Structural 
Model 
3.2.1 Method of Infinite Stiffness 
In order to find the values of kAj ,  ks i j ,  and Q:,j, for a given mode j  and strut 
location i, the following procedure can be used. First, a real eigenvalue analysis is 
performed on the structure alone without any added spring elements in parallel to 
damper locations included. Mass normalization is used, so that for mode j, 
kAj = • (3.9) 
The value of ksn is found by placing a spring of infinite stiffness into the damper 
location, as Figure 3.3 shows. Assuming that the modal mass does not change, the 
value of ksij is determined by assuming that kAj and ksij act in parallel. With 
from the resulting real eigenvalue analysis, 
kBij = - kAj . (3.10) 
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Figure 3.3: Model for Finding ksij 
Next, the value of a.-j must be found. A spring of stiffness identical to that of ki 
is placed across the damper location. This is equivalent to placing an infinitely-stifF 
spring in parallel with damper c,-. A third real eigenvalue analysis is done. Using the 
series-parallel properties of the springs in the model, a new spring equivalent to the 
combination of ki and ksij is found. 
CXijk fkgi j  
k / i j  — ks i j  — ; I / 
^i jk i  4" kgi j  
With ki having been selected and ksij and kaij known, 
1 ks i j  kgi j  
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
ki  ( kgi j  ks i j  ) 
Performing two more real eigenvalue analyses per strut and repeating the same 
computations completely determine the compliant model of the structure for any 
mode being analyzed. The values of k^j, kgij, and a{j of the structure along with 
specified ki provide enough information to compute Ksij. 
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3.2.2 Method of Finite Stiffnesses 
A second method of finding the values Kaij and Oij for the compliant structural 
model is to analyze the shifts in frequencies caused by individually inserting two 
massless springs of known stiffness. 
The parallel stiffness of the mode, kAj, is given by Equation 3.9. Insertion of the 
value of the known strut stiffness ki and computation of the frequencies determine kaij 
(and so Ksij) by Equation 3.11. The value of Oij is found by repeating the frequency 
analysis with a massless spring of another known stiffness, kdi = d- ki,d > 0 . If 
is the resulting eigenvalue, then 
ksdi — ky\j , (3.13) 
Then 
d — 1  (  kdsiks i  \  /o 
To match the dynamic stiffness of the damper near optimal damping, d may be 
set to 1/2. Then 
= (3.15) 1 I kdsi  ks:  
k i  \ k^f  k i ia i ,  
The value fcj3,j does not need to be found unless one desires to vary ki in applying 
the model, in which case ksij is evaluated by rearranging Equation 3.11. 
Like the method of infinite stiffnesses, this method requires 2n +1 real eigenvalue 
analyses, where n is the number of strut locations being analyzed. 
3.2.3 Method of Frequency Slopes 
The preceding methods require two eigenvalue analyses for each damper location 
being considered. If more information can be obtained from the original eigenvalue 
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Figure 3.4: Compliant Model of 
Spring ki Included in 
Structure 
analysis, then fewer additional eigenvalue analyses are necessary. The method of 
frequency slopes provides from the original eigenvalue analysis information about the 
parameters of the compliant model by matching its derivative with respect to an 
added stiffness with that of the finite element model of the structure. 
If a spring is placed in a position z of a structure, as pictured in Figure 3.4, the 
compliant model predicts the shifted frequency of the system will be 
ai jk jkBi i  
w, ,2  _  kAj  + (3.16) 
^i jk i  "I" kgi j  
The derivative of this frequency with respect to the added stiffness when ki = 0 is 
d { u f )  
dki  
0t i jkBi j{0i{ jk i  "t" kgi j^  0l i j (^0! i jk ikg{j )  
k i=0 {otijkf "f" kgij^^ ki=0 
ks i j  
{oci jk i  "i" kgi j^^  
= a, 
ki=0 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
This means that atj can be easily found if the eigenvalue derivative can be extracted 
from the modal analysis of the original structure. 
I 
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The eigenvalue derivative is found as follows [9]. The eigenvalue problem for an 
undamped structure can be written as 
[K -  = {0} , (3.20) 
where and <j)j are the ith eigenvalue and eigenvector. Differentiating with respect 
to a structural change, such as an added strut, one obtains 
[K'  -  M'lo/  - + [K -  = {0} (3.21) 
Premultiplying by and realizing — Mwj^] = {0}^ due to symmetry, 
(3.22) 
or 
K')' = T: ' :r  • (3-23) 
With mass normalization, M4>i = 1, so that by Equations 3.19 and 3.23 
a.-,- = (a;/)' = . (3.24) 
Along with being the eigenvalue derivative, can also be interpreted as being 
the square of the axial displacement between the two nodes where the strut is to be 
added. For example if 
0 0 0 0 
0  1 - 1 0  
0 - 1 1 0  
0 0 0 0 
K'  = (3.25) 
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then 
( f ) l j  ( j>2i  ( l>3j  
4>2j  
=  {hi  -  hi?  .  (3.26) 
0 0 0 0 
0  1 - 1 0  
0 - 1 1 0  
0 0 0 0 
This means that aij can be found from the modal displacements of the original 
structure. 
Finite element packages such as MSC/NASTRAN output element strain energy 
values directly. This provides a convenient way to find a,j. Since the strain energy 
of an axially-distorted element is \kx'^^ where x is the axial displacement, its modal 
strain energy is 
1 _ 1 (3.27) S.E.ij — A (j)j — ^kofCXij 
so that 
aij — S.E.,j (3.28) 
For the original analysis, springs of near-zero stiffness (say koi = 2 units) placed in 
the structure will not appreciably affect its eigenvalues. Then, if koi is set to 2 units, 
Qij for damper location i may be read directly from the strain energy output of a 
normal mode analysis. 
Alternatively, element axial force information for each mode may be used to 
find aij. Since the force present in an axially-distorted element is kx, the axial 
displacement may be found by the expression 
f ' i  X — (3.29) 
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where /,j is the axial force present in a spring of near-zero stiffness koi in the jth 
mode of a mass-normalized modal analysis. If koi is set to one unit, then the modal 
displacement is read directly from the modal force output in the element koi- The 
value of aij is then 
This method of finding a,j has the advantage that the signs of the relative axial 
displacements are provided by the force output of a normal mode analysis. This 
becomes important when the compliant models of many modes are incorporated into 
a unified model in Section 3.3. 
Still, ksij or equivalent information must be found. This is done by using Equa­
tion 3.11. If the stiffness fc,- of the rod in series with each damper is known, then an 
individual real eigenvalue analysis is run for each ki, so that the values of Ksij may 
be found from Equations 3.2 and 3.11. For n possible strut locations, this method 
involves n 1 real eigenvalue analyses. 
3.2.4 Method of Slopes and Curvatures 
To reduce the number of eigenvalue analyses further, one could use the second 
derivative of each eigenvalue with respect to the added stiffness to find the value 
of ksij- This is the method of slopes and curvatures. 
The second derivative of the compliant model with respect to a design change 
ki is (see also Equation 3.17) 
(3.30) 
)  Q: t j  kB i j  ^ (Qf i j fc i  - f  kg i j )  Oi i j  (3.31) 
dkf  ki=0 ^Bij)' fc,=0  
_ -2 ajj'^ kei/ 
ks i j  (3.32) 
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so that 
^Bij — / ( w . j | f c i = o  (3.33) 
The second eigenvalue derivative of the finite element model is found as follows 
[18]. First, differentiate Equation 3.23 with respect to a change e in the system. 
where cf)/ is the derivative of the eth eigenvector. When the change is only an added 
stiffness, M' = 0 and K" = 0, so that 
Evaluation of Equation 3.36 at ki = 0 would provide the information needed to 
compute kBj using Equation 3.33. 
Thus, the compliant model can be completely characterized by only one analysis 
of the normal modes, along with analysis of the first eigenvector derivatives and the 
first and second eigenvalue derivatives. Unfortunately, in order to compute the first 
eigenvector derivative, one needs to either [9] 
1. invert an n x n matrix, where n is the index of freedom of the entire finite 
element model, or 
2. use an expression which may become numerically sensitive if closely-spaced 
eigenvalues exist. 
The matrix inversion is nearly as computationally costly to perform as an additional 
real eigenvalue analysis, and the computation of the second derivative appears more 
(3.36) 
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difficult to implement. Therefore, the method of frequency slopes is used in this 
dissertation. 
Other strategies, such as finite difference approximations, could be used to find 
Qij and keij, but will not be covered in this dissertation. 
3.3 Spherical Model 
3.3.1 Purpose 
The compliant model of Section 3.1 deals with each mode separately; the assump­
tion is that all modes behave independently of each other. However, in structures 
which possess closely-spaced eigenvalues, this is not the case. A unified compliant 
model to account for the effects of an added spring or damper on all modes is pre­
sented in this section. 
The solution to the eigenvalue problem for a system of m modes may be visu­
alized as an m-dimensional ellipsoid in which the length of each major axis is the 
reciprocal of an eigenvalue [19]. In the case of repeated roots, two or more of the eigen­
vectors are oriented arbitrarily within a hyper-planar cross-section of this ellipsoid 
orthogonal to each other and all other eigenvectors. When even a slight modification 
to the system is made, the orientation of these eigenvectors may change drastically. 
Therefore it is necessary to unify the compliant model so that all necessary modes 
are included. 
3.3.2 Basis 
In order to develop a model which is able to do this, the following observations 
from the compliant model are noted. The first is that one or several springs added 
to a system will increase or leave unchanged any eigenvalue. This is related to 
the inclusion principle [19]. Second, frequency shifts for a set of modes due to a 
set of springs may be estimated by performing eigenvalue analyses with one spring 
inserted at a time and summing the results according to the compliant model. Even 
if the estimated shifts in frequency for each mode are incorrectly allocated amongst 
closely-spaced modes, the total of the shifts in frequency within the set of modes is 
approximately correct. This stems from the fact that the sum of the eigenvalues of a 
matrix is equal to its trace [19]. 
Third, if a single spring or dashpot is added to a system, only one of a set of 
identical eigenvalues will be shifted or damped. This is also related to the so-called 
inclusion principle [19]. 
Fourth, in a system for which damping is being estimated by a compliant model, 
al l  m o d e s  j  w h i c h  a r e  h i g h l y - s p a c e d  h a v e  n e a r l y  e q u a l  r a t i o s  ^  f o r  a  g i v e n  s t r u t  i .  
(These modes are generally accurately represented by the simple compliant model.) 
Then the values of Q,j found by the method of frequency slopes may be used to 
proportionately allocate the total frequency shift among all of the modes. The impli­
cation of the equal ratios ^ is that the same spring is affecting each of the separate 
compliant models of structural modes. 
3.3.3 Description 
All of these properties imply a spherical compliant model, described by an aux­
iliary eigenvalue problem which sorts out frequency (or complex eigenvalue) shifts 
induced in closely-spaced modes by a set of added springs (or dampers). The spher­
ical compliant model is shown in Figure 3.5. The unit mass represents the modal 
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'A2. 
m=l 
Figure 3.5: Spherical Compliant Model 
mass of all of the modes. Each spring connects the modal mass to ground along one 
of the m orthogonal axes. The value of the spring on a given axis is equal to the 
corresponding modal stiffness, so that motion of the mass along the axis represents 
vibration of that mode. In this way, one mass and m springs are used to represent 
all normal modes. 
When a spring ki is added to the system, it modifies the frequencies according 
to a,j's and ksij^s which are nearly proportionally distributed among the modes. 
This may be modeled by a single compliant series spring ksi oriented to achieve the 
observed frequency shift kgij in each mode, as shown in Figure 3.5. This orientation 
is determined by letting the squares of its direction cosines be proportional to a.j 
over all modes j for the ith strut. The value of kei is set by observing all of the 
frequency shifts k,ij induced by inserting ki into the structure so that 
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and 
(3.38) 
where 
m 
a.' = • (3.39) 
3.3.4 Procedure 
The procedure for defining the spherical model follows. First, the normal mode 
analysis of the original system provides the modal stiffness values kAj for each mode 
being studied along with the orientation magnitudes \cos6ij\ from a,j obtained by the 
method of frequency slopes (see Section 3.2). Next, n individual eigenvalue analyses 
with a known spring ki placed in each of the n strut locations being studied, determine 
kai. It is simply the summation of all of the frequency shifts for the set of consecutive 
frequencies included. 
The values of Q;,j and cos Oij are obtained from the modal displacements as 
follows. Near-zero-stiffness elements are included in candidate locations of the original 
structure, as described in Section 3.2.3. The normal mode analysis on the original 
structure then yields an axial displacement Xij between each candidate pair of nodes 
i for each mode j. This value may be positive or negative. As is stated in Section 
3.2.3, 
(3.40) 
The sign and magnitude of the direction cosines 7,j are determined by 
(3.41) 
1 
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The direction cosines cos Oij satisfy the properties that their squares are propor­
tional to aij over all modes for a given strut. Also, the sum of the squares of cos Oij 
for a given strut are equal to one. The 7,^ for a given strut i may be interpreted as 
the unit normalized displacements Xij, while a; is the sum of the squares of Xij. 
Equations 3.40 and 3.41 determine the values of a,j and the orientations cos Oij 
(complete with sign) of the locations of candidate struts in the spherical model. 
3.3.5 Use in Evaluating Eigenvalue Shifts 
Once the values of the direction cosine vector for each strut location have been 
determined, the spherical model may be used to predict frequency shift or loss factor 
achieved by a combination of added struts. 
The mass matrix for the system of the spherical model is the m-dimensional 
identity matrix, where m is the number of modes being studied. The stiffness ma­
trix of the unmodified spherical model of the structure then is the diagonal matrix 
containing the m eigenvalues or modal stiffnesses, that is 
liAl 0 0 . . .  0  
0 kA2 0 . . .  0  
0 0 (3.42) 
: 
; 0 
0 0  • • •  0 
3.3.5.1 Added Spring If the goal of the analysis is to estimate the effect of 
an added spring on the structure, a matrix corresponding to each additional element 
r 
r 
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ki on the system is added to the stiffness matrix. 
m 
oK = oKa + Yl (3.43) 
1=1 
where 
j=l ^ij^i "1" (3.44) 
m 
(3.46) 
(3.45) 
oiiki + ksi 
and 
7i^ = [ cos Oil cos Oi2 • • • cos 9im ] • (3.47) 
The 7i7,'^ matrix is the result of an extension of Weaver's example for a two-degree 
system on p. 221 of [30]. 
The eigenvalues oWj^ of the auxiliary, augmented stiffness matrix oA' are then 
used as an estimate of the eigenvalues of the system. The eigenvectors o<j)j of this ma­
trix determine the new directions of oscillation of the spherical system when springs 
ki are inserted. They are combined into an auxiliary modal matrix 
Once the new frequencies and orientations (o$) of the modes of the spherical 
model with added stiffnesses have been determined by an eigenvalue analysis of oA', 
the contribution of each stiffness i to the modal stiffness of mode j may be found. The 
value of the frequency shift in a mode j attributable to each ki within the augmented 
spherical system is equal to the value of ksi times the square of the cosine of the angle 
O ^  [ o<^l 0^2 • • • o<^m] • (3.48) 
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between the new axis of the mode j and the axis of ksi. Both o<j>j and 7,' are unit 
normalized, so by the Cauchy-Schwartz theorem the cosine of that angle is equal to 
their inner product. 
o k s i j  = (3.49) 
In the new orientation of the modes in the spherical system, the values of oksij 
will be added to the summation of the contributions of the original kAj to the new 
modal frequencies. This summation is 
" *  /  \ 2  
okj{j — ^ ' (o'/'i ^kj kj\i( , (3.50) 
k=l 
where Cfc denotes the kth column of the m X m identity matrix. It should be true that 
the frequencies of the new modes are equal to the contributions of all of the springs 
in the model, that is 
n 
o^j ~ ok^j "I" ^ ^ oksij . (3.51) 
1=1 
This provides a check for computation of okAj and oksij. 
In a similar way, an auxiliary complex eigenvalue problem could be solved for 
each combination of struts at each level of damping. This is not difficult since the 
number of modes of the auxiliary system is much smaller than the index of freedom of 
the finite element model. Such a solution is developed in Section 3.3.6. However, in 
order to speed computation of modal loss factor, the frequency shifts of the spherical 
model will be used to arrive at closed-form expressions for modal loss factor similar 
to those of the simple compliant model (Equation 3.8). 
3.3.5.2 Added Spring-Damper Series If a set of series spring-damper 
pairs ioi—c,s are to be inserted into the existing structure, then a set of o^sij may be 
1 
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obtained from the augmented model of the structure in which stiffnesses alone are 
inserted. 
First, the re-orientation of the model due to added spring-damper elements must 
be estimated, then modified values of for each spring-damper location may be 
estimated. The estimation of J/j is based on these new oKstj-
To predict the frequency and orientation shifts of the spherical model near the 
peak damping influence of a spring-dcishpot series ki—c,-, a different stiffness is used 
in the second term of Equation 3.43. The peak damping occurs near 
aijC{U)j ! ^ 
= —r = 1 • (3.52) 
kstj 
The dynamic stiffness for such a series is 
P ~ ^ CVij Cj UJj k^ij ^ , ?'|j^ -t- I Tjj 
i a i j  a  u ; j  +  k , i j  ~  V - f - l  (3.53) 
so that the dynamic stiffness near the peak 
k su , 
2 
(1+ i ) .  (3 .54 )  
r.>=l 
Since the real part of this dynamic stiffness is the stiffness matrix for the spherical 
system becomes 
m U , 
oK = oKo + 'E-^7ai'^ . (3.55) 
«=i 
with kai, cti, and 7,- defined as in Equations 3.44 through 3.47. 
Once the eigenvalue problem for the spherical system has been solved so that 
o<l>j are known. Equations 3.49 and 3.50 may be used to find okaij and okAj for the 
damped system. The check of Equation 3.51 becomes 
1 " 
= okAj + r XI • (3-56) 
1=1 
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Now, one can compute an approximate modal loss factor based upon the orien­
tation of the spherical system with only stiffnesses present. Referring to Equations 
3.49, 3.50, and 3.8, one can write this expression for the loss factor: 
'pn „ r j j  
2^,=I l+r.y! /-o c'rx 
oT/j Ri r-r- (3.57) 
1 4- K- " 
^ ^ 2-it=l 0"'S«J l+r,j2 
where 
= 4^ . (3.58) 
o^Aj 
Although estimates of rjj based upon 
0 CVi j C,' yJokAj 
ora = —V ^ (3.59) 
ok. m  3 t J  (3.60) oO.j - , 
l^si 
may be intuitively attractive, they have not proven more accurate. 
The drawback of using this method instead of re-solving the complex eigenvalue 
problem for the auxiliary system is that with the spring-damper series combination, 
the modes of the spherical system will not orient to exactly the same position as they 
do when springs ^ alone are added to the system. 
The advantage of using Equation 3.57 is that for each combination of damper 
locations, only one additional small, real eigenvalue analysis must be performed. The 
optimal damping for that combination may then be quickly found by optimizing o?/j 
using Equation 3.57. 
3.3.6 State-Space Representation of Spherical Model 
In order to develop a state-space representation of the spherical model of locally-
modified structural modes, the model of Figure 3.5 is used. In it, the compliances 
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to added elements are connected to the modal mass at the angles Oij. A spring, 
damper, combination, or active control element may act upon the mass from this 
angle if placed in the corresponding position of the physical structure. In the following 
development, it is assumed that a series element ki bears the force applied across the 
nodes of location i, so values of k^i may be found. The displacement of the control 
element in the realm of the spherical model is denoted Zi. 
The equations of motion of the mass are now written. The force on the ith added 
element due to small displacements of the modal mass and 2,- is 
(3.61) 
and the component of this force in the jth direction is 
(3.62) 
Then the equation of motion in the jth direction is 
n 
rniij -f kAj -  = 0- (3.63) 
i=l 
With m = 1, 
(3.64) 
The following definitions are added to those of Section 3.3.5. 
r(mxn) - [71 ••• 7,- ••• 7n ] 
{ m x m ]  ~  0 ^ 0  
(3.66) 
(3.65) 
(3.67) 
(3.68) 
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A' a (nXn) — 
kai 0 0 
0  • •  
0 • kg 0 
0 
0 
"(nXn) 
Oil 0 0 
0 ••• 
0 • • • ai 
0 0 kan 
• •  0  
(3.69) 
0 
0 
(3.70) 
0 0 a„ 
Now Equations 3.64 may be written in compact matrix form 
u + (Ka + r/i:.r^) u - fk. z  =  {o} .  
(3.71) 
(3.72) 
A force input fi at Zi must be brought into the system. This is equal to the 
reaction force of Equation 3.61, 
fi — Ri — ksi j ^ ' Uj COS Oij Zi 
\i=i J 
(3.73) 
or in matrix notation 
/ = {  / .  / . •  J .  y  =  .  
This is restated as 
z  =  T ' ' u + K - ' f .  
The matrix inversion is simple since K, is diagonal. 
(3.74) 
(3.75) 
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Now Equations 3.72 and 3.75 may be combined into a standard state space 
representation which includes Ks~^ as a feedforward matrix, 
« 
u O(mXm) 
< 
» •< 
n 
' + < 
r 
u 
* 
-^(mXm) O(mxm) u O(mxn) 
/ 
2 = U 
u 
+ Ks-'f . O(nxm) 
To get z in terms of a vector of physically measurable displacements y, 
y = az . 
An output feedback could be used for control purposes 
/ = - K j z  
(3.76) 
(3.77) 
(3.78) 
(3.79) 
where K/ is the n x n feedback matrix. 
The controllability and observability of the system of equations 3.76 and 3.77 
depend upon the rank of F. Although the state space representation is very simple, 
it retains all of the properties of the spherical compliant model of a structure. 
Now in the case in which the control is due to viscous dashpots c,-, the force 
through ksi and c,- is equal to the control force 
that is. 
Ri = -KAI UJ COS Oij -  Zij = -CiOiZi 
CdOiz + KsZ - = {0}(„xi) 
or 
i = - [C^a]-^ K,z + [Cdd]-' KX' u -1 
(3.80) 
(3.81) 
(3.82) 
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where Cd is the diagonal matrix containing values c;. Equation 3.82 may be combined 
with Equation 3.72 to form 
u  0(„.xm) -A'^-r/C,F V K s  u  
u  
• = 
•^(mXm) O(mXm) O(mXn) < u  
z  0(„xm) [ C i a Y ^ K ^ V ^  - [ C M - ' K s  _ z  \  t  
This matrix differential equation is suitable for solution by the damp function 
of Matlab. Examples in Sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.3 illustrate the use of this solution 
method. 
3.4 Implications of Compliant Model on Damping Optimization 
In order to find the optimal combination of damping strut locations and damping 
coefficients for a structure, damping must be evaluated repeatedly for each case in 
the search for an optimum. The use of complex eigenvalue analysis to compute modal 
damping ratios is very expensive, especially for structures whose finite element models 
are extremely large. Furthermore, derivative information is difficult to extract from 
the complex eigenvalue solution, making it difficult to discern the best direction of 
search with a design space. 
Even though modal damping ratio is computationally expensive to compute 
through complex eigenvalue analysis, the shape of the modal damping plot versus 
strut damping coefficient is very predictable. The compliant model of a structural 
mode results in the closed-form expression of Equation 3.8 or 3.57 for modal damping 
ratio which very closely approximates this surface. The use of this expression can 
result in time savings in excess of two orders of magnitude compared to complex 
eigenvalue analysis. Gradient information is also easily obtainable through this ex­
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pression. The derivative on T] with respect to damping coefficient c; in location i  is 
found as follows. 
^ (3.84) 
1 _L K  D i  
^ + 2-/i=l i+r,j 2 
d i g  ^  { N j ) r D i  -  N j { D j ) r  
dm z?/ 
(3.85) 
- nj^)-Pj 2r,jA^j 
where the r subscript denotes differentiation with respect to r,j. Assuming that ujj 
does not change much in the case of added damping, 
Vii = (3.87) 
Kjij 
C t j j C j U J j  
^Aj l^aij 
OlijCi 
U J j K s i j  
dVij ^ 
d c i  U J j K  
(3.88) 
(3.89) 
(3.90) 
3 ^ sij 
Then 
^ (3.9I) 
dci drij dci 
~ (1 + roW 
If complex eigenvalue analysis is used in conjunction with or as a check on the 
compliant model, the insight the compliant model supplies regarding the shape of the 
loss factor surface can be an aid in choosing a direction of search for a maximum. 
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3.5 Relationship to Other Methods of Damping Estimation 
3.5.1 Compliant Model and Modal Strain Energy 
The modal strain energy method gives similar results to the compliant model 
when the parameters of the compliant model are found by the method of frequency 
slopes. As a,j is obtained by looking at the modal strain energy of elements in the 
positions of interest, so is in the modal strain energy method. However, the modal 
strain energy method assumes that eigenvectors are essentially unchanged, while the 
compliant model uses modal compliance to attempt to account for the eigenvector 
changes. The modal strain energy method accurately predicts damping at low values 
of damping coefficient, but its accuracy decreases as c,- approaches its optimal value. 
In a case where the original structure contains a member in the position of interest 
so that the modal strain energy method may be used, the information used by the 
modal strain energy method is the same as that which would be used by the compliant 
model if ksij were assumed infinite. 
It is possible, once the parameters for one of these methods are fully known for 
a given strut, to convert them to parameters in terms of the other method. 
3.6.2 Modal Strain Energy to Compliant Model 
One might convert a modal strain energy model into a compliant model in order 
to account for modes which are close in frequency by using the spherical model. 
The parameters of a modal strain energy model for a given strut are 
1. the ratio of the total modal strain energy for the strut position in question, 
and 
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2. the strut loss factor for the position in question at the frequency of mode j ,  rji j .  
In order to convert these into parameters of the compliant model, it is assumed 
that a dashpot c; is placed into the model. A correlation is made by equating the 
damping in mode j due to a single damping strut i as computed by the two models. 
The values of kai (static stiffness of damping strut z), kbi (inner stiffness of 
damping strut i), and LOJ are known. The damping based on modal strain energy is 
Vij In r\o\ 
where 
and 
K.- = ^ (3.94) 
^ai 
Vi: = ^ . (3.95) 
Khi 
Values k,ij and a,j of an equivalent compliant model are sought. With the 
definitions 
and 
Vii = (3.96) 
M = if . (3.97) 
K A ]  Wj 
the damping in the equivalent compliant model is estimated by 
*"''1 
The numerators and denominators respectively of Equations 3.93 and 3.98 are equated, 
resulting in 
K'j k^j m 
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and 
(3.100) 
These equations result in a compliant model which gives damping values similar 
to those computed by the modal strain energy method for a single damping strut. 
With many dampers present, the following compliant model estimate may be used. 
ing many modes. However, the signs of the direction cosines for each strut will be 
unknown. 
3.5.3 Converting Compliant Model to Modal Strain Energy Model 
In a similar way, one might desire to transform the parameters which have been 
obtained for the compliant model into a modal strain energy model. One might wish 
to do this in order to utihze the additional information inherent in the compliant 
model and yet maintain the simplicity of the expression for the modal strain energy 
method. 
Again, correlations are drawn by equating the effect of a single damping strut in 
both models. The parameters k^j, and Q,j of the compliant model are known. 
A value kbi of the inner stiffness of the damping strut is also known. 
The damping in mode j  by the compliant model is 
(3.101) 
The parameters kgij and Q,j can also be used to build a spherical model includ-
'  i j  
1 + r?(l +/v3,j) 
i (3.102) 
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where, as before, 
k. 
and 
= 7^ (3-103) 
K A j  
. (3.104) 
Ksij 
Values of estimated modal strain ratio ^ and loss factor 17,j of strut i  for an 
equivalent modal strain energy model are sought. The damping due to damper i  
computed by this model is 
I'i ~ Kl - y. 1+ ,.1(1 + s..) ('-lOS) 
where 
m = 
kbi 
V 
(3.107) 
a t j  
and 
f,,- = ^ . (3.108) 
The parameter kaij, an estimate of the static stiffness of the strut, is not needed in 
the development. With c; set by the designer, f,j are known. 
The numerators and denominators respectively of Equations 3.102 and 3.105 are 
equated, resulting in 
(3.109) 
Vj fc^j 
and 
=  —fr^ l  ( I  +  «« )  - 1  •  (3 -110 )  
l^aij \  f^Aj , 
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Combining Equations 3.109 and 3.110 results in 
V i j  k h i  O C j j  
The loss factor of a system containing n struts is then estimated by 
"  V -
-rrnij • 
t=i 
3.6 Examples 
3.6.1 Continuous System 
3.6.1.1 Rod Acted Upon by a Spring In this section it is shown that 
the compliant model may be used to predict for a continuous system frequency shifts 
induced by discrete elements. The example system is a rod of uniform cross-section 
clamped on one end and acted upon by a grounded spring on the other, shown in 
Figure 3.6. In order to solve this system for the frequencies of axial vibration, a 
partial differential equation is written which applies over the length of the rod. The 
rod is fixed at the left boundary and acted upon by a spring force at the right. 
(3.111) 
(3.112) 
AE 
I—  ^u ( x , t )  ki 
Figure 3.6: Continuous Rod with Spring 
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The solution to this differential equation is given by Weaver on p. 393 of [30]. 
The frequencies satisfy the transcendental equation 
e,tan6 = -0 (3.113) 
where 
0 = (3.114) 
ii = (3-115) 
a  
m i  is the mass of the rod, i  is its length, and a  is the speed of wave propagation in 
the rod. Here does not represent modal damping ratio. Equation 3.113 must be 
solved for w,- at each value of ki by iteration. 
The continuous rod may be viewed as a compliant model, as in Figure 3.7. In 
this case the added spring corresponds to ki in the compliant model. The value of 
kAj corresponds to the jth eigenvalue when ki = 0. The solution to 
tan(^j=oo (3.116) 
is 
^ = (i - 2)'^ ' i = l,2,3,...oo . (3.117) 
For the first three modes, 
2  / 7 r a \2  / 37 ra \ ^  /5ira\'^ 
The value of keij may be found by various methods, but here it is found by 
setting ki = 00. The solution to the equation of motion of the bar with both ends 
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m 
-Aj ocjki 
'BIj 
^ / j> ^ ^ ^ 
Figure 3.7: Compliant Model of a 
Structural Mode 
fixed is 
then 
^ j t an (^ j  =0  
=  =  j  =  1 ,2 ,3 , .  
, DO 
For the first three modes. 
so that 
ira 27ra 2na 
'  i  ' I  
(3.119) 
(3.120) 
(3.121) 
Finally, the value of aij may be found by placing a known, finite value of in the 
system or by taking the derivative with respect to at k\ = 0. The latter approach is 
used here. First, Equation 3.113 is rearranged and implicitly differentiated to arrive 
at the eigenvalue derivative. 
/  =  i j  t an  +0  =  0  (3.123) 
duji IL aki 
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Rearranging Equation 3.113 results in 
(3.125) 
, IIILU4U 
which may be used to eliminate ki from Equation 3.125. After simplification, 
di^j sin^ (j 
dk\ muji — am sin cos 
At fc = 0, so that sin^j = ±1, cos^j = 0, and 
(3.127) 
dujj 
^ (3.128) fci=o mu> j £  
The derivative of w? may be set equal to aij, as Equation 3.19 states. Then 
d(coj') 
otij 
dki 
dujj 
(3.129) 
ki=Q 
— 2u'j 
dki 
(3.130) 
ki =0 
= 2-^ = ^ (3.131) 
rrvjjji m£ 
With the values of k^j, ksij, and aij derived above, the compliant model is used 
to estimate the first three frequencies of the spring-rod system for various values of 
ki. These estimates are compared to the results of a Matlab program which finds 
the frequencies by iteratively solving Equation 3.113. Table 3.1 shows the values of 
the variables used for this example, and the Matlab program is listed in Appendix 
A .  F igu re s  3 .8  t h rough  3 .10  compare  t he  r e su l t s  fo r  modes  1  th rough  3 ,  a long  w i th  
the percent error of the compliant model estimate compared to the "exact" solution. 
The compliant model gives a reasonably close estimate of frequency shift in all three 
cases. For higher-frequency modes, maximum error occurs at higher values of ki. 
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Table 3.1: Parameters for Continuous Rod Example 
Parameter Value 
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of Frequency Shift and Estimate for Mode 1 
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of Frequency Shift and Estimate for Mode 3 
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Next, the compliant model is used to predict changes in eigenvalues produced 
by inserting a damper. 
3.6.1.2 Rod Acted upon by a Damper Next, a damper is placed on the 
end of the continuous rod, as shown in Figure 3.11. The differential equation of the 
rod remains the same as in the previous case, but the right-hand boundary is now 
acted upon by a velocity-dependent force. The solution of the equation under these 
conditions is 
tanh = -Q (3.132) 
where A = cr -t- iw is the complex eigenvalue. Note this equation is very similar in 
form to Equation 3.113. Converting the hyperbolic function into exponential form 
results in 
213. MH Q —  ^ . . 
e a e " = ——r . (3.133) Q + 1 
When Q  < \ i  
a \\l I Q 
(iv 1 
— = T f h  - -
a  ^ - ^ 2  
p. , 1 
ttU i) . (3.135) 
When <5 > Ij 
CI y  V Q  - f -1  
eu 
(3-136) 
a 
nj . (3.137) 
where j is the mode number. 
Note that as c crosses the point where Q = I, there is inevitably a value at which 
(T —oo and the imaginary part LO is undefined. The value of is found at each 
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value of c by 
C = y , , . (3.138) 
\Ja^ +u;2 
The plot for mode 1 is shown in Figure 3.12. Note that the peak at c = ma is very 
sharp. The compliant model estimate computed by Equation 3.8 cannot match this 
shape. The root of the equation of the compliant model, 
^' + l'A+ = 0 (3.139) 
cxijcs "t" kjij 
for the first mode j  and the only damper i  is also plotted in Figure 3,12. It is a 
closer estimate of the actual damping ratio because the compliant model estimate of 
Equation 3.8 is based on the assumption that s ps iuj.  The Matlab program cdamp.m 
used to generate Figure 3.12 is listed in Appendix A. 
3.6.1.3 Continuous Rod Acted upon by Compliant Elements How­
ever, any realistic structural element will act upon a structure in such a way that 
it can be modeled in series with a compliance. Therefore, the influence of a spring 
damper in series with a compliant spring acting upon an axially-vibrating rod is 
studied. Such a system is shown in Figure 3.13. 
Again, the same differential equation governs the motion of the rod. However, 
this time the end condition is not as simple. The roots of the system can be expressed 
by 
/ s ta„h (MU = 0 (3.140) 
where 
A/j ^ n/Q 
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if the inserted element is a spring ki, and 
k  = (3.142) 
C i X j  + k c  
if it is a dashpot c;. 
Since this equation is transcendental, solutions for various values of c; may be 
found by a complex Newton method, where the complex derivative is 
^ 143^ 
aA ,~acosh^ (M)  A/c ,  
in the case of an added damper c;. 
The Matlab program used to compute solutions in this problem is given in Ap­
pendix B. Results for this case are given in Figures 3.14 through 3.19. The parameters 
of the rod are the same as in the previous example; the stiffness of kc is set to four 
times that of the rod. 
The frequency shifts predicted by the compliant model much more closely ap­
proximate the theoretical solutions as Figures 3.14, 3.16, and 3.18 show. In the case 
of mode 1, Figure 3.15 reveals that the compliant model estimate of damping by 
Equation 3.8 is still inaccurate. This is due in part to the fact that this expression 
assumes that s = iu) to maintain simplicity. In such cases of high damping, this 
is not accurate. The actual root of the compliant model results in a much closer 
approximation to the actual damping ratio, as the same figure shows. Figures 3.17 
and 3.19 show that the same pattern holds in modes 2 and 3. As peak damping 
ratio decreases, the simple expression of Equation 3.8 for compliant model loss factor 
becomes more and more realistic. 
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3.6.2 One-Dimensional Lumped-Parameter System 
In this section, the methods of estimating modal damping ratio will be applied 
to the one-dimensional lumped-parameter structure shown in Figure 3.20. The values 
of mass and stiffness for this structure are given in Table 3.2. 
Table 3.2; Mass and Stiffness Values for the 
Lumped-Parameter System 
Parameter Value 
^'11 0.5 
k\2 0.5 
^23 1.0 
^34 1.0 
ki5 0.5 
^55 0.5 
^22 1.0 
k l 3  0.7277 
kiA 1.0 
kss 0.7277 
km 1.0 
kt\Q 0.6 
ksr 0.6 
mi 2.0 
m2 2.0 
ma 2.0 
m.\ 2.0 
ms 2.0 
me l.OE-5 
mr 2.0E-5 
In this example, damping struts are to be added between nodes 4 and 5 and 
between node 5 and the ground. Each damping strut consists of a spring in series 
with a viscous dashpot. Since there is a parallel stiffness present in the original model 
in both of these locations, the modal strain energy method may be used. 
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m; m 
Figure 3.20: One-Dimensional Lumped-Parameter System 
For the unmodified structure, the equations of motion are (see also Section 2.4.1) 
= 0 (3.144) 
where <j)j represents the eigenvector. 
mi 0 0 . . .  0  
0 1712 0 . . .  0  
0 0 
• • •  0  
(3.145) 
0 0 0 my 
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fell 
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Since this system has 7 nodes, there are 7 eigenvalues and eigenvectors. However, 
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since the masses at damper intermediate nodes 6 and 7 are set to very small values, 
only modes 1 through 5 emulate the low-frequency damped modes of a structure. 
These eigenvalues and eigenvectors from the normal mode analysis of the undamped 
system are presented in Table 3.3. 
Table 3.3; Normal Modes of the Lumped-Parameter System 
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5 
Eigenvalue,^ 0.2794 0.8201 1.2685 2.2937 2.2937 
Eigenvector 0.3371 0.4925 0.3541 -0.0975 -0.0943 
0.2702 0.0861 -0.3333 0.4601 -0.3112 
0.3559 0.0000 -0.1647 0.0670 0.5845 
0.2702 -0.0861 -0.3333 -0.5186 -0.1990 
0.3371 -0.4925 0.3540 0.0736 -0.1140 
0.2702 -0.0861 -0.3333 -0.5186 -0.1990 
0.3371 -0.4925 0.3541 0.0736 -0.1140 
3.6.2.1 Complex Eigenvalue Analysis of the Damped System In or­
der to solve this system with added damping struts for modal damping by means of 
complex eigenvalue analysis, viscous dashpots are added to the model between nodes 
6 and 5 and between node 7 and ground. Complex eigenvalues were computed as the 
identical damping coefficients of these two dashpots were varied between .01 and 10 
units. The equations of motion become (see also Equation 2.26) 
AIx  -f Cx -|- A .T = [0] , (3.147) 
or 
-f -t- = [0] (3.148) 
in which the notation is the same as in Equation 2.16. 
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The square C matrix consists of all zeroes except 
C(5,5) = C(6,6) = C56 
C7(5,6) =(7(6,5) = -C56 
C(7,7) = C7r 
(3.149) 
(3.150) 
(3.151) 
This problem may be solved by reducing it to a first-order system with matrix 
dimensions twice as large, as described in Section 2.4.2.2. The Matlab software used 
to solve this example has a function called damp which will find the modal damping 
in a system in the state variable form 
z = A.z (3.152) 
where 
z = i <1 
q  
and 
/U = -A 
-^nxn OnXn 
Here, n is the index of freedom of the system, and 
A = 
(3.153) 
(3.154) 
(3.155) 
is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of the undamped system. 
3.6.2.2 Complex Eigenvalue Analysis Using Reduced Vector Space 
For systems with many degrees of freedom, complex eigenvalue analysis becomes 
computationally expensive. To reduce this expense, the eigenvalues may be estimated 
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by solving the problem in a reduced vector space. Section 2.5.2 refers to this method 
[34]. In using this method, it is hoped that the complex eigenvectors of the damped 
structure may be expressed with sufficient accuracy by a linear combination of the 
members of a small subset of the eigenvectors of the undamped structure. 
The displacements are represented by 
a; = $(mxf) 9(<xi) (3.156) 
where $ is a subset of the vectors comprising $ and £  <  m .  Equation 3.148 is then 
replaced by 
9(^x1) = [0] (3.157) 
or 
[ X j M r  +  X j C r  +  K r ] q  =  [ 0 ] .  (3.158) 
In the above expression, 
Mr = = (3-159) 
Cr = , (3.160) 
and 
Kr = (3.161) 
is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues corresponding to the vectors included 
in $. 
As in Section 3.6.2.1, Equation 3.158 may be expressed in a form 
i = Arz (3.162) 
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where 
(3.163) 
/ 
and 
/lr = -Cr -Kr 
Mr Ofx^ (2<X2<) 
(3.164) 
Ar is the state coefficient matrix suitable for the Matlab damp function. In this 
3.6.2.3 Compliant Model Estimation To use the compliant model to es­
timate the modal damping in the lumped-parameter system, the method of frequency 
slopes of Section 3.2.3 is used. As has been shown before, modal stiffness is set equal 
to the modal frequency squared. Then Q;,j are set equal to the derivatives of the 
eigenvalues with respect to a zero spring placed in each dashpot location i (that is, 
between nodes 4 and 6 and between nodes 5 and 7). As is shown in Section 3.2.3, 
Oij for a system of axially-displaced elements is also equal to the square of the modal 
displacement across the location of the damper to be added. 
The value of k,ij is found by placing the stiffness which is to act in series with the 
dashpot across the damper location under study and observing the frequency shifts 
which occur in a new real eigenvalue analysis. In this Ccise, the stiffness is placed 
across nodes 4 and 5, and Ars? is placed between node 7 and the ground. The results 
are given in Table 3.4. 
example, $ includes eigenvectors corresponding to the five lowest frequencies. 
3.6.2.4 Modal Strain Energy Method To apply the modal strain energy 
method to the example structure, the strain energy of each of the struts in the 
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Table 3.4: Parameters of the Compliant Model 
of a Lumped-Parameter System 
Strut 1 Strut 2 
Mode ^ A j  l^slj Oi2j ^'s2j 
1 0.2794 0.0045 0.0017 0.1137 0.0494 
2 0.8201 0.1652 0.0532 0.2426 0.1276 
3 1.2685 0.4724 0.2502 0.1253 0.1092 
4 2.2937 0.3507 0.2890 0.0054 0.0041 
5 2.2937 0.0072 0.0060 0.0130 0.0098 
locations where damping is to be inserted is first computed. These struts, along 
with the added dashpot-spring combination, become the three-element damping strut 
like that described in Section 2.2. The loss factor of such a strut is evaluated by 
Equation 2.4. The overall modal loss factor is the summation of the loss factor of 
each such damping strut multiplied by its proportion of the total modal strain energy, 
as Equation 2.41 states. 
The percent strain energy for a strut may be computed 
where Ki is the matrix containing only the contribution of k, to the stiffness matrix. 
For the example being studied, these values are given in Table 3.5. 
Table 3.5: Proportions of Modal Strain Ener­
gies for a Lumped-Parameter System 
VulV: 
Strut i  
Mode j  
1 2 3 4 5 
1 
2 
0.0080 0.1007 0.1862 0.0764 0.0016 
0.2034 0.1479 0.0494 0.0012 0.0028 
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3.6.2.5 Compliant Model Based upon Perturbation The values of ksij 
or kaij in the compliant model may be obtained by observing the frequency shift which 
occurs in an eigenvalue analysis of a modified structure. This frequency shift could 
be estimated by a first-order perturbation method in order to avoid the additional 
eigenvalue analysis. This method is also used to analyze the lumped-meiss system. 
Once the original normal mode analysis is performed, a,j is obtained from the 
original eigenvectors (eigenvalue derivatives as in the method of frequency slopes (see 
Section 3.2.3). The values of kaij for the compliant model were then found by the 
first-order perturbation of Equation 2.50 in Section 2.5.5. Since this is based on the 
original normal mode analysis, no additional eigenvalue analysis is required; however, 
no new information about the system is obtained. 
The values of the compliant model parameters obtained in this manner for the 
lumped-parameter system are given in Table 3.6. 
Table 3.6: Parameters of the Compliant Model 
Based on First-Order Perturbation 
Strut 1 Strut 2 
Mode k / \ j  Oij k s i j  ^ 2 j  k s 2 j  
1 0.2794 0.0045 0.0027 0.1137 0.0682 
2 0.8201 0.1652 0.0991 0.2426 0.1456 
3 1.2685 0.4724 0.2835 0.1253 0.0752 
4 2.2937 0.3507 0.2104 0.0054 0.0033 
5 2.2937 0.0072 0.0043 0.0130 0.0078 
3.6.2.6 Complex Perturbation Method As is developed in Section 2.5.5, 
each spring-dashpot combination added to a structure may be looked at as a complex 
element which perturbs the eigenvalues of the system in the complex plane. This 
approach is also used to estimate the damping in the lumped-parameter structure. 
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Since there is more than one damper being added in this case, the first-order 
perturbation results in 
Sj  = Sj(0) + Y, (3.166) 
«=i 
where S j { 0 )  represents the wholly imaginary root of the unperturbed system, 
and 
2 s j  ( p j  ( p j  
In the above equation, Bi is the matrix of changes for strut i  only (see also Section 
2.5.5). 
The estimate for loss factor is 
E2 ^pij 1 2 /<y 1/jn\ Vi —r~ (3.169) 1 I v^2 Kpii r,-,^ ^ > i -t- 2^,=l 2 r,y2+l 
where 
= h (3.170) 
a;j ( p j  ( p j  
and 
^ (3.171) 
and the rest of the notation is in accord with Section 2.5.5. 
3.6.2.7 Spherical Model Damping Estimation The values of ksij from 
the compliant model of the lumped-parameter system are reapportioned by means of 
the spherical model of Section 3.3. 
Starting with the values of kAj for each mode and a,j and kjij for each strut, the 
locations of the dampers in the model are deduced, that is, the values of the cosine 
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vectors 7,' are found. To maintain simplicity, it is assumed that all of the cosines are 
positive in sign. 
The k/ij of each mode is assembled into the oKo matrix. Then the matrix 
2 's added to this matrix in order to emulate the reorientation of the 
modes within the spherical model at the values of c,- at which modal damping is 
maximum. The matrix 0$ containing the orientation of the new modes is found. 
Then the values of k,ij in each of these directions are summed in order to arrive at 
okaij. Loss factor rij is estimated using Equation 3.57, with 
:ike 
and 
= ^ (3.172) 
o K A j  
r.i = . (3.173) 
l^sij 
The values of okAj and ok,ij are given in Table 3.7 below, along with a.j, which 
are the same as for the compliant model. 
Table 3.7: Parameters of the Spherical Model of 
a Lumped-Parameter System 
Strut 1 Strut 2 
Mode 0^/1 j CXl j  okg l j  Ol2j 0 ks2j 
1 0.2794 0.0045 0.0000 0.1137 0.0478 
2 0.8201 0.1652 0.0265 0.2426 0.1013 
3 1.2685 0.4724 0.2629 0.1253 0.1238 
4 2.2937 0.3507 0.0002 0.0054 0.0069 
5 2.2937 0.0072 0.3103 0.0130 0.0202 
3.6.2.8 Damping from Eigenvalues of the Spherical Model The damped 
spherical model equation form of Section 3.3.6 is used for eigensolution and damping 
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output by the damp function of Matlab. For the lumped parameter example, all 7,j 
are considered to be positive. 
3.6.2.9 Results of Computations for the Lumped Example The Mat-
lab program used to implement the methods discussed above for the lumped-parameter 
example system is listed in Appendix C. Figures 3.21 through 3.26 show twice the 
modal damping ratios computed by direct complex eigenvalue analysis, complex 
eigenvalue analysis using a reduced vector space, the compliant model, the modal 
strain energy method, the compliant model based upon perturbation, the complex 
perturbation method, and the spherical compliant model. Direct complex eigenvalue 
analysis provides the benchmark for comparison. 
Complex eigenvalue analysis using a reduced vector space accurately predicts 
damping for low values of c. However, for higher values of c, damping is overesti­
mated. This is due to the inability of the first five eigenvectors to model significant 
displacement in the series springs kse and kyy. Since these springs appear overly stiff, 
predicted damping is too high. The augmented reduced space of Yiu and Weston [34] 
alleviates this problem, but because it appears somewhat more difficult to implement 
in a large system, it is not pursued further in this dissertation. 
All other estimations for mode 1 (Figure 3.21) were good, except the compliant 
model based on perturbation. The compliant model estimate and the modal strain 
energy estimate are particularly accurate. 
The damping in mode 2 (Figure 3.22) is difficult to estimate. The peak of each 
damping estimate occurs to the right of the true peak. All methods predict overly 
high damping ratios, except for the spherical model, which is too low. 
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The damping of mode 3 (Figure 3.23), which is the highest of the first five modes, 
is also difficult to estimate. All methods fall short of the actual damping peak, but 
the spherical model has the most accurate peak. The pattern of error for the spherical 
model and for the compliant models with and without perturbation is similar to that 
of the compliant model estimate of mode 1 in the continuous rod example (Figure 
3.15). 
Since modes 4 and 5 occur at the same frequency, they are plotted together. 
Figure 3.24 is scaled for the mode which is more highly damped. All modes fall short 
of the true peak damping, but the spherical model is strikingly accurate given the 
complicated shape of this mode. In this mode and mode 3 the modal strain energy 
and complex perturbation estimates fall far below the true damping values. 
The remaining mode is lightly damped (Figure 3.25). The complex perturbation 
and compliant model with perturbation proved especially accurate estimates, but no 
method resulted in a large error in absolute terms. 
The compliant model estimate of the summation of all damping ratios is the most 
accurate (Figure 3.26). However, the spherical model estimate is nearly as good. The 
compliant model estimate based on perturbation estimates the sum well, even though 
its estimate of most individual modes is far off. This may be related to the fact that 
the sum of the diagonal elements of the modified structure's system matrix must 
equal the sum of its eigenvalues. The similarity transformation performed on this 
matrix by the old normal modes does not change this sum. 
From this example, it is apparent that the compliant and spherical model esti­
mates are able to predict damping in multiple, closely spaced modes relatively well. 
Figure 3.27 shows the damping found by solving the damped spherical system 
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Figure 3.21: Damping and Estimations for Mode 1 of a 
Lumped-Parameter System 
of Equation 3.83 directly using the damp command in Matlab. All five modes are 
estimated very closely by this method. In this case, the spherical model provides 
quite an accurate representation of the structure's response to localized damping. 
3.6.3 SPICE Bulkhead 
3.6.3.1 Bulkhead with One Damping Strut In order to check the accu­
racy of the compliant model in predicting modal damping, the effect of placing one 
damping strut into the NASTRAN model of the SPICE lab version of the bulkhead 
(translated from the Patran file blkhcorr.pat) is studied. This model is shown in 
Figure 2.2. 
The damper is inserted between nodes 51 and 52 of the bulkhead. Since this 
position spans across two corners of an octahedral cell near the edge of the bulkhead. 
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this is a diagonal damper. 
The values of Ksij and a,j are obtained using the method of frequency slopes by 
considering the strain energy in a spring of stiffness ki = 2 N/m. For repeated roots, 
the sum of the values of a,j from a given frequency is allocated to the mode with the 
highest value of Ks,j. Other Oij at that frequency are set to zero. Using the compliant 
model, the estimated values of modal loss factor for 13 modes given in Table 3.8 are 
computed as a function of damping coefficient c of the strut and plotted in Figure 
3.28. 
Table 3.8: Undamped Modes of the 
SPICE Bulkhead 
Mode Frequency", Hz 
1 54.36 
2 54.36 
3 82.38 
4 87.83 
5 106.52 
6 119.39 
7 119.40 
8 132.71 
9 132.72 
10 144.69 
11 144.69 
12 148.09 
13 148.09 
"Digits beyond the decimal point are 
provided for the comparison of closely-
spaced modes. 
For comparison purposes, modal damping coefficients (2^ are also computed 
using NASTRAN. These results are plotted as symbols. The values computed by the 
compliant model correlate to the "correct" values computed by complex eigenvalue 
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analysis with a high degree of accuracy. 
3.6.3.2 Bulkhead with Five Damping Struts To see how well the com­
pliant model predicts the modal damping achieved by multiple dampers, a similar 
test is run with five damping struts in the structure. 
In-line damping struts are included between the node pairs 56-61, 6-18, 27-28, 
28-34, and 29-30 of the SPICE lab finite element model of the bulkhead (see Figure 
2.2). 
Again, the values of K,ij and are found by the method of frequency slopes. 
This time, for modes of duplicated eigenvalues, the values of Kaij at a given frequency 
are re-allocated so that they are proportional to those of the corresponding Q:,j. The 
compliant model is used to compute loss factor for each mode as a function of c, and 
the values are plotted in Figures 3.29 through 3.36. 
The "correct" values of modal damping coefficient as computed by complex 
eigenvalue analysis are also shown. Modes 3, 4, and 5, which are not repeated 
eigenvalues, correlated well, but the modes at repeated eigenvalues are not predicted 
as accurately. Apparently, the damping is not distributed properly among each set 
of duplicated modes. 
The spherical model also is used to solve the system based on the same values of 
kii and obtained through the method of frequency slopes. In this case, the number 
of modes m is 13 and the number of struts n is 5. The matrix in Equation 3.83 used 
to find the eigenvalues of the damped spherical model is then 31 x 31. Although 
this is larger than in the lumped parameter example, it is still much smaller than 
the matrices associated with the finite element model. Since a,j are obtained using 
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element axial force, the signs of the F matrix are readily available. 
The results of the computation are included in Figures 3.29 to 3.36 for com­
parison. The method of Section 3.3.5 was used to produce damping estimates of a 
revised compliant model based on a spherical model (also called the spherical model 
estimates). These estimates are very close to the values indicated by the spherical 
model roots (Equation 3.83). The spherical model distributes the damping estimate 
among modes more accurately than the simple compliant model. 
Figure 3.37 shows the summation of the modal loss factors by various methods 
for all 13 modes evaluated. This summation could be used as a performance index. 
Although damping predicted by the compliant and spherical models is not allocated 
perfectly between modes of repeated eigenvalues, the summation correlates well with 
the "correct" summation obtained complex eigenvalue analysis. 
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The prediction due to the compliant model compares favorably to that of the 
modal strain energy method [15]. The modal strain energy method uses the modal 
strain energy of the element in the position under study to estimate the damping 
influence of a dashpot placed in that position. This strain energy is determined by 
modal displacements. Because added springs or dampers in these positions tend to 
stiffen the structure there, these modal displacements will not remain unchanged, 
and error in the damping estimation results. Reducing the stiffness of the original 
element to account for the stiffness of the added damper at frequencies near the target 
mode can mitigate these inaccuracies, but such a reduction has not been used in this 
example. 
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CHAPTER 4. OPTIMIZATION 
4.1 Overview 
In this chapter, passive damping optimization is performed on the bulkhead of 
the SPICE platform using both the spherical compliant model estimate and direct 
eignenvalue analysis. The procedure in both cases is to search for the optimal combi­
nation of strut locations by optimizing damping coefficient within each combination 
tested. The goal is not only to find the optimal passive damping in the structure, but 
also to compare the damping potential of diagonal strut locations to that of in-line 
locations. In this work, the focus will be on a system in which all struts possess 
identical damping coefficients. 
4.2 Optimization of the Compliant Model 
4.2.1 Advantages 
In this section, the method for optimizing the damping of the compliant model 
is developed. Using the compliant model of a structure as the basis of optimization 
saves much computation time, since the expression for loss factor is simple to evaluate. 
It can provide derivative information to aid the search for the optimal damping 
coefficient. The model also suggests an index for ranking each strut according to its 
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predicted contribution to overall modal damping so that the combinatorial search 
may proceed efficiently. 
4.2.2 Optimization within Each Strut Combination 
4.2.2.1 Performance Indices In optimizing the compliant model of the 
SPICE bulkhead structure for damping, three separate performance indices are de­
fined. The first is a weighted summation of modal damping loss factors for all modes 
of interest. It is simple to use and leads to a method of ranking damping locations 
according to estimated effectiveness. 
The second, minimum specified modal damping ratio, is a summation of the 
portion of modal loss factor below the minimum prescribed value for each mode; it 
is a more useful objective for passive damping to be used in conjunction with active 
control, since it has been observed [4] that moderate passive damping levels in all 
modes is very effective in enhancing stability of the active control system. It is used 
in this dissertation for the passive damping optimization of the structure. 
The third, the hyperbolic tangent index, is a smoothed approximation of the 
second index. It could be used for optimization by a Newton method since it possesses 
continuous second partial derivatives. 
4.2.2.2 Weighted Summation Performance Index The damping per­
formance index defined as the summation of all modal loss factors of interest is 
m 
J = Y,Wjr}j  (4.1) 
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where wj is the weighting value for each mode, and m is the number of modes being 
studied. Combined with Equation 3.8, this becomes 
a^ij .2 
J = y Wj —— ,  ,  4 . 2  
J=1 i + L,1=:1 
where /£„•;• and rij may be derived from either the beisic compliant models or the 
spherical model of the system. 
The summation performance index is interesting because examples show that 
the compliant model alone gives accurate estimates of this summation even though 
estimated damping may not be distributed properly among the modes (see Section 
3.6.3). 
Although the summation performance index is not the criterion to be used in 
optimizing the bulkhead, it is useful in aiding that optimization. It provides a way to 
rank struts according to damping effectiveness, so that a combinatorial search may 
proceed more efficiently. It also provides a means of placing bounds on the number 
of struts needed to meet the requirements on the modal damping ratios. These uses 
are developed in Section 4.2.3. 
4.2.2.2.1 Derivatives of the Weighed Summation Index The deriva­
tives of the performance index with respect to strut damping coefficients c; can be 
valuable in optimizing the damping for a given combination of damping strut loca­
tions. In Section 3.4, an expression for the derivatives of rjj with respect to c; is 
derived (Equation 3.92). 
The derivative of the summation index with respect to c,- is 
^Vi ^4 
dci ^  di]j  dri j  dci 
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where 
dJ 
— = Wj (4.4) 
da k,ij ^ ' 
in which Nj and Dj are the numerator and denominator of Equation 3.84 for T ] j .  
The second derivatives may also be useful. They are 
d'^J _ 
f in .  f ir*.  .  f ir*.  ^ dckdci  dck drj j  dri j  dci  
3 -
m 
where 
i  = l,.2,3,...n (4.11) 
k = l , 2 , 3 , . . . n  ( 4 . 1 2 )  
and 
dvkjdri j  D] 
(4.13) 
in which 
N -  (4 14) 
drij  "'(l + r . j 2)2 
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N, 
dPj _ 2rij 
dnj {1 + 
d'Nj 
drkjdri j  
0, 
(l+r?,)3 ' 
i ^ k 
i = k 
D,  ^kjnj  
d^Dj 
drkjdri j  
0, i  ^  k 
(^^ -3'-?,) •  ^Ji; _ 
^3tJ (T+^  
In the case in which all n struts have identical damping coefficients, 
= c 
" 7 
^,dci 
J =  
d c ~  d c i  •  
The second derivative in this case is 
d'J = t4r(t^dci\dck 
JCC — 
dck VS 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
5c2 ^ dckdci 
In order to efficiently find the optimum value of c in the case of identical c,', a 
Newton optimization procedure can be used. The shape of the summation curve is 
typically similar to that of a damping curve for one strut (see Figure 3.28). This 
means that the curvature (with respect to c) is negative in a region including c = 0 
and the maximum. At a point somewhere beyond the maximum, the curvature 
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becomes positive. Within the region of negative curvature, the Newton method will 
converge to the maximum point. The procedure follows. 
1. Make initial guess c = Cq. 
2. Evaluate the J, Jc> and Jcc at c = c*. {k being the index of iteration). 
3. If Jcc > 0, cjt+i = Cfc/2 and return to step 2. 
4. If < 0, 
cfc+i = c, - ^  . (4.26) 
Jcc 
5. If Jc < £\ or J/.+1 — Jk < £2, stop; otherwise return to step 2. 
In the case where c,- are not necessarily identical, the partial derivatives of J 
with respect to c,- may be used to specify a direction of search for a new candidate 
design for the optimal values of c,- in n-dimensional space. Since the function is well-
behaved and the first and second derivatives are known, an n-dimensional Newton 
optimization search could be used very efficiently. 
4.2.2.2.2 Optimal Damping for a Single Mode It is interesting to 
study the optimal damping in a single mode in the case where damping coefficients 
c,' are not necessarily identical. With only one mode under consideration, the perfor­
mance criteria is the modal loss factor for the mode, and the optimal damping occurs 
at the stationary point of modal loss factor with respect to each damping coefficient 
Ci (or r.'j). 
The partial derivatives of the loss factor of mode j with respect to dimensionless 
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damping coefficients r,j were stated in Equation 4.5 as 
^ 1 = 12 3 n (4.27) 
dTij  ~  '^"3 (l+ri>^ )'J5/ ,  I  -  3 . , ^ , o ,  . .  . n  V )  
where Nj and Dj, respectively, denote the numerator and denominator of the expres­
sion for r]j. At the stationary point, Equations 4.27 equal zeroes. Then 
~  ~  ^  =  l ' 2 , 3 , . . . n  ( 4 . 2 8 )  
leads to 
r;/+ 27?;r?. - 1 = 0, i = 1,2,3,... 71. (4.29) 
where t j j  is the optimal value of r}j  at r*j .  Since Equation 4.29 applies for all struts 
i, all r*j- at the stationary point must be identical. 
Now, assuming all r*j to be identical, the values of and 7/j may be found in 
terms of Ksij. Since at the optimum all values of are identical, the ratios containing 
it may be pulled out of the summations in Equation 3.8 resulting in 
r;, 
= 7X77277X7"^  
where 
n  
Ksj = Kaij (4.31) 
t=l 
for mode j. 
Now the stationary value of rj j  is found by setting 
dfj j  (^  3^»'j^ i'j[2nj(l ~t" ^ ai'j)] 
drij  [1 +  + Ksij)Y 
The solution for r*j is 
= 0 . (4.32) 
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Substituting this value of r*j into Equation 4.30 results in 
The results above are similar to the case of a single strut, only the summation 
KGJ for all of the struts replaces K, for the single strut in the equations for T)* and r* 
(see Equations 2.5 and 2.6). 
In order to achieve optimal damping in mode j, the values of Cj are set to 
If the performance index includes a summation of the loss factors of more than 
one mode, the optimization problem is not so simple. 
4.2.2.3 Minimum Specified Modal Damping Ratio 
4.2.2.3.1 Motivation Passive damping enhances stability and robust­
ness of active structural vibration control systems [32]. It has been suggested [4] 
that moderate passive damping (say 2%) over a wide range of modes is very effective 
but that higher levels of passive damping provide little improvement. Therefore, the 
optimization criterion used in this work consists of the summation of the portion of 
modal damping ratio up to 2% in each mode of the frequency range being studied. 
Under this approach, individual modes could optionally be targeted for higher or 
lower threshold levels. 
4.2.2.3.2 Statement of Criterion This optimization criterion may be 
(4.35) 
stated as 
(4.36) 
I l l  
sat(a;) = < 
in which wj is a set of weighting values (which may all be set to unity), Tj is a set 
of threshold damping ratios (in this case, 2%) for each mode j, and the saturation 
function is defined by 
» 
-1, a: < -1 
X, —l<x<l (4.37) 
1, X > 1 
Of course, in the case of Equation 4.36, the argument of the saturation function is 
not negative. 
The purpose of the saturation function in the above criteria is to reward modal 
damping only up to the threshold value tj in each mode. Beyond the threshold value, 
increased modal damping has no further effect on the performance index. Partial 
derivatives with respect to each of the design variables c,- may still be used to aid in 
the optimization. However, this performance criterion is not as smooth as the simple 
summation criterion. 
The derivative of the saturation optimization criterion with respect to positive 
damping coefficient c,- is 
dJ _ '^ dJ drj j  dr j j  (4 38) 
dci  dT]j  dri j  dci  
Qn• dr • • • » • 
where ^ and are given in Equations 4.5 and 4.6 respectively, and 
= Wi (4.39) 
in which U j , ( x )  denotes a unit step function 
U3(X) = 
0, a; < 0 
1, X > 0 
(4.40) 
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Since the second derivative of the saturation function is undefined when its argument 
is equal to unity, the second derivative of the saturation performance index is not 
defined when any value of r]j = Tj. Otherwise, the second partial derivatives are 
Since second derivative information is not complete, a Newton method would 
probably not be the best choice in an optimization of this criterion. In a problem 
possessing only one variable (identical values of c,), a golden section search works well. 
In a multi-variable optimization, a conjugate gradient technique might be effective. 
The next section describes a performance criterion which achieves nearly the 
same objective while maintaining differentiability. 
4.2.2.4 Hyperbolic Tangent Index The hyperbohc tangent function is a 
smooth curve which approximates the saturation function. Because it is differen-
tiable, using it instead of the pure saturation function in the performance criterion 
preserves the ability to use second derivative information for the compliant model. 
The hyperbolic tangent performance criterion is 
dckUCi UCk j - i  Ulj j  UHj UUi 
di j j  drkjdvij  dci  dck 
i = 1,2,3,...n 
(4.41) 
k = 1,2,3,...n 
(4.42) 
(4.43) 
(4.44) 
where is given by Equation 4.13. 
(4.45) 
I 
The first derivatives are 
where 
% \T: 
and and ^ are given by Equations 4.5 and 4.6. 
The second derivatives are 
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^ dJt drjj  drj j  4(51 
da ^ 
i  = l , 2 , 3 , . . . n ,  ( 4 . 4 7 )  
= iwjsech^ (— ) , (4.48) 
d^Ji _  d dJt  drj j  drj j  M 40')  
f^Tt'  ^T» . .  f ir*'  dckdci  dck d7]j  dri j  dci  
^  f dri j  drj j  dJt  d \  \  drkj drj j  
1  dv] 9rkj  dri j  dr}j  drkjdri j  j  dck dci  
i  =  l , 2 , 3 , . . . n  ( 4 . 5 1 )  
k = l , 2 , 3 , . . . n .  ( 4 . 5 2 )  
where 
9r ,  
^ = ,4.53, 
^ is given by Equation 4.5, ^ is given by Equation 4.6, and is given by 
Equation 4.13. 
Since second derivatives of this performance index are fully known, a Newton 
method optimization could work well, whether or not damping coefficients are identi­
cal. If Ci are identical, then a Newton method procedure such as that given in Section 
4.2.2.2 can be used, with j replaced by Jt, Jc replaced by 
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and Jcc replaced by 
dc' ^ § dctdc, ' 
Since this optimization index is slightly different than the saturation criterion, 
the saturation index might be re-evaluated at the optimum of the hyperbolic tangent 
index. This optimum might also be the starting point for a short search to locate the 
true optimum of the saturation damping performance index. 
4.2.3 Optimization Among Combinations 
4.2.3.1 Ranking Prospective Damping Locations The prospective damp­
ing locations are ranked according to each of three criteria so that the search for an 
optimal combination of damping locations may proceed efficiently. 
4.2.3.1.1 Summation Ranking Index In order to derive a ranking 
index based on the summation performance index of Section 4.2.2.2, an estimate of 
relative contribution of each strut i to J in Equation 4.2 must be isolated. This is 
difficult to do because of the summation terms in the denominator. However, since 
J is relatively insensitive to the denominator term of a given strut, these terms may 
be neglected. Then the summations over i and j may be exchanged, so that a new 
estimate of J is 
n m 
•^ = E E • (4-56) 
,=1 j=l ^ "T" 
The contribution from strut i is 
J. = ^ . (4.57) 
j=i 
Even though J,- is not the exact contribution from strut i to the summation 
performance index, it reflects the relative importance of each strut, providing a means 
i I 
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of selecting struts in a combinatorial search. If a quick and sub-optimal design is 
acceptable, J,- could be used as a criterion for selecting strut locations for passive 
damping, so that the combinatorial problem is avoided altogether. 
The summation performance index has limitations. A given strut may rank 
highly because of very high damping in only two or three modes, but it may not 
be so valuable in achieving moderate modal damping in a large number of modes. 
Because of the simplified denominator term in Equation 4.2, the ranking index is an 
overly optimistic estimate of the damping contribution of a given strut location. 
4.2.3.1.2 Distribution Ranking Index Struts that distribute modal 
damping evenly among the modes should be favored. This is reflected in the distri­
bution strut ranking criterion given belov/: 
Jm = (4.58) 
where 
Em  j=l i+IilL 
K 
V U  = ^ • (4.59) 
1 + 
The distribution strut ranking criterion is related to the harmonic mean. 
4.2.3.1.3 Kappa Ranking Index Optimal damping of a lone strut for 
a given mode is 
= vffe= • 
For small /Ca,j, 
Vh « ^  • (4.61) 
The kappa strut ranking criterion is a combination of the estimated T)*j given by 
= (4-62) 
j=i ^ 
Like the summation ranking index, this ranking criterion is not an underestimate 
and is usually an overestimate of a strut's contribution to damping, since all modal 
damping peaks do not usually occur at the same value of c,-. However, it is simpler 
to compute than the summation ranking index since no auxiliary optimization is 
required. 
4.2.3.2 Bounding the Number of Struts Needed The desired perfor­
mance criterion is to be achieved with the lowest possible number of damping struts. 
The first step in the combinatorial problem (that of finding the best combination of 
strut locations) is to find bounds on the number of struts required. The summation 
performance index may be used to set such bounds. 
The lower bound on the number of struts required can be found by summing the 
strut ranking indices of the most highly-ranked damping locations until the summa­
tion exceeds the required saturation index for all modes. An upper bound may be 
found by optimizing the saturation index for the most highly-ranked struts. Struts 
are added until the summation exceeds the required performance index. These two 
procedures are detailed below. 
4.2.3.2.1 Lower Bound on Number of Damping Struts To find a 
lower bound on the number of struts needed to achieve required damping, the sum­
mation and kappa ranking indices are used. Beginning with the summation ranking 
index, the strut ranking criteria Ji of the most highly-ranked damping locations are 
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summed until the summation exceeds the overall saturation index J. This may be 
stated as follows. 
Find nt such that if 
Jmax = X] u'iT-jsat ) = Y, (4-63) 
j=i \Tj7 j=i 
then 
"£ j. < (4.64) 
.•=:1 i=l 
To seek an improved lower bound, this process is then repeated using the kappa 
index. 
Both the summation and kappa ranking indices generally provide an overesti­
mate of the contribution of a strut to damping. Furthermore, these strut ranking 
indices contain no information concerning distribution of damping among the modes. 
Since the damping will almost inevitably not be distributed among the modes as the 
saturation or kappa index specifies, some damping in the ne damping struts will not 
be included in an optimization of the saturation index. 
This means that the definition of ne stated above represents the very least number 
of damping struts necessary to achieve the optimal value of the saturation perfor­
mance criterion Jmax- Thus n( is a lower bound on the number of damping struts 
required. 
4.2.3.2.2 Upper Limit on the Number of Damping Struts In or­
der to find an upper bound Uu on the number of struts needed to optimize the 
saturation index, the following procedure may be used. 
1. Start with the ne most highly-ranked struts according to the summation crite­
rion. 
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2. Include the next most highly-ranked strut. 
3. Optimize the combination according to the saturation index. 
4. If J = Jmax stop. Then the number of struts is riu. 
5. Return to step 2. 
The combination for which step 4 is satisfied is an acceptable design according to 
the saturation index; however, there may be other acceptable designs which include 
fewer damping struts. Therefore is an upper bound on the number of struts 
required. The design is a point of comparison for future designs. 
The above procedure is repeated using distribution and kappa ranking criteria in 
an attempt to reduce the upper bound and make the subsequent optimization more 
efBcient. 
4.2.3.3 Method of Combinatorial Search 
4.2.3.3.1 Simulated Annealing The combinatorial problem is to find 
the most effective combination of Uopt damping strut locations. This is a difficult 
search problem since the contributions of each strut to overall modal damping is 
dependent upon which other struts are present. Furthermore, the many local maxima 
among the possible damping strut combinations obscure the global maximum. 
The simulated annealing [16] optimization technique is well-suited for such a 
problem because randomness in its search and acceptance criteria helps prevent it 
from getting stuck in local maxima. Although it converges slowly, it is more likely to 
find the global maximum than deterministic search techniques. 
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4.2.3.3.2 The Search The simulated annealing technique is outlined 
in Section 2.6.1. Each iteration of the search involves the random selection of a new 
design and evaluation of the resulting performance criterion. All improving designs 
are accepted, and the probability of accepting a non-improving design is determined 
by the value of its performance criterion along with the present "temperature" of the 
system. 
As the search proceeds, this temperature cools at a controlled rate, so that fewer 
and fewer non-improving designs are accepted, and the process ends with a local 
optimization about what is hoped to be the global maximum. 
Since Chen, et al. [6], had success in using this method to determine damper 
and actuator placement in truss structures, this dissertation follows their procedure 
in general. However, some augmentations are made to take advantage of information 
included in the compliant model of the structural modes. 
In the Chen paper, the combination of damping element locations is changed one 
at a time, at random. The new combination is accepted if it results in an improved 
function evaluation (in that case energy dissipation), or in a non-improving function 
evaluation which satisfies 
P < , (4.65) 
where P is a random number between zero and one, 0 is the temperature, and Ek is 
the fcth function evaluation. As the temperature cools, the probability of accepting 
a non-improving function evaluation decreases. 
In the Chen paper, the temperature 0 is adjusted each time the search reaches a 
thermal equilibrium, that is, until the same value of performance criterion is obtained 
a set number (say 10) times successfully. Then 0 is multiplied by a factor of 0.8. At 
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this time the search returns to the previous design which exhibited the best function 
evaluation found so far. This is intended to speed convergence. Final convergence 
occurs when the temperature drops below a specified 6min and the same function 
evaluation is obtained a set number of successive times (Chen suggested 30). 
Figure 4.1 is a flowchart the algorithm sachen.m used in this dissertation. It 
follows the procedure of Chen except in the ways noted in the following paragraphs. 
Chen's procedure begins with a random combination of locations, but since the 
compliant model results in a ranking of struts and upper bound on the number of 
struts needed, the search here is begun at the combination by which that upper bound 
has been determined. That is, the initial guess is a combination of the highest-ranking 
struts. 
Chen's thermal equilibrium counter is reset each time a new design fit the accep­
tance criterion. To avoid very long searches, sachen.m only resets the counter when 
a new best function evaluation is found. The counter is required to reach 20 before 
thermal equilibrium occurs (Chen suggested 10). Furthermore, the criteria for final 
convergence is set to 50 successive function evaluations instead of 30. 
The initial temperature is set so that a design displaying 99.5% of the initial 
function evaluation would have a 2% probability of being accepted. 
The compliant model contains in Kj.j's an approximation of the contribution of 
damping of each strut i to each mode j. In order to improve the probability that struts 
containing high damping potential in needy modes will be selected by the simulated 
annealing algorithm, an auxiliary weighting function is defined. Probabilities are then 
assigned to each strut according to a mecusure of their damping potential in each of 
the modes and how much additional damping in each mode is required to reach the 
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Figure 4.1: Flowchart of Simulated Annealing 
Algorithm 
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threshold value Tj. These assignments are described below. 
A given design in the search achieves damping values of r j j  in each mode j, 
for which the threshold damping value is TJ. Weighting functions are assigned 
according to 
w^j ocmax^^—^,0.0001^ (4.66) 
and 
m 
= («7) 
j=l 
The result of Equation 4.66 is that modes possessing ^ of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 respectively 
would have relative weights w^j of 0.5, 0.0001, and 0.0001 before normalization. 
Next, a new strut ranking index Jnsei for strut selection is computed. It is similar 
to the kappa strut ranking index, except that w^j is used as the weighting function, 
so that struts with high values of /Cj/j in modes needing more damping rank highly. 
= (4-68) 
j=i 
Next, a probability of selection for each strut not currently in the design set is 
computed as 
Pael i — ^n-nop^"'^ i — 1,2, . . .  ,71 Tlopt (4.69) 
h,k=l 
over all locations i currently excluded from the design set. Here riopt is the number of 
damping strut locations included in the present design set. 
Similarly, a probability of replacement for each strut currently in the design set 
is computed as 
Pbooti "J v>"opi 1 i — 1,2,... tlopt (4*'^®) 
over all locations i currently included in the design set. After these probabilities 
are normalized, they are used to produce each new candidate design by randomly 
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replacing a strut in the design set by one currently outside the set. Struts exhibiting 
low values of JKICI are seldom chosen. 
Each design must satisfy the criterion of Equation 4.65 in order to be accepted. 
Since evaluation of J^at for each combination of struts requires a golden section opti­
mization for c, a quick evaluation technique is used to eliminate combinations which 
fall well short of this criterion. This technique involves a strut index based on oUsij-
Since the kappa strut index contains an over-estimate of the contribution of each 
strut to each mode, a saturation index JKsat based on o«s's will be larger than the 
actual value of J,at- This means that if J^aat for a given combination of struts will 
not meet the probabilistic acceptance criterion, then neither will J^at itself. In that 
case, the optimization to compute J,at may be bypassed. However, if J^aat passes 
the criterion, then J^at itself must be tested against the criterion to make a decision 
regarding acceptance of the new design. 
Jnaat is given by the following equations. Since 
where the summation on i includes only the struts included in the design under 
consideration. 
The probabilistic acceptance criterion of Equation 4.65 involves computing a 
probability based upon the value of a non-increasing function evaluation. In order 
that the JKsat and J^at values may be evaluated using equivalent probabilities, a 
random number a, between zero and one is chosen for each design and the criterion 
2 ' 
(4.71) 
(4.72) 
I 
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is restated as 
J--* 
Accept 
k+\ 
JKsai 
Jsat 
> «/3a<fc + . (4-73) 
k+1 
Here J^ a t k  i s  t h e  f u n c t i o n  e v a l u a t i o n  f o r  t h e  l a s t  a c c e p t e d  d e s i g n  ( s t e p  k). This 
statement of the criterion shows that a value of Jaatk+i may be accepted even if it 
is somewhat lower than the previous value, Jsatk- The values of 6 and Or determine 
how much regression of J^at may be accepted. This statement of the criterion enables 
both JKsat and J^at to be compared to a single acceptance threshold. 
4.2.3.3.3 Reducing the Number of Struts The goal of the optimiza­
tion of this dissertation is to determine the combination of damping strut locations 
which achieves the saturation index using the fewest number of damping struts. In 
order to do this, the simulated annealing algorithm must be executed a number of 
times, each with a set number of damping struts included in the design. 
Section 4.2.3.2 outlined a method for determining upper and lower bounds on 
the number of damping struts needed to achieve the desired J^at value. Assuming 
these  bounds  a re  known,  a  procedure  fo r  f ind ing  the  min imum number  of  s t ru t s  n'  
must be developed. 
Although simulated annealing algorithms are unlikely to get trapped in local op­
tima, they have the disadvantage of converging rather slowly [16]. Therefore, multiple 
annealing runs which require extensive cooling should be avoided. Designs involving 
more than enough damping struts will likely reach the target Jsat before the simu­
lated annealing algorithm is required to fully cool (there may be several combinations 
which will provide the requisite damping in each mode). Therefore, the number of 
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struts considered riopt begins at the upper bound. The simulated annealing algorithm 
proceeds until the target Jsat is achieved. When this occurs, the algorithm eliminates 
the rightmost damping strut in the combination vector, so that the total number of 
damping struts is reduced by one. The simulated annealing algorithm begins again. 
This process continues until the simulated annealing algorithm converges (reaches a 
near-global minimum) before the target value of J,at is achieved. At this point, there 
are not enough damping struts present to achieve target J.,at, and n* is the number 
of struts plus one. 
The last design which achieved the target using n* is then an optimal design 
according to the saturation performance criterion. is the highest value which can 
be reached. It is possible that other combinations containing n* damping struts also 
may reach but not any higher value, since is saturated in all modes under 
consideration. 
4.3 Computation 
Using the spherical compliant model to evaluate damping, simulated annealing is 
used to seek the minimum number of struts necessary to achieve saturated damping 
in modes 1 through 16 of the SPICE bulkhead structure. The details of the procedure 
used are given in the following sections. Results of the computation are then presented 
in Section 4.3.4. 
4.3.1 Obtaining Values of K and A 
In order to characterize the compliant model of the SPICE bulkhead structure, 
values of and a.j for each strut i and mode j must first be found. Values of K^ij 
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are dependent upon the stiffness ki of the series stiffness of the damper in a given 
candidate location. 
The values of ki are set to values similar to those attained in existing D-Strut 
designs. The D-Struts used in [33] had a ratio of effective inner to outer strut stiffness 
of about 1.2, and outer strut stiffness {kA in Figure 2.4) of 81,000 lb/in. Then the 
equivalent inner (series) stiffness (including volumetric compliance of the fluid cavity) 
is about 98,000 lb/in {17.2x10^N/m). Therefore, this value is used in this dissertation 
for the inner stiffness of damping struts collocated with existing struts. For these in­
line locations, the existing strut stiffness is left in place if a damper is added, so 
that the existing strut along with the added damper and series stiffness comprise the 
replacement D-Strut. Although in references [32] and [33], outer strut stiffness was 
reduced about 50% from that of undamped struts in order to increase the ratio K of 
the in-line strut, no such reduction is made in this dissertation. 
In the case in which an added damper is to span diagonally across octahedral 
corner nodes, the physical damper must be longer by a factor of \/2. Therefore, the 
stiffness of the inner member is reduced by a factor of y/2 to 69,300 lb/in (1.21 x 
10®iV/m). This reduction may be greater than necessary to account for the added 
length of the diagonal damping strut, since much of the equivalent series compliance 
of a D-Strut comes from volumetric compliance, which is independent of strut length. 
Although this series stiffness is lower than that of an in-line damper, the omission 
of parallel stiffness at this location in the structure keeps the values of Ksij relatively 
high. 
The method of frequency slopes then determines the values of K^ij and a.-j. Unit 
stiffnesses are added to the original structure in each candidate location to obtain 
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mass-normalized axial node displacements in each normal mode, as described in Sec­
tion 3.2.3. A shell script called akklsh is used to call the NASTRAN finite element 
solution sequences to obtain the necessary frequency and displacement information. 
The shell script, along with the NASTRAN files are included in Appendix D, and a 
flowchart of this computation is shown in Figure 4.2. 
Prior to running the shell script, separate scripts makelSklsh and makeJnputkl 
use a list of candidate locations to write separate files containing bar {cbar) elements 
of stiffness A:,- for each of the candidate damper locations. This script and the damper 
location list, blistblk, are also included in Appendix D. 
The shell script first calls for a normal mode analysis of the original structure 
augmented by unit stiffnesses in candidate locations. These conrods are written into 
a NASTRAN input data file by makel2klsh and make-inputkl. Once the normal 
mode analysis is complete, frequencies are saved in one file, and displacements are 
saved in another file. 
The akklsh shell script then enters a loop in which it inserts one spring ki at 
a time into the structure and performs a real eigenvalue analysis each time. The 
resulting frequencies, which provide enough information to easily determine K^ij, are 
concatenated to the file containing modal frequencies. 
Matlab files are used for the rest of the computation. The first one, called bonk.m, 
uses the compliant model parameters to determine lower and upper bounds on the 
number of struts needed to achieve damping saturation. The second, sachen.m, uses 
simulated annealing on the compliant model to optimize the saturation damping 
criteria for a decreasing number of struts until the minimum number of struts is 
determined. In both cases, the Matlab program reads frequencies and displacement 
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Figure 4.2: Flowchart of Computation to Ob­
tain Frequency Shifts and Displace­
ments for the Unmodified SPICE 
Bulkhead 
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files resulting from the NASTRAN runs called by the akklsh shell script and computes 
the values of Ksij, aij, and 7,j for the bulkhead structure. 
4.3.2 Program for Bounding the Number of Struts 
The methods set forth in Section 4.2.3.2 are used by Matlab script file bonk.m to 
bound the number of damping struts needed to achieve saturated damping according 
to the compliant model. Figure 4.3 shows a flowchart of bonk.m, and Appendix D 
contains a program listing. 
Program bonk.m first ranks the struts according to three criteria described in 
Section 4.2.3.2. They are the strut summation index, the distribution index, and the 
kappa index. 
Then bonk.m finds the lower bound on the number of struts by adding up the 
strut summation indices of the kappa indices of successively larger numbers of the 
most highly ranked struts according to the respective indices. 
Next, bonk.m seeks an upper bound for the number of struts by choosing the 
most highly ranked ni struts and optimizing that combination as described below. 
A single strut is added each iteration and the combination is re-optimized each time 
until saturation damping is achieved. The number of struts included is then the upper 
bound. This is repeated for ranking according to all three strut ranking indices to 
achieve a reduced upper bound. 
Each optimization among a strut combination is done by golden section. In order 
to do this, the approximate re-orientations within the spherical model for present 
combination are first computed by inserting springs of ^ in each damper location. 
This results in a set of oKsij for the present combination. 
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Figure 4.3: Flowchart of bonk.m for Bounding the Num­
ber of Struts Required 
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The first and second derivatives of Section 4.2.2 have been used to perform a 
Newton optimization of the tangent index of the structure in an attempt to close in 
on the optimal point of the saturation index in a reduced time. Although the number 
of function evaluations is reduced, the operations involved in evaluating the necessary 
first and second derivatives increase computation time, so the Newton optimization 
is bypassed. The golden section searches require an average of 0.68 CPU seconds 
each on a DEC 3000-300L workstation. 
The above golden section procedure is used to optimize damping within a com­
bination by sachen.m in solving the combinatorial optimization problem. 
4.3.3 Simulated Annealing Program 
The Matlab script sachen.m is used to find the number of struts needed to 
achieve saturated damping in each of the target modes. This program, outlined by 
the flowchart of Figure 4.1, is listed in Appendix D. 
The algorithm used to "anneal" the system for a given number of struts is close 
to that of Chen [6]. See Sections 2.6.1 and 4.2.3.3. However, each time a new strut is 
accepted, the kappa criterion is used to reassign the probabilities that a given strut 
will be selected (or de-selected). Raising these probabilities to a set power {propowsel 
or propowboot) prior to normalization determines the degree to which "better" struts 
are more likely to be chosen. Program sachen.m also includes a way to use o«sij 
information to bypass the need for a golden section optimization if damping for a 
combination falls far short of a threshold value. Setting propowsel and propowboot to 
zero causes all struts to be given an equal probability, as was done by Chen. This 
setting also deactivates the re-ordering of struts based on the kappa strut ranking 
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criterion prior to strut elimination. However, the initial design for sachen.m uses the 
most highly ranked struts regardless of propowsel and propowboot. 
The number of struts included in the simulated annealing operation begins at the 
upper bound, with the most highly rated struts. The algorithm searches until it finds 
a combination which achieves saturated damping in each target mode. Once such a 
combination is found, the rightmost strut in the combination vector is eliminated, and 
the simulated annealing routine begins on a design possessing one less damping strut 
location. It is assumed that if a combination able to achieve saturation exists, the 
algorithm will find it. Therefore, when the simulated annealing algorithm converges 
using Tiopt struts without achieving saturation damping, it is concluded that Uopt + 1 
damping struts are necessary, and the final combination comprising riopt +1 struts is 
printed. 
Symmetry is not used in the solution, since a non-symmetric combination of 
struts could well be the most effective. 
4.3.4 Results of Simulated Annealing Using the Compliant Model 
The results of the computations described in the preceding section are presented 
in Tables 4.1 through 4.5 and Figures 4.4 through 4.6. In the following discussion, 
the computation time is described according to the following definitions. User time 
is the time spent in the system, system time is the time spent in execution of the 
command on the diagnostic output system, and real time is the elapsed time during 
the execution of a command; CPU time is the sum of user and system time. 
Table 4.1 presents the results of the bonk.m program for bounding the necessary 
number of struts, and Table 4.2 ranks the top 72 strut locations according to the strut 
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Table 4.1: Results of the bonk.m Program 
Criterion Lower Bound, n/ Upper Bound, nu 
Summation 
Distribution 
Kappa 
4 46 
48 
4 53 
Used 4 46 
summation ranking, along with their rank according to the distribution and kappa 
criteria. It also lists the end nodes of each location and whether it is a diagonal or 
in-line strut. The most highly ranked struts are diagonal. 
Figure 4.4 shows the function evaluations, temperature schedule, and number 
of struts over a simulated annealing run of sachen.m. For this run, the probability 
exponent propowsel is set to 1, while propowboot is left at 0. The simulated annealing 
action can be seen to repeat each time the damping design is reduced by one strut. 
The simulated annealing algorithm finally converges below the saturation damping 
limit when nopt = 16. This means that n* = 17 struts are needed to achieve required 
damping; this is the solution to the problem posed according to the compliant model. 
The total CPU time consumed on a DEC 3000-300L OSF Alpha workstation 
by the sachen.m program with propowsel = 1 is 949 seconds. The total real time of 
1032 seconds is quite short. Over the whole range of nopt, 1389 function evaluations 
are performed by sachen.m. Because of the feature which bypasses golden section 
optimizations for certain combinations based on oKsiji 690 golden section opti­
mizations are necessary; that is, the golden section search is bypassed 50.3% of the 
time. The function evaluations are quick. Using the spherical compliant estimate, 
each golden section search requires an average of only 0.68 CPU seconds to perform. 
The combination which converged at n* = 17 is presented in Table 4.3. Many 
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Table 4.2: Ranking of Struts Resulting from bonk.m 
Hftnking Strut 
Number Nodes J 
"t^ype 
(D or I)® Summation Distribution Kapp& 
1 10 2 377 30-43 1.98 E^Ol 0 
2 0 1 74 29-44 1.98E-01 D 
3 2 3 155 58-59 i.gs&oi D 
4 1 4 175 06-07 i.gsB-oi D 
5 3 5 54 52-03 1.98E'01 D 
c 4 6 257 02-09 1.9BE.01 D 
7 8 7 154 63-64 1.50E-01 D 
6 7 8 177 02-04 1.50E-01 D 
9 16 10 379 44-56 1.50E.01 D 
10 15 9 75 16-30 1.50B.01 D 
11 6 11 52 45-58 1.50E-01 D 
13 5 12 256 06-23 1.50E-01 D 
13 11 13 57 59-67 1.39E-01 D 
14 13 14 359 03-07 1.39&01 D 
15 13 15 157 51-52 1.39E-01 D 
16 14 16 172 15-09 1.39E-01 D 
17 18 17 72 43-57 1.39E.01 D 
18 17 18 274 17-29 1.39E«01 D 
19 35 19 163 40-41 3.41E-02 D 
20 36 20 168 26-27 3.41E-02 D 
21 19 21 61 33-48 3.41 E>03 D 
23 20 22 265 20-33 3.41E'03 D 
23 23 23 66 27-42 3.40&03 D 
24 24 24 270 28-41 3.40E<03 D 
2i 29 27 181 52-53 3.81E-03 I 
26 30 28 199 09-12 3.81E-03 I 
27 31 29 81 53-59 3.81 E>03 I 
28 32 30 383 07-13 3.81E.03 I 
29 33 25 99 36-43 3.81E-03 I 
30 34 20 301 20-36 3.61E-03 I 
31 27 31 111 53-60 3.79E.03 I 
32 28 32 312 08-13 3.79E.03 I 
33 21 33 no 46-53 3.79E.03 I 
34 22 34 313 12-18 3.79E.03 I 
35 25 35 44 36-50 3.78E-03 I 
36 20 36 43 22-36 3.78E-03 I 
37 37 37 156 53-54 3.53E'03 D 
38 38 38 173 12-13 3.53E.03 D 
39 41 39 71 21-36 3.53E-03 D 
40 42 40 375 36-49 3.53E-03 D 
41 39 41 56 39-53 3.53E-03 D 
42 40 42 360 12-35 3.53E-03 D 
43 47 49 84 60-64 3.41E.03 I 
44 48 50 386 04-08 2.41E-03 I 
45 43 51 184 45-46 3.41&03 I 
46 44 53 106 23-18 3.41E-03 I 
47 53 53 398 16-32 2.41E-02 I 
48 64 54 96 50-56 3.41E-03 I 
49 51 43 101 22-29 3.41E.03 I 
50 53 44 304 43-50 3.41E-03 I 
51 49 45 78 46-52 3.40E-03 I 
52 50 46 381 09-18 3.40E-03 1 
45 47 302 07-08 3.40E-02 I 
54 46 48 179 59-60 2.40E-02 I 
55 74 55 63 19-34 2.36E-03 D 
56 73 56 368 34-47 2.26E-03 D 
57 106 57 166 34-35 3.35E-03 D 
58 57 58 346 54-59 3.12E-02 I 
59 58 59 142 07-13 3.12E'03 1 
60 55 60 10 09-25 3.12E-03 I 
61 56 61 12 39-52 3.12E-03 1 
63 50 63 144 21-39 3.12E-02 1 
63 60 63 344 43-49 2.12E-02 I 
64 69 70 136 49-56 2.07E.02 I 
65 70 71 324 16-31 2.07E.03 I 
66 65 72 28 04-13 3.07E-03 I 
67 66 73 32 54-64 3.07E.03 I 
68 71 74 122 23-25 3.07E-03 I 
69 72 75 228 39-45 3.07E-03 1 
70 61 64 115 47-54 3.05E-03 I 
71 63 65 216 13-19 3.05E-03 I 
72 63 66 114 39-47 3.05E'03 I 
^ D denotes diagon&I* I denote* inline 
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Table 4.3: Optimal Design According to sachen.m 
with propowsel = 1 
Strut Node Type Strut Node Type 
Number Pair (D=diagonal) Number Pair (D=diagonal) 
155 58-59 D 157 51-52 D 
257 02-09 D 89 34-41 I 
54 52-63 D 291 52-58 I 
261 32-45 D 279 44-56 D 
163 40-41 D 57 59-67 D 
277 30-43 D 259 03-07 D 
265 20-33 D 70 04-14 D 
61 33-48 D 270 28-41 D 
274 17-29 D 0 -
of these struts are of the diagonal type. This combination is not unique. 
Figure 4.5 shows a bar graph comparing the actual damping estimations (2() for 
each of the modes of this design computed by the spherical model compared to that 
computed by direct complex eigenvalue analysis. Even with so many struts present, 
the spherical model loss factor estimate provides a good approximation of the actual 
modal damping values in several modes. The estimate is less accurate in modes 3, 4, 
12, 14, 15, and 16. Each mode except 4 and 12 did have at least 2% damping, but 
some modes had much more than needed. 
Damping estimates from the roots of the spherical model provide more accurate 
results. They could provide a better beisis for optimization. 
To reveal whether the adjusted probabilities improved convergence of the sim­
ulated annealing algorithm, the program is run again, this time with propowsel = 
propowboot = 0, so that all locations have an equal probability for being chosen to 
be replaced into the damping design set. The results are given in Figure 4.6. 
With propowsel = 0, the total CPU time consumed is 1087 seconds, somewhat 
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longer than with propowsel= 1, but still reasonable. A total of 1671 function evalu­
ations are performed. 
Since simulated annealing is probabilistic in nature, results of sachen.m varied. 
The runs shown in this dissertation are fairly typical. Using propowsel = 0, five runs 
averaged 1478 function evaluations resulting in a mean of 19 damping struts in the 
solution set. With propowsel = 1, six runs averaged 1235 function evaluations and 
17.8 dampers. Apparently, the strut selection probability weighting scheme enacted 
by setting propowsel = 1 is successful in reducing computation time as well as the 
number of function evaluations needed. 
Various other non-zero values of propowsel have been tried, but the values pre­
sented here seem to give the best results. Non-zero propowboot seem to reduce the 
randomness of the algorithm and degrade performance. Both the reordering of struts 
prior to elimination and the strut selection probabilities specified by the non-zero 
value of propowsel appear to contribute to the improved performance of the algo­
rithm. 
The strut numbers of the last (smallest) set to obtain saturated damping is given 
in Table 4.4. Several of the struts included are the same as in the solution which 
used propowsel = 1. 
Each run involved is set up to log how much time it took to run. These times 
are recorded in Table 4.5 (the times for sachen.m correspond to propowsel = 1). 
The specifications of the computers which performed the calculations are given in 
Appendix E. The Iris machine performed all NASTRAN computations presented in 
this dissertation. 
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Table 4.4; Optimal Design According to sachen 
with propowsel = 0 
Strut Node Type Strut Node Type 
Number Pair (D=diagonal) Number Pair (D=diagonal) 
293 27-34 I 16 40-53 I 
277 30-43 D 256 06-23 D 
164 42-43 D 287 19-26 I 
55 23-32 D 57 59-67 D 
274 17-29 D 157 51-52 D 
65 07-20 D 23 08-20 I 
261 32-45 D 75 16-30 D 
177 02-04 D 29 13-27 I 
54 52-63 D 60 09-26 D 
191 33-34 I 0 -
Table 4.5: Run Time for Each Program Involved in Optimization Based on the 
Compliant Model 
Speed Time, sec 
Process Type Machine MHz User System Real 
akklsh NASTRAN SGI Indigo/R4000 100 4,277 788 11,006 
bonk.m matlab DEC 3000-300L 100 172 25 215 
sachen.m matlab DEC 3000-300L 100 834 115 1032 
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4.3.5 Simulated Annealing Search Using NASTRAN Complex Eigen­
value Analysis 
4.3.5.1 Description of Search In the preceding sections, the compliant 
model has been used to evaluate damping in order to speed the simulated annealing 
search for the optimal damping design. In this section, simulated annealing is done by 
using NASTRAN complex eigenvalue analysis to evaluate modal damping for function 
evaluations. This is a "truth model" against which the results of the simulated 
annealing of the compliant model may be compared for speed and accuracy. 
The simulated annealing using complex eigenvalue analysis is to use nearly the 
same procedure as Chen used [6]. In this case, struts are selected and de-selected 
using uniform probabilities; that is, all struts outside of the current design have the 
same probability of being chosen for inclusion. When the algorithm reaches target 
damping in all modes so that the number of struts is to be reduced, the rightmost 
strut listed in the current combination is eliminated. The optimization within a given 
combination of struts is done by golden section. In order to keep the algorithm as 
similar as possible to Chen's, the thermal equilibrium counter is reset whenever the 
function evaluation improves over the previously accepted one (but not whenever 
a new design is accepted). However, thermal equilibrium occurs when the counter 
reaches 20 (Chen suggested 10). 
Because of the time involved in performing the computations, Uopt begins at 
20 instead of riui =46, with the struts of the initial design randomly selected. The 
beginning and final temperature are set to the same values as in the optimization 
(sachen.m) of the compliant model. 
The solution is implemented using a Matlab file called sanas.m, which carries 
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out the simulated annealing procedure, selecting struts and testing whether or not 
new designs are to be selected. This program is listed in Appendix F. Each time the 
Matlab file needs a function evaluation, it "shells out" and calls on the NASTRAN 
program to determine modal damping, 
4.3.5.2 Results of Simulated Annealing Search Using NASTRAN 
Figure 4.7 shows three plots describing function evaluations, temperature, and num­
ber of struts as the algorithm progresses. 
The results of the computation are divided into four segments. Segment A occurs 
between 1 and 248 function evaluations. During this segment, the Jaat evaluation sees 
relatively fast improvement. However, this portion of the computation was apparently 
stopped because of a file system problem. 
Segment B occurs between function evaluations 249 and 714. In this run, the 
program sanas.m reaches its final convergence criteria without finding a combination 
which provided saturated damping in each mode. However, this condition is ap­
proached, with Jgai ending up at 0.6328 (saturated damping occurs at 0.6400). Only 
modes 4,10, and 13 are slightly short of reaching target damping. 
The simulated annealing algorithm was restarted from the conclusion of segment 
B to see if further searching would yield a combination with saturated damping. Seg­
ments C and D, 715 to 1113 and 1114 to about 1300 function evaluations, respectively, 
are the results of these restarts. For some reason, a design giving saturated damping 
is not found. Possibly the algorithm is stuck in a local maximum. 
The rest of the discussion applies to the results of segments A and B of the com­
putation. The annealing pattern and temperature schedule appear similar to those 
of the simulated annealing optimization of the spherical compliant model estimate 
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performed by sachen.m with propowsel = 1. 
The final strut combination is also similar to that obtained by sachen.m. This 
can be seen by comparing Table 4.6, which shows the struts included in the resulting 
design, to Table 4.3. Both designs include damping strut locations 163, 257, and 277. 
Furthermore, both designs contain several other diagonal locations which are ranked 
among the top 24 according to Table 4.2. Half of the struts in the final design of 
sanas.m are diagonal. Since only 72 of the 306 possible strut locations are diagonal, 
there is a clear preference toward diagonal struts by sanas.m. 
However, the time involved in carrying out this optimization is much larger 
than that consumed with the compliant model, as Table 4.7 shows. A total of 714 
function evaluations (searches by golden section) are done by calling NASTRAN, 
and'each typically requires about 10 to 14 NASTRAN complex eigenvalue runs. 
Each of these runs typically requires 1:04.77 real minutes, 44.61 user seconds, and 
7.95 system seconds. By comparison, 1389 function evaluations (690 of them golden 
section searches) are performed in optimizing the compliant model, considering all 
simulated annealing runs over the whole range of riopt- The program using complex 
eigenvalue analysis consumes approximately 630 CPU seconds per golden section 
search, while the program using the compliant model takes only 0.68 CPU seconds 
per golden section search. Allowing for possible differences in computing speeds of 
the comparable DEC and SGI machines, the compliant model reduces golden section 
computation CPU time by over two orders of magnitude. 
Because sanas.m starts with a random set of damping locations, about 180 func­
tion evaluations are consumed before J sat even reaches 0.60. The sachen.m algorithm 
avoids this effort by starting with a combination of highly-ranked damping struts. 
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Table 4.6: Optimal Design According to sanas.m 
Strut Node Type Strut Node Type 
Number Pair (D=diagonal) Number Pair (D=diagonal) 
8 32-46 I 30 27-41 I 
146 08-14 I 154 63-64 D 
47 29-43 I 39 21-35 I 
303 64-67 I 157 51-52 D 
277 30-43 D 7 18-32 I 
66 27-42 D 164 42-43 D 
72 43-57 D 238 47-52 I 
162 38-39 D 257 02-09 D 
293 27-34 I 256 06-23 D 
163 40-41 D 29 13-27 I 
Table 4.7: Approximate Run Time for Optimization 
Based on Complex Eigevalue Analysis 
Process Type Machine 
Speed 
MHz 
Time, sec 
User System Real 
sanas.m Matlab/NASTRAN SGI Indigo/R4000 100 377K 68K 784K 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS 
5.1 Summary of Goals 
The purpose of this dissertation is to evaluate the effectiveness of viscous damp­
ing placed in diagonal truss locations in achieving optimal passive damping in several 
target modes. This is done by developing and implementing a model and procedure 
to estimate the damping coefficient produced by combinations of struts placed in 
various locations. This compliant model, which offers a fresh approach to structural 
modeling, greatly speeds function evaluations for the optimization search. 
5.2 Summary of Methods Developed 
Various analysis methods are developed in implementing the compliant model 
in order to search for optimal placement of passive damping in the example SPICE 
bulkhead structure. These methods are outlined below. 
In the simple compliant model, the influence of stiffnesses and viscous dampers 
added to an existing structure are modeled by placing the added element in series with 
a stiffness in a spring-mass model of the structure. The spherical model combines the 
masses of compliant models for various modes into a single mass which may vibrate in 
multiple directions. The relative influence of an added strut on each mode determines 
the orientation of that strut within the spherical model. The spherical model can 
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then be expressed in compact state-space form. Methods of analyzing a structure to 
determine the parameters of this model by use of real eigenvalue analysis are also 
developed. 
The compliant model leads to various means of ranking prospective damping 
locations according to predicted effectiveness in a passive damping design. These 
rankings are used to augment probabilities of selection of damping strut positions in 
order to increase the rate of convergence in a combinatorial search based on simulated 
annealing. 
5.3 Summary of Important Results 
5.3.1 Uniform Rod 
As an example, the compliant model is used to predict eigenvalue shift in an 
axially vibrating uniform rod under the influence of an ideal spring or damper acting 
on its free end. In the case of a spring, the compliant model predicts frequency 
shift with moderate accuracy over the complete range of stiffness. In the case of 
a damper, the root of the compliant model predicts the modal damping ratio with 
moderate accuracy over most of the range of damping from zero to infinity. However, 
there is one value of damping coefficient at which the damping ratio peaks sharply 
to a value of 1.0. The model does not accurately predict damping near that value. 
The example rod displays large eigenvalue shifts and and a theoretically infinite 
number of degrees of freedom. Even so, the compliant model permits fairly accurate 
predictions of eigenvalue shifts using information from only one mode at a time. 
Therefore the compliant model may be expected to predict frequency shifts even 
more accurately for large actual structures with lower potential for damping. 
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5.3.2 Lumped Paramter System 
The compliant and spherical models are then used to predict damping in a system 
containing five lumped masses plus two intermediate nodes. The resulting estima­
tions are compared to the predictions based upon several other methods including 
the modal strain energy method and complex eigenvalue analysis in a reduced vector 
space. The spherical model estimate supplied the most accurate predictions overall 
even though no complex eigenvalue analysis is used to obtain them. The roots ob­
tained by complex eigenvalue analysis of the spherical model predict modal damping 
nearly perfectly in all five of the low-frequency modes even though only information 
corresponding to those five modes is used. When the same five modes are used as a 
reduced vector space to approximate damping, estimates of damping are inaccurate 
in the third through fifth mode. These results illustrate the potential of the spherical 
compliant model for modeling structural vibration and predicting damping in large 
structures accurately while including fewer modes in the analysis. 
5.3.3 SPICE Bulkhead 
An example in which viscous dampers were added to a finite element model of the 
SPICE bulkhead shows that the compliant model provides fairly accurate damping 
predictions for such a structure which contains multiple modes. The roots of the 
spherical model predicts damping even more accurately. 
5.3.4 Optimization 
The spherical compliant model greatly speeds the search for an optimal damping 
combination for the SPICE bulkhead structure. First, it allows function (damping) 
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evaluations without computationally expensive complex eigenvalue analysis. For a 
given combination of damping struts, only one real eigenvalue analysis on the target 
modes is necessary. The resulting compliant model parameters are then used to 
estimate damping repeatedly using a closed-form expression. As a result, the CPU 
time required for a optimization by golden section for a given combination is reduced 
by over two orders of magnitude. 
The compliant model is also used to rank the struts for damping potential in 
the target modes. Then highly ranked struts are assigned higher probabilities of 
selection within the simulated annealing search algorithm. This results in a reduction 
in number of function evaluations required to complete the search. Furthermore, 
values of «:,j supplied by the spherical model provide a means of quickly computing 
an upper bound on the damping index and rejecting some strut combinations which 
would certainly not be accepted by the algorithm. 
Finally, examination of the smallest combination for which the simulated anneal­
ing algorithm using the spherical model estimate converged reveals that 15 of the 17 
damper locations selected are diagonal; that is, they connect nodes not spanned by 
struts in the original structure. This implies that the original hypothesis asserting 
that these diagonal positions provide relatively high damping potential is true. 
5.4 Future Research 
The results presented in this dissertation provide several opportunities for future 
research. 
Since diagonal damping locations have been shown to provide high damping, 
these locations should be exploited in future designs of passively damped tetrahedron 
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trusses. 
The spherical compliant model greatly reduces the time needed to optimize a 
structure for passive damping. The procedure followed in this dissertation could 
be integrated in to a software package which would optimize local passive viscous 
damping for any structure. So far only springs and viscous dampers are considered 
in the compliant model. It should be augmented to include added mass as well. 
The increased speed and decreased accuracy of the optimization based on the 
loss factor of the spherical model suggest a hybrid optimization approach. Such 
an algorithm would seek a near-optimal design using the loss factor or roots of the 
spherical model, and further optimize the design based on more accurate complex 
eigenvalue analysis. 
Since the spherical compliant model may be expressed in compact, standard 
state space form, it is suitable to be analyzed by highly developed modern control 
techniques. This model could be used to actively control an actual structure embed­
ded with actuators. The compliance included in each mode improves accuracy when 
a limited number of modes is included in the model, and may reduce problems with 
control spillover [14] which typically may occur due to modal truncation. Addition­
ally, the few parameters involved in characterizing the model would facilitate system 
identification or even adaptive control. 
1 
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APPENDIX A. MATLAB PROGRAMS FOR ESTIMATING 
EIGENVALUE SHIFTS IN A CONTINUOUS ROD 
The following program is used to compute the frequency shift in a continuous 
rod acted upon by a spring at the free end. This is referred to in Section 3.6.1. In 
this and other appendices, files with .m extensions are Matlab script or function files. 
cont.m: 
% cont.m 
% Hatlab script to solve and plot the 
y, transcendental equation for axial vibrations 
X in a continuous beam sith a spring 
X on the end. 
% 6-30-94 
clear; 
a=5; 
oll=l; 
in=3; 
del=100; 
lou=10; 
dalkai.16; 
kliia=60; 
set (gcf, 'DofaultToxtFontlame', 'Times'} ; 
set(gcf,'DefaultTextFontSize',8); 
set(gcf,'DefaultAxesFontlame','Times'); 
for jj=l:3 
omo=(jj-.5)*pi»a/ellj 
k°l0B; 
for kk°l :klim; 
%k=(kk-.99)»del; 
k°k*delk; 
oml°omo+0.00001; 
xi^iomltell/a; 
fl=xi»tan(xi)+m»ell*(oml"2)/k; 
om2=(jj*pi»a/ell); 
xi°om2*eil/a; 
f2=*i»tan(xi)+m*ell»(om5"2)/k: 
f=l; 
Bhile abs(f)>.001 
ODgo (oml'<'om2)/2; 
xi°omg*ell/a; 
foxi*tBn(xl)'*ffl*ell*(offlg~2)/k; 
if f»fl>0 
fl=f; 
aml°omg; 
else 
f2=f; 
om2°omg; 
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end X if 
end % while 
kkk(Mc)°k) 
omana (Mc}<'aog; 
ii kk-=l 
dl (kk) •> (omano (kk) -omans (kk-1)} /del; 
if kk-=2 
d2(kk)°(dl(kk)-dl(kk-1))/del; 
elao 
d2(kk)B0; 
end 
else 
dl(kk)°Oi 
end 
end % for 
X Estimate omega's by slope at zero and fzeqnency at infinity. 
domaga2°2/m/ell; 
0Bega2inf°(j j »pi»a/ell)"2; 
kb=omoga2inf-omo'2! 
kkeg^lon; 
for k°l:kllm 
Xkke(k)"(k-.99)«l«dolj 
kkag°kkeg*delk;X 
kko(k)=kkeg;X 
ome(k)°sqtt(omo'2 + domega2*k][e(k)*kb/(donaga2*kko(k}'''kb)); 
erp(k}°(ome(k)-omans(k))*100/(ome(k)-amo); 
end X for 
subplot(2,1,1),semilogx(kkk,omans,'y-',kke,ome,'m-.'); 
grid on; 
mode=num2str(jj)i 
legend(['TheoreticBl, Hodo ' mode],'Compliant Model Estimate'); 
ylabelCOmega, l/s'); 
subplot(2,l,2),semilogx(kkk,erp,'r-'); 
grid on; 
legend(['Percent Error in Frequency Shift Estimation, Node ' mode]); 
ylabel('Percent'); 
xlabelCk, force/length'); 
yea°0; 
dispCEnter 1 to save to a postscript file.'); 
yes=input(''); 
if yo8==l 
eval(['print mode',nuiii2str(jj)]); 
end 
end t for jj 
set(gcf,'DefaultTeztFontSize',12); 
aotCgcf,'OefaultTextFontBame','Helvetica'); 
set(gcf,'DefaultAxesFontBame','Belvetica*); 
The following program is used to compute the damping in a continuous rod acted 
upon by a damper at the free end. This is referred to in Section 3.6.1. 
cdamp.m: 
X Hatlab file to compute theoretical damping on an 
X ideally-damped uniform rod vibrating axially, 
X Viscous dashpot applies force at the free end. 
X 
X Thomas J. Thompson 
X 
X 7-8-94 
X 
clear; 
a=B; 
m=3; 
ell=l; 
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delc°.OS; 
; 
cnazaioo; 
MmiixxGOO; 
baseB(cnax/cDla}*(1/(kknax-l)); 
mm^cmin/bBBo; 
alpha°3/n/alli 
setCgcfI'DefaultTextFontlama','Tinas'); 
set(gcf,'DafanltTextFontSlza',8); 
80t(gcf,'DafaultAxesFontlamo','Tines'); 
for jj»l;6 X Hodes 1 through 3 
omo(jj)=a»xi(jj)/ell; 
ka^onoCjj)"2; 
iil(jj)=jj*pi; 
oml(j 3)=B»xii(jj)/oil; 
ks(jj)=onl(jj)"2-kaj 
kappa(jj)akB(jj)/ka; 
for kk°l:kkmax X For aach value of c. 
c (kk ) =iim*bas e'kk: 
Cjj kkJ 
c(jj) 
% Qet the value of theoretical damping coefficient. 
qblg3c(kk)/a/m; 
If qblg<l. 
vbig='Bqrt((l-qbig)/(l+qbig)) j 
zetax2(kk,jj)=-2»log(vblg)/sqrt(xi(jj)"2 + (log(vblg))'2); 
end 
if qbig==1.00 
zatax2(kk,jj)°2.; 
end 
if qbi8>1.00 
vbig=aqrt((qblg-l)/(l+qbig)); 
zetax2(kk,jj)=-2»lcg(vbig)/Bqrt(xii(jj)"2 + (log(vblg))"2); 
end 
X Do estimates of damping coefficient. 
r=alpha»c(kk)*ono(jj)/ks(jj); 
ota(kk,jj)=kappa(jj)*r/(l+{r*2)»(l+kappa(jj)>); 
X Get roots of the conpliant model. 
f=l: 
if kk==l 
laii)bdac=i*(omo (j j)'<-.00001); 
end X if 
Bhile abs(f)>.0001 
f=lambdac"3»alpha»c(kk)+lambdac"2»kaCjj)+alpha*c(kk)»laiiibdac«(ka+kB( jj))+ka*kB(jj); 
fpr='3*alpha*c(kk)*lBmbdac'2 + 2*ks(j j)*lambdac + alpha*c(kk)*(ka+ks( jj)); 
lambdac=lambdac-.95»f/fpr; 
end X while 
lamcvec(kk)°lambdac; 
zetacx2(kk, j j)°2*(-real(lambdac})/sqrt(imag(lambdac)''2'*'real(lambdac)*2) ; 
end X kk 
clf; 
semilogx(c,zetBx2(:, jj) ,'y-',c,eta(:,jj),'m-.',c,zetacx2(:,jj).','r—'); 
axis<[l 100 0 1]); 
lagend(['Theoretical Hode ' num28tr(jj)i] >'Compliant Hodel EBtimato'.... 
'Root of Compliant Model'}; 
grid on; 
xlabeK'Damping Coefficient c, force*time/length'}; 
ylabel(>2 * Hodal Damping Ratio'); 
yes=0; 
dlapCEnter 1 to save to a postscript file. '); 
yoa=lnput("); 
if yeB==l 
avalC['print dmodo',nuffl2atr(jj)]); 
end 
end X jj 
aetCgcf,'DefaultTeztFontSize',12); 
set(gcf,'DefaultTextFontIama','Helvetica'); 
setCgcf,'DefaultAxesFontIame','Helvetica'); 
i 
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APPENDIX B. MATLAB PROGRAM FOR ESTIMATING 
EIGENVALUE SHIFTS FOR A CONTINUOUS ROD INFLUENCED 
BY A SERIES COMBINATION 
X concoD.m 
f, Tliis is a Hatlab program to find the frequency 
X and damping in a continuous beam acted upon 
X by a spring-(spring or damper) in series. 
X It also compares the results nith predictions 
X of the compliant model. 
X 
X 7-12-94 
X 
clear; 
a=6; 
all=l; 
m=3; 
mult=4; 
dolk=1.2j 
delc°.09; 
low^l; 
setCgcf,'DefaultTextFontlame','Tines'); 
setCgcf,'DefaultTeztFontSize',8); 
setCgcf,'DefaultAzesFontlame','Times'); 
kc=mult•m»a»a/oll; 
alpha=2/m/ell; 
for jj=l:3 X Each mode jj 
orao(jj)=(jj-.5)»pl*a/all; X Frequencies at ki or ci = 0 
ominf(jj)=jj*pi*a/ell; 
% Find the frequency at kplain°kc 
f=l! 
omg=omo(jj)'<'. 00001; 
while ab8(f)>.0001 
f°tan(omg*ell/a)-Hn*a*omg/kc; 
fpr°ell/a/(cos(omg*all/a))'2 + m*a/kc; 
omg=oBg-f/fpr: 
end 
omkc(jj)aomg; 
X Information for the compliant model 
ka=omo(j j)"2; 
kb=omkc(jj)"2-ka; 
kappa°kb/ka; 
X 
kliffl='60; 
kalow; 
for kk°l;klim 
kk 
Xki<kk)=delk»(kk-.99); 
k°k*delk;X 
ki(kk)=k;X 
X Iterate to get omega lor each ki value. 
if kk==l 
omg»omo(jj)+.00001; 
else 
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ongaom(kk-l); 
end X if 
kplaln°kc*ki(kk}/(kc+ki(kk)); 
fal; 
Bhils abs(f».0001 
f °tan(oBg*ell/a)'hi*a*amg/kplain; 
fpiBell/a/(coB(ong*ell/a))'2 + m*a/kplaini 
oBgoong-f/fpr; 
end X Bhile 
om(kk)°omg; 
X Qet estinate for frequency from conpliant model 
ome(kk)=8qrt(ka+ (kb*^ pha*ki(kk))/(kb + Blpha*ki(kk)) ); 
erp(kk)»(one(kk)-om(kk))*100/(ome(kk)-omo(jj}); 
X Qet roots by complex leston method 
ci(kk)=(l+dolc)"kk! 
f=l! 
if kk==l 
laBbdag°i*(omo(jj)-)-.00001); 
end X if 
Bhile abs(f)>.0001 
kplain=ci(kk)*lainbdag*kc/(ci(kk)*lambdag'fkc}; 
f=tanh(laDbdag*ell/a)+a*m*lambdag/kplain; 
fpraell/a/(coBh(lambdBg«ell/B)}'2 - a*m/laobdag'2/ci(kk); 
lambdag^ lambdag-.95»f/fpr; 
end X Bhile 
lamvec(kk)"lanbdag; 
zotax2{kk)=2»(-roal(laabdag))/aqrt(laag(lambdag)"2+roal (lainbdag)"2); 
r=ci(kk)»alpha»omo(jj)/kb; 
ota(kk)=r»kappa/(l+(r"2)»(l+kappa)); 
X Qet actual roots of conpliant model 
f=l: 
if kk==l 
lambdac=i*omo<jj)-.1; 
end X if 
Bhile abB(f)>.001 
f°laiiibdac~3*alpha*ci(kk}-''lambdac'2*kb'falpha*ci(kk}*lanbdac* (ka-H.h)+ka*kb; 
fpr=3*Blpha*ci(kk)*lambdac'2 + 2*kb*lanbdac + alpha*ci(kk)*(ka+kb); 
larabdaclambdac-. SS'i^ f/fpr; 
end X Bhile 
lamcvec(kk)=lambdac; 
zetBcx2(kk)°2*(-real(lambdac))/sqrt(inag(lanbdac}'2'*'raal(lBnbdBc)'2); 
end X kk 
XsetCgcf,'PaperPosition',[0 0 8.5 11]) 
pubplot(2,l,l),8emilogx(ki,om,'y-',ki,ome, 'm-.'); 
grid on; 
mode=nnn2atr(jj); 
legendC['Theoretical, Hode ' mode],'Compliant Model Estimate'); 
ylabelC'Onega, l/s'); 
subplot(2,l,2) ,Be]nilogx(ki,erp, 'r-'); 
grid on; 
legendC['Percent Error in Frequency Shift Estimation, Hode ' mode]); 
ylabel('Percent'); 
XlabeK'k, force/length'); 
yos=0; 
dispC'Enter 1 to save to a postscript file.'); 
yes=input("); 
if yes==l 
eval{['print fr' ,num2str(jj), 'mult' ,niui2str(ault)]); 
end 
clf; 
semilon(ci,zetax2, 'y-' ,ci,zetacx2, 'm-.' ,ci,eta,'c—; 
legend(['Theoretical Damping Coefficient, Node ' mode], ... 
'Damping from Root of Compliant Model',... 
'Compliant Estimate of Damping'); 
ylabel('2 x Damping Ratio'); 
xlabeK'Damping Coefficient, force*time/length'); 
grid on; 
yea°0; 
disp('Entar 1 to save to a postscript file.') 
yes°input("); 
if yea"! 
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oval (['print danp' ,niiiii2atr( jj) , 'mnlt' ,nnn2str(imilt}]); 
end 
X Plot Root locna of continuous and compliant models 
plot(real(lamvac) ,inag(laiivec), '7-' ,real(lamcTec) .inagdaacTec) ,'m-.') 
legend('Continuous Hodel','Compliant Hodel'); 
xlabelCReal, 1/B O C ' ) J  
ylabalCImaginary, i/sec'); 
grid on; 
azisCequal'); 
yos=0; 
dispC'Enter 1 to save to a poatscript file.') 
yea=input(''); 
if yoa==l 
eval(['print rloc' ,nuiii2Btr(jj), 'mnlt' ,num2atr(nult)]); 
end 
end X jj 
setCgcf,'DefaultTextFontSize',12); 
aet(gcf,'DefaultTextFontBame','Helvetica'); 
sat(gcf,'DefaultixesFontlame','Helvetica'); 
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APPENDIX C. MATLAB PROGRAM FOR COMPUTING 
DAMPING IN A LUMPED-PARAMETER STRUCTURE 
lump.m 
% This is a Hatlab program to solve a 
X lumpod-maas damping program using various methods. 
1, 
X Thomas J. Thompson 
X 
X 7-21-94 
X 
X Define system 
m=["2 2 2 2 .00001 .00002]: 
H°diag(m); 
X Spring values. Indices are node numbers; identical 
X indices denote grounded springs. 
k(l,l)=.5: 
k<l,2)=.B: 
k(2,2)=li 
k(l,3)=.727r! XI.0743; 
k(2,3)=l; 
k(2,4)=l; 
k(3.4)=l; 
k(3,S)=.7277: %1.0743; 
k(4,B)=.S; 
k(4,4)=l; 
k(4,6)°,6 ; X Connected to Intermediate node. 
k(5,S)=.5; 
k(5,7)^ ,6 ; X Connected to Intermediate node. 
K=zeros(7,7); 
for 11=1:5 
if k(il,li)-=0 
K(ll,li)=K(ii,li)+k(ii.ii): 
end 
for jj=(ll+l);(ii+2) 
if k(il,ij)-=0 
K(jj,ll)=K(jj,ii)-k(ii,jj); 
K(li,jj)=IC(ll,jj)-k(li,jj): 
K(li,il)=K(ll.il)+kCii.jj); 
end X if 
end X for jj 
end X for 11 
X Perform normal node analysis. 
[V, E] = oig(K,«)i 
[e, jvec] ° sort(diag(E)); 
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I,imbda°diag(e}; 
V=V(:, jvec); 
for jj=l:7 
Phi(:, j j)«V(:, j j)/(8qrt(V(:, jj) .'«•¥(:, j j))) ; 
end 
lanbdaS°diag (LB]id>da( 1: S, 1:5)); 
lanbdaGrfsqrt (lambdas); 
eigchJc°nom(X*Phl-H*Phi*Lai)ibda}; 
kchk=nonii(Phi, '*X*Phi-LBmbda}; 
mchk^ normCPhi,'•M«Phi-ayo(7)); 
% Sot values of damping coefficients to be evaluated. 
cmin°,01; 
cmax^ lO; 
nsteps°15; 
baBe°(cmax/cmin)~(l/nBtepa); 
1, Do complex analysis 
ceig 
1, Do complex analysis estimate 
y,cest 
'/> Do modal strain energy method 
mse 
'/, Do compliant model estimation 
comp 
1, Do compliant model estimation based 
X partially upon perturbation estimation 
X of frequency shifts. 
pcoop 
y, Do estimate based on complex perturbation 
% method. 
port 
% Do estimate based on reduced subspace 
rods 
X Plot results 
sl='o' J 
B2n'x'; 
S33'+>; 
S4al# > J 
s6='.'; 
pl='->: 
p2='— 
p3='-, 
p4af;f• 
pS='-.>; 
cl='y'; 
c2='m'; 
c3='c'; 
c4='r'; 
c6=>g'; 
c6='b'; 
C7='B'; 
resl=>etams'; 
re82='etaco'; 
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res3='otapc'j 
res4>>'etapt'; 
mathl"'Reduced Space Solntlon'; 
DQth2°'Compliant Hodel Estimate'; 
meth3''MSE Method'; 
aeth4«''Compliant with Peitntbatlon'; 
meth5"'Complez Perturbation Method'; 
methGo'Sphorical Model Estimate'; 
set(gcf,'DefaultTextFontlame','Times'); 
setCgcf,'DefaultTextFontSize',8); 
set(gcf,'DefaultAxesFontlane','Times'); 
for 111=1:4 
yeB=0; 
oethod°C'aath' num2stx(lll)!|; 
re8ult°C'ras' nmaSstrdlD]; 
disp(['To plot results from ' eval(method) ', enter 1.']); 
yes"»input(''); 
if yeB==l 
clf; 
semilogx(c,2*zota(l,:),[cl si], ... 
c,2*zata(2,;),[c2 a2], ... 
c,2*zeta(3,:),Cc3 s3], ... 
c,2*zeta(4,:),Cc4 s4], ... 
c,2*zeta(5,:),[cB sS], ... 
c, eTal([eval(reBult) '(!,:)']) ,[cl pi], ... 
c, eval([eval(result) '(2,;)']) ,[c2 p2], ... 
c, eval([eval(result) '(3,:)']) ,[c3 p3], ... 
c, e7al([eval(result) '(4,:)']) ,[c4 p4], ... 
c, eval([eval(rosalt) '(5,;)']) ,[cB p5] ) 
legend(['Kode ' num2str(l)],... 
['Mode ' num2str(2)],... 
['Node ' num2str(3)],... 
['Mode ' num2str(4)],... 
['Mode ' oum28tr(S)],... 
['Mode ' num2str(l) ' ' OTal(mothod)],... 
['Mode ' num2Btr(2) ' ' oval(method)],... 
['Mode ' nnn2Btr(3) ' ' sval(method)],... 
['Mode ' niun2str(4) ' ' aval(mothod)] ,... 
['Mode ' num2atr(5) ' ' ovaKmethod)]) 
pause; 
zlabeK'Damping Coefficient, force*timo/length') 
ylabol('2 x Modal Damping Ratio') 
grid on; 
%set(gca,'FontSlze',12) 
and y, if 
and X for 111 
for jj ° 1:6 
yea=0; 
diap(['Enter 1 to see results for mode ' num2str(Jj) ' plotted.']) 
yaB=input(''); 
if yeB==l 
semllogx(c,2*zata(jj,;),[cl si], ... 
c,2*zetal(rset(jj),:),[c2 s2],... 
c,ataco(jj,:) ,[c3pl], ... 
c,atams(j j,;) ,[c4p2], ... 
c,atapc(jj,:) ,[cSp3], ... 
c,atapt(jj,;) ,[c6p4], ... 
c,nata(jj,:),[c7 83]); 
rmax=nax.. . 
([2*zota(jj,:) etam8(jj,:) otaco{jj,;) otapt(jj,;) etapc(jj,:) nata(jj,:)]); 
legend(['Mode ' num2Btr(jj)], ... 
[methl],[math2],[math3],[meth4],[methS],[meth6]); 
xlabeK'Damping Coefficient, forcattime/langth') ; 
ylabel('2 x Modal Damping Ratio'); 
grid on; 
diBp('Enter the vertical axis upper range for the present plot.') 
range°input('rangoa'); 
axlB([cmin cmax 0 range]); 
yaB=0; 
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diap('Enter 1 to save to a pootscript file.'); 
yes«input(")j 
U yoB==l 
eval(['print Inode' naa2atr(jj) 'k' niiin2str(k(4,e))]); 
end X If 
end % if 
end X for 
di8p(['Enter 1 to see results for son of modes plotted,']) 
yes=input("); 
if yes==l 
semilogz(c,aiin(2*zeta),[cl si], ... 
c,oum(2*zetal} > [c2 b2] ,.. . 
c,snm(etaco} ,ic3pl], ... 
c,siim(etaffis) , [c4 p2] , ... 
c,sum(etapc) ,[cBp3], ... 
c,anm(etapt) ,[c6 p4], ... 
c,sum(neta),[c7 s3]); 
legendCC'Sum of Hodes'], ... 
[oetht] , [meth2] , [methS] , D]ieth4] , DnethS] , Doethe]); 
xlabeK'Dancing Coefficient, force^ time/length'); 
ylabel('2 x Hodal Damping Ratio'}; 
grid on; 
disp('Enter the vertical axis upper range for the present plot.') 
range°luput('range"'); 
axis([cmln cmax 0 range]); 
yes°0; 
dispC'Enter 1 to save to a postscript file.'); 
yes=input(''); 
If yes^ l 
eval(['prlnt Isunk' num28tr(k(4,6))]); 
end % if 
end /. if 
set(gcf,'DefaultTextFontSize',12); 
set(gcf,'DefanltTextFontlame','Helvetica'); 
set(gcf,'DefaultAzesFontlame','Helvetica'); 
ceig.m 
X ceig.m 
X Hatlab program to compute damping in the system 
X through complex eigenvalue analysis. 
% 
X Thomas J. Thompson 
X 
X 7-21-94 
X 
C=zoros(7,7); 
for kkk°linsteps+l 
if kkk==l 
c(kkk)°cmin; 
else 
c(kkk)°c(kkk-l}*base; 
end 
X Define C matrix. 
for ii=[5] 
C(li,ll)nc(kkk); 
C(li,ll+l)=-c(kkk); 
C(ii'fl,ll)°-c(kkk); 
C(li+l,ll+l)=>c(kkk): 
end 
C(7,7)=c(kkk); 
latata=[-Phi.'»C»Phl -Lambda; aya(7) zoroa(7,7)]; 
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[oiiinc,zetac]>Maiiip(ABtate); 
[oDiic, jBortc]°Bort (osmc); 
zetacazotacCjsortc); 
15=1 J  
for 11=1:14 
If onncdl) < nindambdaSrt) 
oinnc(il)=0: 
alsolf onmcCil) > 1.2*nax(liuiibdaSrt) 
omnc(ll)=Oj 
end 
If il-=14 
If abs (omnc (11)-omnc (1141) )<.01*mln(laiibda6Tt) 
onmc(ll)=Oj 
end */, If 
end X if 
if abs(zotac(li)-l.OX.OOl 
onnc(ll)°0; 
end X if 
If omnc(11)"»0 
omn(lB,Mck)''omnc(ll); 
zeta(iS,kkk)°zetac(il); 
15=16+1; 
If 1B>6 
dlap('15 problem: pause') 
pause 
end % if 
end X if 
end % for 11 
end 
mse.m 
X Hatlab file to estimate the damping of 
X a lumped-parameter stracture by the modal 
X strain energy method. 
X 
X Thomas J. Thompson 
X 
X 7-21-94 
5! 
X dot modal strain energy ratio for mode jj, strut 11; 
X strut 1 is between nodes 4 and S, and strut 2 is betseen 
X node 5 and the ground. 
Kl=zeroa(7,7); 
K2=zeraB(7,7); 
Kl(4,4)=k(4,S); 
Kl(4,5)=-k(4,5); 
Kl(5,4)=-k(4,B); 
Kl(5,5)=k(4,6); 
X2(5,5)=k(5,5); 
Phit=Phl.'; 
X Modal strain energy of each strut 11 
for 11=1:2 
for jj=l:5 
e»al(['so(li,jj)=Phlt(jj,:)*K' num2str(li) '»Phi(:, jj)/2;']) ; 
end X Jj 
end X 11 
X Hodal strain energy of mode Jj 
for jj«'l:B 
msat(jj)=Phit(jj.:)«K«Phl(:,jj)/2: 
end * jj 
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X Ratios of modal strain energy 
for jj"! ;5 
VV(:,jj)=ao(:,jj)/msot(jj); 
end 
ki<l)=k(4,0)i 
ki<2)=k(6,7): 
kappa(l)=ki(l)/k(4,5)! 
kappa(2)=»ki(2)/k(B,5); 
X step through values of c 
for kkk°l: nsteps-t'l 
if kkk==l 
c(k]ck)°cmin; 
c(kkk)°c(U(k-l)*ba8e; 
end 
X Bet dimensionlesB r(il,jj) 
for il=l:2 
for jJ=l:S 
r(ii,jj)=lambda5rt(jj)*c(kkk)/ki(il); 
end X jj 
end X 11 
X Get loss factor for each strut 
for jj=l:5 
for 11=1:2 
nua= kappa(ll)»(r(ii,jj)/(l+r(il,jj)"2))j 
den= 1 + kappa(ll)*((r(li,jj)"2)/(l+r(li,jj)*2)); 
etast (11, jj}=niim/d6n; 
end X 11 
end X jj 
X Get modal loss factor estimate 
for jj=l:5 
atamsC jj ,M(k)°sius(etast(:, jj) .*VV( : ,j j)); 
end X jj 
end 
comp.m 
X comp.m 
X Hatlab program to use compliant model to 
X estimate modal damping In a Innped-parameter 
X model. 
X 
X Thomas J. Thompson 
X 
X 7-22-94 
X 
X Get kA values 
ki°lambdaS; 
X Get alphadi,jj) values for each mode jj and strut 11 
for jj=l:5 
alpha(l,jj)=(Phl{S,jj)-Phl(4.jj))-2i 
alpha(2,jj)=Phl(S,jj)-2: 
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end X jj 
X Qat ksdi.jj) by aiulliary real oigenvalQe analysis 
Kclc^zerosCT,?}; 
Kc2=zeros(7,7); 
Kcl(4,4)nk(4,6): 
Kcl(4,5)=-k(4,6); 
Kcl{5,4)=-k(4,6)j 
Kcl(B,5)=k(4,6); 
Kc2(B,B)=k(S,7); 
ior ii=l:2 
e*al(['Kaux=K+Kc' nam2stz(ll) •;']); 
[V, E] c eigCKaux.H); 
[e, jvec] " sart(diag(E)}; 
Lainbdaaux°diag(e); 
V=V(:, jvec): 
for 
Phiau*(:,jj)=V(:,Jj)/(8qrt(V(:,jj) . '•M*V(:, jj))); 
end 
lambdaSanxadlagCLambdaauxd :6,1:6>); 
eigchkaux=nanii(Kauz*Phianz-H*Phiauz*Lajiibdaanx); 
kchkauxs^ omCPhianz. >*Kanx*Phiauz-Lambdaaux); 
mchkanx^ ormCPhianx. '•M»Phianx-oye(7)) j 
nomaux°nom( [eigclikaax kchkaux mchkanx!)); 
if nomanx > .0001 
di8p([>lomof anx nonnal mode analysis is ' nniii2str(nonianz)]); 
pause; 
end X if 
for jj=l:B 
ksCii,jj)alambdaBanx(jj)-kA(jj)! 
end X JJ 
end X ii 
X Redistribute ks according to alpha 
for 11=1:2 
kssuia(ii)°suin(ks(ii,4:E)}; 
alphasum(ii}s'saa(alplia(ii,4;S)) ; 
end X 11 
for li'=l:2 
ks(li,4;B)=k8sun(ll)4'alpha(il,4 :S)/alphasum(il); 
end X li 
*/, Redistribute ks according to spherical model 
X and compute damping in a separate script program. 
compsph 
X Compute values of kappas(ii,Jj) 
for jj=l:5 
for ii=l:2 
kappas(ii,Jj)=ks(il,JJ)/kA(jJ); 
end X ii 
and X JJ 
X Set values of c 
for kkkal;nsteps+l 
if kkk==l 
c(kkk)°':ain; 
else 
c(kkk)ac(kkk-l)*base; 
end 
X Qat values of r(ii,jj) 
for JJ=1:B 
for 11=1:2 
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r(ii,jj)=alpha(ii,jj)»e(kkk)«liiinbda5rt(jj)/ka(ii,jj); 
and X 11 
end % jj 
XOat Talnes of nodal leas factor etaco(jj) 
for jj=l:5 
nnn=0; 
den°l; 
for 11=1:2 
r2=r(ll,jj)"2j 
nnm=num+kappaB(li,jj)»(r(il,jj)/(l+r2))j 
dansden-f kappas (11, j j ) »r2/ (1+r 2) ; 
end X 11 
etacoCjj,kkk)=nun/den; 
end % jj 
% Get actual roots of compliant model 
for jj=l:5 
f(jj)=l! 
If kkk==l 
Bc(jj)=l*lambda5rt(jj)-.l; 
end X If 
while abs(f(jj))>.0001 
fCjj)=ac(jj)-2+kA(jj): 
fpr(jj)=2»8c(jj); 
for 11=1:2 
f(jj)=f(jj)+<ka(ll,jj)»alpha{ll,jj)»c(kkk)»sc(jj))/. 
(ksdl, jj)+alpha(il,jj)»c(kkk)»sc(jj5); 
fpr(jj)=fpr(jj)+(alpha(ll,jj)»c(k]ck)»k8(li,jj5"2)A . 
((alphaCll,jj)»c(kkk)»sc(jj)+k8(ll,jj))"2); 
end X for 11 
sc(jj)=sc(jj)-.95«f(jj)/fpr(jj)J 
and X while 
rac=real(8c(jj)); 
lac=imag(Bc(jj))j 
zatax2co(j j,kk)[)=-2*r8c/sqrt(rsc'2 + lac"2); 
end X jj 
end X kkk 
pcomp.m 
X pcomp.m 
X Hatlab program to use compliant model based 
X partially upon perturbation method to 
X estimate modal damping In a Ivimped-parameter 
X model. 
X 
X Thomas J. Thompson 
X 
X 7-22-94 
1. 
X Qet kA values 
kA=lambdaS; 
X Qet alpha(li,jj) values for each mode jj and strut 11 
for jj=l:B 
alpha(l,jj)=(Phi(S,jj)-Phl(4,jj))-2; 
alpha(2,jj)=Phl(B,jj)"2i 
and X jj 
X Qet ka( i i , j j )  es t imate  by per turbat ion est imate  
Kcl=zero8(7,7); 
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Kc23zaxoa(7,7); 
Kcl(4,4)<'k(4,6); 
Kcl<4,B)=-k(4,6); 
Kcl(5,4)"-k(4,6)j 
Xcl(5,6)>k(4,6); 
Kc2(B,B)=k(5,7); 
for 11»1:2 
ovalC['Kaux"K+ltc' nnn2Btr(il) 
Laiiibdapc°diag(Phi. '*XaTiz*Phi); 
for jj=l!5 
kspc ( ii, j j )=Laiiibdapc ( j j)-kA (j j )! 
and X jj 
ond X ii 
X Compute Taluea of kappasCii,jj) 
for jj=l:5 
for ii=l:2 
kappaapcCii,jj)=kopc(ii,jj)/kA(jj); 
end X ii 
end X jj 
X Set values of c 
for kkk°l;nsteps+l 
if kkk==l 
c(kkk)°cnin; 
else 
c(kkk)=c(kkk-1)•base; 
end 
X Get values of rpc(ii,jj) 
for jj=li5 
for ii=l:2 
rpc(ii, j j)=alpha(ii, jj)»c(lckk)»lambda5rt(j j)/kspc(ii, jj); 
end X ii 
ond X jj 
XQet values of modal loss factor etapc(jj) 
for jj=l:5 
nuo=0; 
den=l: 
for ii=l:2 
r2=rpc(ii,jj)"2; 
nu]ii=num+kappaflpc(ii, jj)»(rpc(ii, j j)/(l+r2)); 
den^ den+kappaspc(ii,jj)»r2/(l+r2); 
end % ii 
etapcC j j ,kkk)snnin/den; 
end X jj 
end X kkk 
pert.m 
X port.m 
X Matlab program to nse complex perturbation 
X method to estimate nodal dampiiig in & 
X lumped-paztmeter model. 
X 
X Thomas J. Thompson 
X 
X 7-22-94 
X 
X Gat B matrices 
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Bl°zeros(7,7}; 
B2°zeios(7,7}; 
Bl(4,4)=l! 
Bl(4,6)'«-1; 
B1(S,4)»-1; 
Bl(5,6)»lj 
BaCSiS):*!; 
Phit=Phi.': 
X Get valnas for kp and kappapCll,jj) 
kp(l)=k(4,6); 
kp<2)nk(S,7); 
for jj=l!B 
for ii=l:2 
kbot=Phit(j j,:)•Phi(:,jj); 
aval([>kappap(ii,jj)=kp(ii)»Phit(jj,:)»B' nuja2str(ii) ... 
>•Phi(:,j j)/lambdas(jj)/kbot;']): 
end % ii 
end X jj 
X Set values of c 
for kkk=l:nstepB+l 
if kkk==l 
c(kkk)''cDin; 
else 
c(kkk)"c(kkk-1)•base; 
end 
X Get values for rp(ii,jj) 
for jj=l:5 
for ii=l:2 
rp(ii, j j)=laiiibda5rt(jj)»c(kkk)/kp(ii); 
end X ii 
end X jj 
XOet values of oodal loss factor etapt(jj) 
for jj=l:6 
num=0; 
den°l; 
for ii=l:2 
r2=rp(ii, jj)"2,• 
nula=nun+kappap( i i ,  j  j)^ (rp( i i ,  j j)/(l+r2))/2 J  
den°den+kappap(ii,jj)^ r2/(l+r2)/2; 
etaptCj j ,kkk)°numMen; 
end X ii 
etapt(jj,kkk)=num/den; 
end X jj 
end X kkk 
reds.m 
X reds.n 
X Hatlab program to get the complex eigenvalues 
X of the lumped mass examplo using a reduced 
X subspace of the normal modes. 
X 
X Thomas J. Tliompson 
X 
X 10-1-94 
X 
CazeroB(7,7); 
rset=[l:5]; 
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for kkk=l:nBtopB+l 
if Wtk==l 
c(kUc)Bcmin; 
else 
c (kick) Bc (Uck-1) *ba8e; 
end 
X Define C matrix. 
lor iii'CS] 
C(ii.ii)=cOiUc); 
C(li,il+l)H-c(kkk); 
C(ii+l,ii)=»-c(kkk); 
C(ii+l,ii+l)=c(kkk): 
end 
C(7,7)'»c(kkk): 
Mr=Phi(: .rset) . '•Il*Phi(: ,rsQt) j 
Kr=Phi(:,rBet).'»K*Phi(:,rset); 
Cr=Phi(:.rset).'•0«Phi(:,rset); 
4r=[-Cr -Kr;eyo(5) zeros(6,S}]; 
[oinnr ,zetar]°dainp(Ar}; 
Comnr, j8ortr]=aort(oiiinr); 
zetar°zetar(jsortr); 
zeta2(; ,lcUc)°zetar; 
onnrZC: ,kkJc)°oiimr; 
16=1; 
for 11=1:10 
if omnrdi) < minClanbdaSrt) 
oiimr(il)=0; 
end 
if il-=10 
If aba(omnr(11}-omnr(IK-l))<.0001*Dln(lambdaSrt} 
omnr(li)=0; 
end X if 
end X if 
if abs(zetar<il)-l.0)<.001 
Xomnr(ll)=0; 
end X if 
if omnr(11)"=0 
omnl(iS,k]i]c)=omnr(ii); 
zetal (IS ,kUc)=zetar (11); 
15=15+1; 
U 15>6 
diapClS problem: pause') 
pause 
end X If 
end X if 
end X for 11 
end X kUc 
compsph.m 
X compsph.m 
X Hatlab program to take compliant model parameters 
X and use the spherical model to redistribute 
X damping among the modea. 
X 
X Thomaa J. Thompson 
% 
X 7-22-94 
X 
X Get ksi(li), summation of ks(ll,jj) 
for 11=1:2 
ksl(il)=sum(ks(li,l;6)); 
end X for 11 
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X Qat alphaidi), stmraation of alpha(ii,jj) 
for ii=l:2 
alphai(ii)«snn(alpha(li,l:B)); 
end X for il 
for iii'l;2 
kbidi)=alphal(ii)»kl(ii)«kai(ii)/(alphai<ii)»kldi)-k8iai)); 
Xhksi(ii)=alphaidi)»ki(ii)»kbi(ii)/(alphal(ii)«ki(ii)/2+kbi(ii))/2; 
hkal(ii)=k8idi)/2: 
end X for ii 
X Qat sqaares of direction cosines coa2thdi,jj) 
for ii°i:2 
cos2th(iiI!}°alpha(ii,1:5)/alphal(ii); 
end 1, for ii 
X Get ganraaCliJj) 
for ii=l:2 
ganmaCil,:)°aqrt(coa2th(li,:)); 
end X for il 
X Qat the naught stiffness matrix 
nKnadlag(ki); 
nK^ nKn; 
for ii=l;2 
nKonK+hksidDtganraadi,:). >*gainiia(il,;); 
and X for 11 
X Get roots of spherical model 
compsphr 
X Perform normal modo analyais on the spherical 
X system. 
[V, E] = oig(nK); 
[e, jvec] = sort(diBg(E)); 
nLaobdaadiag(e); 
nPhi=V(:, jvec); 
sphchk=noxm(nPhi.'»nPhi - eye(5)); 
apheigchk^ normCnPhi.>*nK*nPhl-nLambdB); 
norBsph=norm([sphchk sphelgchk]): 
if normsph > .0001 
dlsp(['Horm of spherical normal mode analysis ia > num2atr(normaph)]); 
pause! 
end X if 
X Get nks(il,jj) 
for jj=l:S 
for ii=l:2 
nksdi, j j)=((gamma(il,:)*nPhi(:, jj))"2)»ksidl); 
Itnksdi, JJ)=((gaiiniB(ii, ;)*nPhi(: ,jj))"2)*hksidi) ; 
end X for 11 
end X for jj 
X Get nki(jj) 
for jj=li5 
nkA(jj)=Oi 
for kkal;S 
nkA(jj)-nkA(jj)+(nPhl(klt,jj)-2)»kA(kk): 
end X for kk 
end X for jj 
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% Do chock on nkA and nka 
nkchk»nonii(nkA'«'Sim(hiika)-diag(nLaiiibda).i 
if nkchk > .0001 
dispClanght matxices fall check on frequency shift.'): 
pause,• 
end X if 
nonegaonki+stmCnks); 
X Oet nkappasdi.jj) 
for jj=l!5 
nkappaa(; ,jj)=nks('.,jj)/nkA(jj); 
end X for jj 
X Set nalphadl,jj) 
for 11°1:2 
nalphadl, :)aalphaldl)*nksdl, :)/ksidi); 
end X for il 
X Set values of c 
for kkkaltnsteps+l 
if kkk==l 
c(kkk)°cmin; 
c (kkk) =»c (kkk-l) •base J 
end 
X Oet values of nrdl.jj) 
a'1.01; X Taigot mixing ratio (not used for dissertation). 
b=a-li 
for jj=l:5 
for 11°1:2 
nrdi ,  j j) '»Blphadi ,  j j)»c(kkk)»lambda5rt(jj) /ksdl ,  jj); 
nnrdi, jj)=alpha(li, jj)«c(kkk)»Bqrt(nkA(jj))/ksdi, jj); 
rl=((alphadl, j j)«c(kkk)»lambda5rt(jj)/ksdi, jj))); 
ml*l= ' (b+(l-a)»r l ) / (b+rl) ;  
mix2=a*rl/(b+rl); 
ksodl, jj)>nnixl*ksdi, jj)+mlx2*nksdi, j j): 
alphaodli j j)°mizl*alphB(il, j j)'«inix2*nalphadi, j j) ; 
Lambdao( j j)=mi*l*lanbdaB( j j)+Jiilx2*nLambda( j j, j j) j 
Xro(il, j j)=alphaodl, j j)»c(kkk)*sqrt(Lambdao(jj))/k8o(ii, jj); 
Xrodi, j j)=mixl»nrdi, jj)+mixa*nnr(ii, j j); 
Xrodi, jj)a(nrdi,jj)"2+nnr(ii, jj))/(nr(il, jj)+l); 
end X for 11 
kAo(jj)=mixl*kA(jj)+mlx2*nkA(jj)i 
end X for jj 
X Get values of kappaodl,jj) 
for jj=l:B 
kappBsoC:,jj)=kBo(:,jj)/kAo(jj); 
end y. for jj 
X Get values of nota<jj,kkk) 
for jj=l:B 
niuii°0; 
den^l: 
for 11=1:2 
r2=nrdl,jj)"2; 
nnm=nua+nkappas(11,jj)•(nr(11,jj)/(l+r2)); 
denoden+nkappas(11,jj)•r2/{l+r2); 
end X 11 
neta(j j ,kkk)°iian/den,' 
end X 55 
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end % kkk 
compsphr.m 
% conpaphr.m 
% Hatlab program to take the spherical model paraffloters and 
X get the nodal damping coefficients. 
X 
X Thonas J. Thompson 
% 
X 8-1-94 
Ks=dlag(ksi); 
ABph°>[zeros(5,5) -nKn-ganma.'*KB*gamDa gamma.'*Ks; 
eye(S) zeros(6,6) zeros(5,2}; 
zeros(2,S) zeros(2,S) zeros(2,2)]; 
alphalnin°liiT(diag(aIphai)); 
X Set values of c(Uck) 
for kkk°l:nsteps+l 
If kkk==l 
c(kMc)°cmln; 
c (M[k)>°c(kkk-1) *base; 
end 
Cdks°(alphalnm/c(kkk))*Ks; 
Asphdl .•13,6;10)°Cdks*gaa!ma; 
Asph(ll:12,U:12)=-CdkB! 
[osisph,zetasph]°damp(Asph); 
[onsph, jaortc]°sort(omaph) •, 
zetasph=<zetasph( jsortc); 
zetasC:,kkk)°zeros(6,l); 
lBa=l; 
for 11=1:11 
11 abs(zetasph(il)-l.)>.001 
If zetasphClD^ zetasphCll+l) 
zetas(15s,kkk}=zetasph(ll); 
15s=lBa+l; 
end 
end 
end 
end 
yos=0; 
dlsp('Enter 1 to shoB damping for the spherical model roots. 
yeB=lnput(''); 
If ye8==l 
al='o'; 
s2='x': 
s3='+'; 
a4='» 
s5='. 
pl='-'; 
p2='">; 
p3='-.'i 
p4=': 
c2=>'ia' 
c3=>c' 
c4='r' 
cS='g' 
c6a>b> 
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setCgcf,'DofanltTextFontlane','Tinea'); 
set(get,'DefanltTextFontSize',B); 
80t(gcf, 'DefaTiltAxesFoiitlane', 'Tines') ; 
8emilogx(c,2*zeta(l,:),Ccl si], ... 
c,3*zeta(2,:),Cc2 82], ... 
c,2*zati(3,;),[c3 a3j, ... 
c,2*zeta(4,:),[c4 a4], ... 
c,2*zeta(6,:), [c6 sS], ... 
c,2*zetas(l,;) ,Ccl pi], ... 
c,2*zetas(2,:) , Cc2 p2], ... 
c,2*zetas(3,:)iCc3 pS], ... 
c,2*zetas(4,;),Cc4 p4], ... 
c,2*zetas(6,:),[cS pS] ) 
legendC'Hode 1','Hode 2','Hode 3','Hode 4','Hode 5',. 
'Spherical Xodel Root 1',... 
'Spherical Hodel Root 2',... 
'Spherical Hodel Root 3',... 
'Spherical Hodel Root 4',... 
'Spherical Hodel Root 6') 
axisCC.Ol 10 0 .2]) 
xlabeK'Damping Coefficient, force*tlno/longth') 
ylabel('2 x Hodal Danping Ratio') 
grid on; 
yes=0; 
dispCBnter 1 to save to a postscript file'); 
yas=lnput( "): 
if yos=»=l 
eval(['prlnt sphrk' num2Btr(k(4,6))]); 
end X if 
setCgcf,•DefaTatTextFontSize',12); 
aet(gcf,'DefaoltTextFontlame','Helvetica') ; 
setCgcf,'DefaoltAxesFontlamo','Helvetica') ; 
end 
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APPENDIX D. COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED IN OPTIMIZING 
STRUCTURAL DAMPING USING THE COMPLIANT MODEL 
The shell script which calls NASTRAN to characterize the compliant model of 
the SPICE bulkhead is given below. 
akklsh: 
*! /bln/tcsh 
t This ia akklsh. 
« It is patterned roughly after akk2ah. 
* It does a nastran normal nodes analysis on the structure 
t sith k°l springs in the prospective damper locations. 
> It then does an separate eigenvalue analysis sith a 
t finite stiffneso in each of the locations. 
• Puts values of original frequencies and shifted frequencies 
> in a file called /akkl/freq.data. The values of modal 
t forces (displacements) are saved to a file called 
t /akkl/disp.data. 
t 
set datevar='dato' 
set mach<:'hostname' 
set day=$datevar[2]$datevar[3] 
set homedlr=°'piid' 
set logfile°$horaedlr/akki/akkl$day.log 
set scrdir='/usr/indy2/tmp' 
set outdir="$homedir"/narun/ak 
set barllstfile^ 'cat bar/barlistfile' 
rm -f $logfile 
echo "Log file for $homedlr/akkish run \ 
on $mach at $dateTar. \ 
List of damper locations from bar/$barlistfile. ">$logfile 
echo 'Hake sure you have run bar/makel2klsh to make cbar files.' 
t 
op /dev/null narun/cba.dat 
cp /dev/null narun/ese.dat 
cp /dev/null akkl/freq.data 
cp /dev/null akkl/disp.data 
echo "Frequencies gotten from $homedir/akklsh \ 
at $datevar. \ 
List of damper locations from bar/$barlistfilo." >> akkl/freq.data 
echo "Displacements gotten from thomedir/alcklBh \ 
at $datevar. \ 
List of damper locations from bar/$barlistfile." » akkl/disp.data 
echo 'set 4 " 30000 thru 40000' >> narun/ese.dat 
echo 'force(pnnch) ^ 4' » narun/ese.dat 
tine nastran narun/ak.dat bat="no" scr°yes sdl°$scrdlr out°$outdir olds^ o \ 
notify°no » $logfile 
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set topa$scxdir/ton 
rm -f Jtnp 
grop 'l.OOOOOOE-KIO' "$outdir".f06 > •tnp 
grep -T 'EL' $tnip » ihomadlr/akkl/freq.data 
egrep ' (real) I (user) I (ajs)' $otitdlr.log » $loglilo 
rm -f $tnp 
rm -f $homedir/akkl/dispalI.data 
cp /dev/nnll $honedir/akkl/conzods.data 
Qcho "List of conxods nade from akklsh on $day. \ 
Should b« based on bai list file $baTllatflie." » (homedlx/akXl/conrods.data 
gxep 3' naznn/ak.pch > thomedix/alckl/diapall.data 
set conrods='awk -F, '{print $ 2 } '  Ihomedir/nariui/cbkl.dat' 
foreach conrod ( $coniods ) 
echo $conrod »$honedir/a]Ocl/conrods.data 
grep " $conrod " $homedir/a]iicl/dispall.data »$homedir/aUcl/dlsp.data 
end 
set realmin=0 
set usemin°0 
set sysmin°0 
sot realsec^ O 
set nseraec°0 
set sysaec^ O 
foreach file (bar/cbarCO-9]*) 
cp x2{$file}x2 narun/cba.dat 
time nastran naxnn/ak.dat bata"no" scr^ yes sdi°$scrdlr out=$outdir old^ no \ 
notify=no » $logflle 
xm -f $tmp "$tmp"2 
more naron/cba.dat >$tnp 
grop '"cb' $tnp > "$tmp"2 
set nl='ask -F, '{print $4}' "$tmp"2' 
snitch ("$nl") 
case ? 
aet nl°0$nl 
braakair 
endsB 
set nZ^ 'ask -F, '{print $5}' "$tmp"2* 
snitch ("$n2") 
caae ? 
set n2°0$n2 
breaksB 
ondSB 
echo "3$nl$n2"» $horaadiT/a]ckl/freq.data 
echo "3$nl$n2"» $logfilo 
rm -f $tmp 
grep '1.OOOOOOE+OO' naxun/ak,f06 > $tnp 
grep -V 'EL' $tmp » $homedlr/akkl/froq.data 
egrep '(real)|(nser)Kays)> $outdir.lag » $logfila 
set real='egrep 'real' $oatdlr.log I ask '{print $2}'' 
sot usera'egrep 'user' $outdir.lag I ask '{print $2}'' 
set sys°'egrep 'sys' $ontdlr.log I ask '{print $2}" 
end 
echo 'Done looping in akklsh.' »$logflle 
rm -f $tDp 
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is given 
The file 
model.dat containing the SPICE bulkhead model is not listed. 
ak.dat 
$id ak 
$ Thomas Thompson 10-21-93 
sol 103 $ real 
time 720 
diag 8 
cend 
$ 
title ° Alpha and Kappa Conputation 
echoi^none 
mathod°l i real 
set 3 " 3,26,28,48,51,57 
Include ' namn/ese. dat' 
disp(punch) " 3 
SPG = 1 
$ 
begin bulk 
$param,t iny,1.e-20 
param,tiny,0.0 
include 'narun/oig.dat' 
include 'narun/model.dat' 
include 'narun/cba.dat' 
include 'narun/cbk2.dat' 
matl,20,l,le-)-ll,2.65e- fg , ,0 .  $out nith modelSa modal 
pbar,ll,20,8.046e-5,6.00e-8,5.0e-8,l.e-7 $naed to ch for modelfull 
pbar,211,20,1.609e-4,5.00o-8,5.0e-8,l.o-7 
$pbar,10002,20,1.875-11 $ for k=2, 1=1.03 
$conrod,32834,28,34,20,1.875-11 
$celB82,32834,2.0,28,6,34,6 
enddata 
eig.dat: 
$ Copiod from /Iocal /u8r2/ thomp8/ir i8/nar tui  on 4*-29*-95. Some comments  deletod.  
oigrl,l, 10.,170. 
Typical cba.dat: 
$ cbar 306 
$ Stiffness 2 
$ Cell 0 
cbar,20306,211, 56, 62,99 
,66,56 
cbk2.dat: 
conrod,31524,15,24,20,9.375-12 
conrod,32438,24,38,20,9.375-12 
conrod,33861,38,51,20,9.375-12 
conrod,32331,23,31,20,9.375-12 
conrod,33145,31,45,20,9.375-12 
conrod,30618, 6,18,20,9.375-12 
conrod,31832,18,32,20,9.375-12 
conrod,33246,32,46,20,9.375-12 
The NASTRAN file which ran the necessary real eigenvalue analyses 
below, followed by some of the NASTRAN data files which were "included." 
conrod,34658,46,58,20,9.37B-12 
coaTod,3092S, 9,25,20,9.376-12 
conrod,32639,26,39,20,9.375-12 
coniod,33952,39,52,20,9.375-12 
coarod,30212, 2,12,20,9,375-12 
conrod,31226,12,26,20,9.375-12 
conrod,32640,26,40,20,9.375-12 
conrod,34053,40,63,20,9.375-12 
conrod,36363,53,63,20,9.375-12 
conrod,30719, 7,19,20,9.375-12 
conrod,31933,19,33,20,9.376-12 
conrod,33347,33,47,20,9.375-12 
conrod,34759,47,59,20,9.375-12 
conrod,30308, 3, 8,20,9.375-12 
conrod,30820, 8,20,20,9.375-12 
conrod,32034,20,34,20,9.376-12 
conrod,33448,34,48,20,9.376-12 
conrod,34860,48,60,20,9.376-12 
conrod,36067,60,67,20,9.375-12 
conrod,30413, 4,13,20,9.375-12 
conrod,31327,13,27,20,9.375-12 
conrod,32741,27,41,20,9.375-12 
conrod,34164,41,54,20,9.376-12 
conrod,36464,64,64,20,9.376-12 
conrod,30614, 5,14,20,9.376-12 
conrod,31428,14,28,20,9.375-12 
conrod,32842,28,42,20,9.375-12 
conrod,34256,42,66,20,9.376-12 
conrod,35566,66,66,20,9.376-12 
conrod,31021,10,21,20,9.376-12 
conrod,32135,21,35,20,9.375-12 
conrod,33549,36,49,20,9.375-12 
conrod,34961,49,61,20,9.375-12 
conrod,31122,11,22,20,9.376-12 
conrod,32236,22,36,20,9.376-12 
conrod,33660,36,60,20,9.376-12 
conrod,35062,50,62,20,9.375-12 
conrod,31629,16,29,20,9.376-12 
conrod,32943,29,43,20,9.376-12 
conrod,34366,43,56,20,9.376-12 
conrod,31730,17,30,20,9.376-12 
conrod,33044,30,44,20,9.376-12 
conrod,34467,44,67,20,9.375-12 
conrod,34568,45,58,20,1.326-11 
conrod,33146,31,46,20,1.326-11 
conrod,36263,52,63,20,1.326-11 
conrod,32332,23,32,20,1.326-11 
conrod,33963,39,63,20,1.326-11 
conrod,35967,59,67,20,1.326-11 
conrod,32540,26,40,20,1.326-11 
conrod,34760,47,60,20,1.326-11 
conrod,30926, 9,26,20,1.326-11 
conrod,33348,33,48,20,1.326-11 
conrod,35465,54,65,20,1.326-11 
conrod,31934,19,34,20,1.326-11 
conrod,34165,41,65,20,1.326-11 
conrod,30720, 7,20,20,1.326-11 
conrod,32742,27,42,20,1.326-11 
conrod,34962,49,62,20,1.326-11 
conrod,31328,13,28,20,1.326-11 
conrod,33550,36,50,20,1.326-11 
conrod,30414, 4,14,20,1.326-11 
conrod,32136,21,36,20,1.326-11 
conrod,34357,43,67,20,1.326-11 
conrod,31022,10,22,20,1.326-11 
conrod,32944,29,44,20,1.326-11 
conrod,31630,16,30,20,1.326-11 
conrod,33846,38,46,20,9.376-12 
conrod,32431,24,31,20,9.375-12 
conrod,34652,46,62,20,9.375-12 
conrod,31523,15,23,20,9.375-12 
conrod,33239,32,39,20,9.375-12 
conrod,36369,53,69,20,9.375-12 
conrod,31826,18,26,20,9.375-12 
conrod,34047,40,47,20,9.375-12 
conrod,36064,60,64,20,9.375-12 
conrod,30609, 6, 9,20,9.375-12 
conrod,32633,26,33,20,9.375-12 
conrod,34854,48,54,20,9.375-12 
conrod,31219,12,19,20,9.37S-12 
conrod,33441,34,41,20,9.375-12 
conrod,36661,56,61,20,9.375-12 
conrod,30207, 2, 7,20,9.375-12 
conrod,32027,20,27,20,9.375-12 
conrod,34249,42,49,20,9.375-12 
conrod,30813, 8,13,20,9.375-12 
conrod,32836,28,36,20,9.375-12 
conrod,35056,60,66,20,9.376-12 
conrod,30304, 3, 4,20,9.376-12 
conrod,31421,14,21,20,9.375-12 
conrod,33643,36,43,20,9.376-12 
conrod,30610, 6,10,20,9.376-12 
conrod,32229,22,29,20,9.376-12 
conrod,31116,11,16,20,9.376-12 
conrod,35168,51,88,20,9.376-12 
conrod,36863,68,63,20,9.376-12 
conrod,36367,63,67,20,9.375-12 
conrod,34552,45,52,20,9.376-12 
conrod,35259,62,69,20,9.376-12 
conrod,35964,59,64,20,9,376-12 
conrod,33846,38,46,20,9.376-12 
conrod,34663,46,63,20,9.376-12 
conrod,36360,53,60,20,9.376-12 
conrod,36065,60,66,20,9.375-12 
conrod,33139,31,39,20,9.375-12 
conrod,33947,39,47,20,9.375-12 
conrod,34764,47,64,20,9.375-12 
conrod,35461,64,61,20,9.375-12 
conrod,32432,24,32,20,9.376-12 
conrod,33240,32,40,20,9.376-12 
conrod,34048,40,48,20,9.376-12 
conrod,34865,48,65,20,9.376-12 
conrod,35S62,56,62,20,9.375-12 
conrod,32325,23,26,20,9.375-12 
conrod,32533,26,33,20,9.375-12 
conrod,33341,33,41,20,9.375-12 
conrod,34149,41,49,20,9.376-12 
conrod,34966,49,56,20,9.375-12 
conrod,31618,16,18,20,9.376-12 
conrod,31826,18,26,20,9.376-12 
conrod,32634,26,34,20,9.376-12 
conrod,33442,34,42,20,9.376-12 
conrod,34260,42,60,20,9.376-12 
conrod,36057,50,67,20,9.376-12 
conrod,30919, 9,19,20,9.376-12 
conrod,31927,19,27,20,9.375-12 
conrod,32736,27,35,20,9.375-12 
conrod,33643,35,43,20,9.376-12 
conrod,30612, 6,12,20,9.376-12 
conrod,31220,12,20,20,9.376-12 
conrod,32028,20,28,20,9.375-12 
conrod,32836,28,36,20,9.376-12 
conrod,33644,36,44,20,9.376-12 
conrod,30713, 7,13,20,9.376-12 
conrod,31321,13,21,20,9.376-12 
conrod,32129,21,29,20,9.376-12 
conrod,30208, 2, 8,20,9.375-12 
conrod,30814, 8,14,20,9.375-12 
conrod,31422,14,22,20,9.375-12 
conrod,32230,22,30,20,9.375-12 
conrod,30410, 4,10,20,9.375-12 
conrod,31016,10,16,20,9.376-12 
conrod,30305, 3, 8,20,9.376-12 
conrod,30611, 5,11,20,9.375-12 
conrod,311l7,ll,17,20,9.376-12 
conrod,36364,63,64,20,1.326-11 
conrod,35889,68,69,20,1.326-11 
conrod,36061,60,61,20,1,326-11 
conrod,35182,51,52,20,1.326-11 
conrod,35364,63,54,20,1.326-11 
conrod,35566,56,56,20,1.326-11 
conrod,34647,46,47,20,1.326-11 
conrod,34849,48,49,20,1.326-11 
conrod,33839,38,39,20,1.326-11 
conrod,34041,40,41,20,1.326-11 
conrod,34243,42,43,20,1.326-11 
conrod,33233,32,33,20,1.326-11 
conrod,33435,34,35,20,1.326-11 
conrod,32425,24,25,20,1.326-11 
conrod,32627,26,27,20,1.326-11 
conrod,32829,28,29,20,1.326-11 
conrod,31819,18,19,20,1.326-11 
conrod,32021,20,21,20,1.326-11 
conrod,31609,16 , 9,20,1.326-11 
conrod,31213,12,13,20,1.326-11 
conrod,31416,14,16,20,1.326-11 
conrod,30607, 6, 7,20,1.326-11 
conrod,30810, 8,10,20,1.326-11 
conrod,30204, 2, 4,20,1.326-11 
conrod,36465,64,66,20,9.375-12 
conrod,35960,69,60,20,9.376-12 
conrod,36162,61,62,20,9.376-12 
conrod,35263,52,53,20,9.376-12 
conrod,35465,54,55,20,9.376-12 
conrod,35667,66,57,20,9.376-12 
conrod,34646,46,46,20,9.376-12 
conrod,34748,47,48,20,9.376-12 
conrod,34960,49,50,20,9.376-12 
conrod,33940,39,40,20,9.376-12 
conrod,34142,41,42,20,9.376-12 
conrod,34344,43,44,20,9.376-12 
conrod,33132,31,32,20,9.376-12 
conrod,33334,33,34,20,9.376-12 
conrod,33536,35,36,20,9.376-12 
conrod,32526,25,26,20,9.376-12 
conrod,32728,27,26,20,9.376-12 
conrod,32930,29,30,20,9.376-12 
conrod, 32318,23,18,20,9.376-12 
conrod,31920,19,20,20,9.376-12 
conrod,32122,21,22,20,9.376-12 
conrod,30912, 9,12,20,9.375-12 
conrod,31314,13,14,20,9.376-12 
conrod,31617,16,17,20,9.376-12 
conrod,30708, 7, 8,20,9.376-12 
conrod,31011,10,ll,20,9.376-12 
conrod,30405, 4, 5,20,9.376-12 
conrod,30302, 3, 2,20,9.376-12 
conrod,30206, 2, 6,20,9.376-12 
conrod,30615, 6,16,20,9.376-12 
conrod,30407, 4, 7,20,9.376-12 
conrod,30709, 7, 9,20,9.376-12 
conrod,30923, 9,23,20,9.376-12 
conrod,30608, 6, 8,20,9.376-12 
conrod,30812, 8,12,20,9.376-12 
conrod,31218,12,18,20,9.376-12 
conrod,31824,18,24,20,9.376-12 
conrod,31013,10,13,20,9.376-12 
conrod,31319,13,19,20,9.376-12 
conrod,3192S,19,26,20,9.376-12 
conrod,32531,26,31,20,9.376-12 
conrod,31114,ll,14,20,9.376-12 
conrod,31420,14,20,20,9.376-12 
conrod,32026,20,26,20,9.376-12 
conrod,32632,26,32,20,9.37S-12 
conrod,33238,32,38,20,9.376-12 
conrod,31621,16,21,20,9.375-12 
conrod,32127,21,27,20,9.375-12 
conrod,32733,27,33,20,9.375-12 
conrod,33339,33,39,20,9.376-12 
conrod,33946,39,45,20,9.376-12 
conrod,31722,17,22,20,9.376-12 
conrod,32228,22,28,20,9.376-12 
conrod,32834,28,34,20,9.376-12 
conrod,33440,34,40,20,9.376-12 
conTod,34046,40,46,20,9.376-12 
conrod,34651,46,61,20,9.375-12 
conrod,32936,29,35,20,9.376-12 
conrod,33841,35,41,20,9.376-12 
conrod,34147,41,47,20,9.375-12 
conrod,34752,47,52,20,9.375-12 
conrod,33036,30,36,20,9.376-12 
conrod,33642,36,42,20,9.376-12 
conrod,34248,42,48,20,9.376-12 
conrod,34853,48,53,20,9.376-12 
conrod,35358,63,58,20,9.376-12 
conrod,34349,43,49,20,9.376-12 
conrod,34954,49,54,20,9.375-12 
conrod,35459,64,59,20,9.376-12 
conrod,34460,44,60,20,9.375-12 
conrod,35055,50,55,20,9.375-12 
conrod,36660,56,60,20,9.375-12 
conrod,36063,60,63,20,9.376-12 
conrod,36661,66,61,20,9.375-12 
conrod,36164,61,64,20,9.376-12 
conrod,35762,57,62,20,9.375-12 
conrod,36266,62,65,20,g.375-12 
conrod,36667,65,67,20,9.376-12 
conrod,30623, 6,23,20,1.326-11 
conrod,30209, 2, 9,20,1.326-11 
conrod,31831,18,31,20,1.326-11 
conrod,30307, 3, 7,20,1.326-11 
conrod,31225,12,25,20,1.326-11 
conrod,33246,32,45,20,1.326-11 
conrod,30819, 8,19,20,1.326-11 
conrod,32639,26,39,20,1.326-11 
conrod,30513, 5,13,20,1.326-11 
conrod,32033,20,33,20,1.326-11 
conrod,34052,40,62,20,1.326-11 
conrod,31427,14,27,20,1.326-11 
conrod,33447,34,47,20,1.326-11 
conrod,3H21,11,21,20,1.326-11 
conrod,32841,28,41,20,1.326-11 
conrod,34859,48,69,20,1.326-11 
conrod,32235,22,35,20,1.326-11 
conrod,34254,42,54,20,1.326-11 
contod,31729,17,29,20,1.326-11 
conrod,33849,36,49,20,1.326-11 
conrod,35664,65,64,20,1.326-11 
conrod,33043,30,43,20,1.326-11 
conrod,36061,60,61,20,1.326-11 
conrod,34456,44,56,20,1.326-11 
conrod,32324,23,24,20,9.375-12 
conrod,30918, 9,18,20,9.376-12 
conrod,33138,31,38,20,9.376-12 
conrod,30712, 7,12,20,9.376-12 
conrod,32632,25,32,20,9.376-12 
conrod,34651,45,61,20,9.375-12 
conrod,30408, 4, 8,20,9.375-12 
conrod,31926,19,26,20,9.375-12 
conrod,33946,39,46,20,9.375-12 
conrod,31320,13,20,20,9.375-12 
conrod,33340,33,40,20,9.375-12 
conrod,35268,52,68,20,9.375-12 
conrod,31014,10,14,20,9.375-12 
184 
coniod,32734,27,34,20,9.375-12 
conrod,34763,47,53,20,9.375-12 
conrod,32128,21,28,20,9.375-12 
conrod,34148,41,48,20,9.375-12 
conrod,36963,69,63,20,9.375-12 
conrod,31622,16,22,20,9.375-12 
conrod,33542,36,42,20,9.375-12 
conrod,36460,64,60,20,9.376-12 
conrod,32936,29,36,20,9,375-12 
conrod,34966,49,65,20,9.375-12 
conrod,36467,64,67,20,9.375-12 
conrod,34360,43,60,20,9.376-12 
conrod,36165,61,65,20,9.376-12 
conrod,36662,56,62,20,9.376-12 
The script file used to prepare cba.dat and cbk2.dat files are given below. 
makelSklsh: 
•/! /bln/tcah 
t Run from vislab.me.lastate.edu (Vincent station) 8-24-94. 
rm -f barliatfile 
echo $1 > burllstfile 
rm -f cbar[0-9]» 
DaXe.inputkl $1 
cp . ./narun/cbkl .dat . ./nanm/cb)c2.dat 
cd /local/u8r2/thoiiipB/iris/z2bar/ 
no -f cbar[0-9]*x2 
Dia]ce_inputx2 /local/u8r2/thompa/iria/bar/$l 
cd /local/uar2/thoDp8/iri8/bar 
« 
make-inputkl: 
9!/nsr/local/bin/perl 
* chmod u+rx make.lnput 
t isaue the conmand 'man perl' to learn mora about this language 
t Taken from a file srltten by Charles Randall. 
$inflle => $iROV[0]; 
if ( $infilo eq "" ) { 
die "$0: you must specify an input file"; 
open (QUTPUT2,'>../narun/cbkl.dat') || die "$0: could not open output file ../narun/cbkl.dat"; 
print "Working on file ../narun/cbkl.dat\n"; 
open (IIPUT, "<$infile") || die "$0: could not open input file $infile"; 
Bhile ( $line°<IIPUT> ) { 
chop $line; 
Sdunmy = aplitC ',$line); 
if ( ltdummy !° 3 ) { 
die " iO:  error, line $. of file $infile. Line does not have 4 numbers."; 
($n,$z,$y,$z)=<dummy; 
t open nev output file 
$outfilo is 'cbar>.$n; 
if ( $n < 100 ) { 
$outfile =< 'cbarO'.$n; 
>{} 
if ( $n < 10 ) { 
}ontfile •> 'cbarOO'.$n; }{} 
{if ($x < 10 ) { 
»ix="0$x" > 
else { $xx = "$x" }} 
185 
{If ($y < 10 ) { 
$yy="0$y" } 
else { $yy»"$y" }} 
open (OUTPUT,">$outflle") 11 die "$0: could not open output file •outfilo"; 
print "Uoiking on file $outfila\n"; 
printf (OUTPUT '7.18 *8 *3d\n", ,'cbar',$n) ; 
printf (OUTPUT '7.1a *b *ld\n","\$",' Stiffnass'.D) 
printf (OUTPUT '7.18 y.8 *2d\n","\$",' Coll',$z); * v 
printf (OUTPUT "y.38,K4d,%3d,*3d,*3d,*2d\n", 'cbar' ,10000+$n,ll,$i,$y,99) I 
print OUTPUT ',86,56' . "\n"; 
close (OUTPUT); 
p^rintf (0UTPUT2 "y.s,*2d,y.2d,*8,*8\n",'conrod,3' .$*x.$yy,$x,$y,20, '9.37B-12') ;} 
printf^ (0UTPUT2 "*b,X2d,X2d,Xa,*8\n",'conrod,3'.Jix.$yy,$x,$y, 20,'1.326-11') ;} 
close (IIPUT); 
close (0UTPUT2): 
File containing list of damper locations, node pairs, and types of locations (zero 
values in the fourth column denote in-line; non-zero values denote diagonal). 
blistblk 
1 IS 24 0 
2 24 38 0 
3 38 61 0 
4 23 31 0 
E 31 46 0 
6 6 18 0 
7 18 32 0 
8 32 46 0 
9 46 58 0 
10 9 26 0 
11 26 39 0 
12 39 62 0 
13 2 12 0 
14 12 26 0 
15 26 40 0 
16 40 53 0 
17 53 63 0 
18 7 19 0 
19 19 33 0 
20 33 47 0 
21 47 59 0 
22 3 8 0 
23 8 20 0 
24 20 34 0 
25 34 48 0 
26 48 60 0 
27 60 67 0 
28 4 13 0 
29 13 27 0 
30 27 41 0 
31 41 64 0 
32 54 64 0 
33 5 14 0 
34 14 28 0 
35 28 42 0 
36 42 55 0 
37>«5 65 0 
38 10 21 0 
39 21 35 0 
40 35 49 0 
41 49 61 0 
42 11 22 0 
43 22 36 0 
44 36 60 0 
45 50 62 0 
46 16 29 0 
47 29 43 0 
48 43 66 0 
49 17 30 0 
60 30 44 0 
61 44 67 0 
62 45 68 32 
63 31 46 16 
64 52 63 25 
56 23 32 10 
66 39 53 19 
67 69 67 27 
68 25 40 13 
59 47 60 33 
60 9 26 7 
61 33 48 17 
62 64 65 26 
63 19 34 11 
64 41 55 20 
66 7 20 5 
66 27 42 14 
67 49 62 24 
68 13 28 8 
69 35 50 18 
70 4 14 3 
71 21 36 12 
72 43 67 21 
73 10 22 6 
74 29 44 16 
75 16 30 9 
76 38 46 0 
77 24 31 0 
78 46 52 0 
79 16 23 0 
80 32 39 0 
81 53 59 0 
82 18 25 0 
83 40 47 0 
84 60 64 0 
86 6 9 0 
86 26 33 0 
87 48 64 0 
88 12 19 0 
89 34 41 0 
90 55 61 0 
91 2 7 0 
92 20 27 0 
93 42 49 0 
94 8 13 0 
95 28 36 0 
96 50 56 0 
97 3 4 0 
98 14 31 0 
99 36 43 0 
100 5 10 0 
101 22 29 0 
102 11 16 0 
103 61 58 0 
104 68 63 0 
105 63 67 0 
106 46 62 0 
107 52 69 0 
108 69 64 0 
109 38 46 0 
110 46 63 0 
111 53 60 0 
112 60 66 0 
113 31 39 0 
114 39 47 0 
115 47 54 0 
lie 54 61 0 
117 24 32 0 
118 32 40 0 
119 40 48 0 
120 48 55 0 
121 55 62 0 
122 23 25 0 
123 26 33 0 
124 33 41 0 
125 41 49 0 
126 49 56 0 
127 15 18 0 
128 18 26 0 
129 26 34 0 
130 34 42 0 
131 42 50 0 
132 60 57 0 
133 9 19 0 
134 19 27 0 
135 27 35 0 
136 35 43 0 
137 6 12 0 
138 12 20 0 
139 20 28 0 
140 28 36 0 
141 36 44 0 
142 7 13 0 
143 13 21 0 
144 21 29 0 
145 2 8 0 
146 8 14 0 
147 14 22 0 
148 22 30 0 
149 
o
 
o
 
150 10 16 0 
151 3 5 0 
152 5 11 0 
153 11 17 0 
1E4 63 64 27 
1B5 68 69 26 
156 60 61 26 
157 61 62 22 
158 53 64 23 
159 56 66 24 
160 46 47 19 
161 48 49 20 
162 38 39 16 
163 40 41 17 
164 42 43 18 
165 32 33 13 
166 34 36 14 
167 24 25 10 
168 26 27 11 
169 28 29 12 
170 18 19 7 
171 20 21 8 
172 15 9 4 
173 12 13 5 
174 14 16 6 
175 6 7 2 
176 8 10 3 
177 2 4 1 
178 64 65 0 
179 59 60 0 
180 61 62 0 
181 52 53 0 
182 54 55 0 
183 56 57 0 
184 45 46 0 
18S 47 48 0 
186 49 50 0 
187 39 40 0 
188 41 42 0 
189 43 44 0 
190 31 32 0 
191 33 34 0 
192 35 36 0 
193 35 26 0 
194 27 28 0 
195 29 30 0 
196 23 18 0 
197 19 20 0 
198 21 22 0 
199 9 12 0 
200 13 14 0 
201 16 17 0 
202 7 8 0 
203 10 11 0 
204 4 5 0 
205 3 2 0 
206 2 6 0 
207 6 15 0 
208 4 7 0 
209 7 9 0 
210 9 23 0 
211 5 8 0 
212 8 12 0 
213 12 18 0 
214 18 24 0 
215 10 13 0 
216 13 19 0 
217 19 25 0 
218 25 31 0 
219 11 14 0 
220 14 20 0 
221 20 26 0 
222 26 32 0 
223 32 38 0 
224 16 21 0 
225 21 27 0 
226 27 33 0 
227 33 39 0 
228 39 45 0 
229 17 22 0 
230 22 28 0 
231 28 34 0 
232 34 40 0 
233 40 46 0 
234 46 51 0 
235 29 35 0 
236 35 41 0 
237 41 47 0 
238 47 52 0 
239 30 36 0 
240 36 42 0 
241 42 48 0 
242 48 53 0 
243 53 58 0 
244 43 49 0 
245 49 54 0 
246 54 59 0 
247 44 50 0 
248 50 55 0 
249 55 60 0 
250 60 63 0 
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261 56 61 0 
262 61 64 0 
253 57 62 0 
254 62 65 0 
255 65 67 0 
256 6 23 4 
257 2 9 2 
258 18 31 10 
259 3 7 1 
260 12 25 7 
261 32 45 16 
262 8 19 5 
263 26 39 13 
264 5 13 3 
265 20 33 11 
266 40 62 19 
267 14 27 8 
268 34 47 17 
269 11 21 6 
270 28 41 14 
271 48 69 23 
272 22 36 12 
273 42 64 20 
274 17 29 9 
275 36 49 18 
276 55 64 26 
277 30 43 16 
278 50 61 24 
279 44 66 21 
280 23 24 0 
281 9 18 0 
282 31 38 0 
283 7 12 0 
284 25 32 0 
285 45 51 0 
286 4 8 0 
287 19 26 0 
288 39 46 0 
289 13 20 0 
290 33 40 0 
291 52 68 0 
292 10 14 0 
293 27 34 0 
294 47 53 0 
298 21 28 0 
296 41 48 0 
297 59 63 0 
298 16 22 0 
299 35 42 0 
300 54 60 0 
301 29 36 0 
302 49 55 0 
303 64 67 0 
304 43 50 0 
305 61 65 0 
306 56 62 0 
Matlab files used to perform the simulated annealing procedure. 
bonk.m: 
t bonk.m 
X Matlab scipt to input Information on nodal 
X frequencies and displacements found bj 
X nastran in shell akklsh and use the compliant 
X model to rank the struts and bound tho number 
X of struts needed to obtain tho minlmun damping 
X roqulrements. 
L 
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* 
X Thomas J. Thonpoon 
X 
X 8-26-94 
X 
clear 
time-clock; 
hr°nun2Bti(tiDe(4)); 
iime»nii]ii2str(tine(5)); 
tic; 
cpn.t ine^cputine; 
!xm -jC /tap/freqf .data /tnp/dispf .data /tmp/conl.data /tmp/temp 
Igrop ' tO-9]' freq.data > /tnp/froqf.data 
load /tnp/freqf.data 
!m -i /tmp/conrcdB.data 
Igrep ''3' conzods.data >/tDp/conradB.data 
load /tmp/conroda.data 
Igrep ' 3' dlap.data > /tmp/dispf.data 
load /tnp/dispf.data 
Igrep ''3> freq.data >/tDp/conf.data 
load /tnp/conf.data 
X Check order of prospective danping locations. 
if aoiia(conf-conrods)>.01 
dispC'Problem nith order of damping locations I'); 
end 
X Output results to a log file bonk7.log, 
logfile-C'bonk' date '.log']; 
eval(['lrm-f ' logfile]) 
eval(['lecho "This is the log file created by bonk.m (matlab script)" > ' logfile]); 
eval(['lecho "on ' date 'at ' hr ':' one ' (24hr)." » ' logfile]) 
raessage='The file beginning nith the follosing header oas used as input.' 
evalCC'lacho ' message '» ' logfile]); 
evaKC'lecho " " » ' logfile]) 
Im -f /top/temp 
Igrep '"[a-zA-Z]' freq.data>/tnp/temp 
e7al(['!cat /tmp/temp » ' logfile]) 
evaKC'lecho " " » > logfile]) 
flops(0); 
Cn,dum]=size(conrods); 
[nn,dum]<°size(dispf) ; 
m^ mn/n; 
for jj=l:m 
tau(jj)=.04; 
end 
omo2=freqf(1:m,3); 
omoasqrt(omo2); 
for ii=l:n 
row=n»(ii-l); 
beta(ii,l.'m)=dispf(roii+l :roB'hn,2).'; 
om2(ii,l ;m)=freqf (roB+BH-l:roH+2*m,3) .'; 
end 
for ii=l:n 
alphai(ii)=sum(beta(ii,l;m).'2); 
ganmaCii,!:m)=beta(ii,l:m)/sqrt(alphai(ii)); 
alphaCii,;)°beta(ii,l:n).'2; 
end 
kAjaoBo2; 
for jj=l;m 
ksC:,jj)=om2(:,jj)-klj(jj)j 
end ksiasnmCka.'); 
for il=l:n 
ksdi, ;)>>gaiima(ii,l ;a) .*2«ksi(ii); 
end 
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for 
kappasC:,jj)"ks(:,jj)/kAj(jj)j 
end 
for il»l:n 
for jj=l :ii 
relaedi, jj)=omo(j j)»alpha(li, jj)/(k8(ii, jj)+l .e-15) ; 
end 
end 
% Get aunmatlon strut ranking index Jtil 
for ii=l!n 
c=25000; 
epsisli 
ifO; 
vhile absCeps) > le-12 
itnit+1; 
Jtil(li)=Oj 
Jtilc=Oj 
Jtilcc=0; 
for 
r=c»rolBe(ii,jj)j 
r2=r"2; 
JtH(ii)=Jtil(ii)+B(jj)*kappas(ii, jj)»r/(l+r2)i 
Jtilc=Jtilc+B(jj)*(alpha(ii,jj)/sqrt(oBo2(jj)))«<l-r2)/((l+r2)"2); 
Jtilcc=Jtilcc+(H(jj)*(alpha(ii,jj)-2)»r»2/ks(li,jj))»(r2-3)/({l+r2)-3); 
end X for jj 
next=c-Jt ilc/Jt ilcc j 
if n8xt<c/4 
c=c/4; 
elseif Jtilcc>0 
c=rand»c; 
else 
c°next; 
end X if 
opss>Jtilc; 
end % Bhile 
cstr(ii)=c; 
Jtilc; 
end X for ii 
X Rank struts according to the strut ranking index. 
[arl,sriorder]°Bort(l./Jtil); 
Bri^l./srl; 
X Distribution ranking index 
for iiol:n 
a=0; 
b=100000: 
otal=l; 
Bhile etal>.l 
c=a+0.39«(b-a); 
d=a+0.61«(b-a); 
rc°c*relse(ii,:)j 
rd°d*rel8eCii,:); 
atac°kappaa(ii,.»rc./(l+rc.»rc.»(l+kapp«fl(ii,:))); 
etad°kappas(ii,:).»rd./(l+rd.»rd.»(l+kappaB(ii,:))); 
doncO; 
dend«0; 
for 
denc°denc+B{jj)/(l+otac(jj)/tau(jj)); 
dond=dond+»(jj)Al+8tad(jj)/tau(jj)); 
end 
JBicasuiii(B)/denc - 1; 
JBidasum(B)/dend - 1; 
etalaabsCd-c); 
if JBic>Jflid 
b=d; 
1 
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alaa 
a=c; 
end X if 
and X Bhlle 
jni(il)=JHiej 
C8trd(ii)'=cj 
end X for 11 
% Rank struts according to the diatributlon index. 
[dis,disarder]°8ort(l./JHl); 
dis°l,/dis; 
X Kappa ranking 
for ii°>l :n 
JkdDosnmCkappasCii,:) .*v/2); 
end 
X Rank struts according to the kappa index. 
[kap(kaporder]asort(l./Jk); 
kapoi./kap; 
diapC'Strut ranking complete.'); 
X Get lower bound on the number of struts needed. 
X Use snmnation index 
JnecsumCa. *tau); 
lbB=0; 
J=0; 
while J<Jnacklbs<n 
Ib8=lb8+1) 
jasumCsriCl:lbs)); 
end X while 
snm(sri(l:lbs)) 
X Use kappa index 
lbk=0; 
J=Oj 
while J<Jnectll)k<n 
lbkalbk+1; 
josum(kap(t:lbk)>; 
end X while 
sum(kap(l;lbk)) 
X Lower bound is the higher of Ibk and lbs. 
[lb, Ibmax] =nax ( Clbk lbs]); 
mBxlnda['kappa 'suomation']; 
X Call ul.m to find the upper limit on the number of struts, 
ul 
eval{['diary ' logfile]); 
tau 
Ibk 
lbs 
dispCThe lower bound is'}; 
disp(lb) 
nuk 
dispCC'Tha npper bound of ' num2str(nu> ... 
' was found using the ' rofmlnCkmin,:) ' ranking index.']); 
operat ions=flops 
toe 
cpu.t ima°cpat ine-cpu.t ime 
diary off 
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X Vrlto ontpnts to resalte file tor dissertation. 
resfil-^ openCbonkrea.tei', >s>); 
fprintf(resfil,'Siumatioa t X31 t X3i\\\\ \n', Ibk(l),nnk(l)}; 
lprintf(roBfil,'Distribution t t X3i\\\\ \n', nnk(2)): 
fprintfCresfH,'Kappa t X3i t X3i\\\\ \n', lbs,nuk(3)); 
fprintfCrflBfU.'Whline \n Used t X3i t X3i\\\\ \n', Ib.nn); 
fclose(resfil); 
load .,/sa/bliatblk; 
Cdum,disoo]':sort(disorder); 
diarking^ disooCariorder); 
[dQm,kapoo]Bsort(kaporder); 
kaprking^ kapoo(sriorder); 
brfil=fopen('bonkrank.t8i','w'); 
for ii=l:72 
snum=Briorder(il); 
nl°['00' num2atr(blistblk(snum,2))]; 
n2=C'00' num2Btr(bliatblk(snum,3))]; 
nl=ul((Bize(nl , 2)-l);si2e(nl , 2 ) )  ;  
n2=n2((sizo(n2,2)-i):size(n2,2)); 
if blistblk(Bnuiii,4)>0 
tyB'D'; else ty'I'; end 
fprintf{brfil,'X3i * X3i » X3i » X3i Jk Xs~Xs t X4.2E t XB\\\\ \n> 
ii,diBrkliig(ii> ,kaprking(ii) ,snQm,nl,n2, JtilCannm) ,ty}; 
end X for ii 
fclose(brfil); 
u/.m (called by bonk.m): 
% Hatlab file to find the upper limit on the number of 
X damping struts needed to achieve damping specified by 
X the saturation Index. Called by bonk.m. 
X 
X Thomaa J. Thoapaos 
X 
X 9-5-94 
X 
clear nuk rank ranks comb 
X Rankings according to the summation ranking, distribution, and 
X kappa indexes. 
ranks=[srlorder.' disorder.' kaporder.'J 
indiceB°[Jtil(sriorder) .' JHKdisorder) .' Jk(kaporder) .'] 
save ranks,data ranks -aacii 
save indices.data indices -ascli 
eval(['!cat ranks.data » ' logfile 
eval(['!cat indices.data » ' logfile 
if lb==n 
dispCProblem: loser bound equals total number of struts.'); 
pause 
end 
flopsold^ flops; 
Jsat=0; 
X For each type of ranking. 
for k=l:3 
rankeranka(:,k); 
nuk(k)°lb; 
found=l; 
Bhlle found==l 
clc; 
[Jsat Jnec] 
nuk(k>=nuk(k)'<'l 
k 
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comb^ ranlcsd :nak(k) ,k).' 
Xindicesd :nQk(k) ,k) .' 
Xpausa 
opt; 
il mik(k)==n 
foiind=0 
dlspCAll strata used and saturation Index not reached!'); 
pause; 
else 
foand''Jsat<Jnec,' 
end 
end y, Bhile 
plot(JsBtv); 
grid on; 
paused); 
end 
[nu,kmin]=min(nti)c); 
rofmln=C'summation ';'dlBtribution';'kappa 
disp(['The upper limit sas found using the ' rofmin(kmin,;) ' ranking index. 
opt.m (called by ul.m): 
1, Opt .m 
X Hatlab script file to optimize one combination of stmts 
X based on the spherical compliant model estimate of 
X damping ratio. Called by bonk.m. 
X Thomas J. Thompson 
X 
X 8-31-94 
X 
X 
[dnm,nopt3=aize(comb); 
clear r rcsat rdast; 
clear p2Jtpck p2drki p2etaprkl p2nrki pdpr petapr; 
clear petaprchk petaprchk pnpr Jtc Jtcc Jt Jtcl ; 
X Solve real eigenvalue problem to get naught compliant estimate, 
naught; 
flopsst^ flops; 
X Begin the optimization. 
if i<0 
X Use the tanh index first. 
clear cvec; 
clear Jt; 
clear Jtold; 
c=1000: 
Jtc=0: XI.: 
try=0; 
perc=0; XI; 
delc=100; 
nhile abs(Jtc)>le-8 I abs(perc)>.01 
Xfor c°1000;delc:5000 
try=try+l; 
cvec(try)=c; 
X Get Jt and its derivatives. 
r''c*relae(comb,;); 
for 
bign(jj)=0; 
blgd(jj)=l; 
for ll°l;nopt 
r2=r(li,jj)-2: 
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blgn(jj)=bign(jj)+nkappa8<li,jj)»(r(ii,jj)/(l+r2))j 
blgd(jj)=bigd(jj)+nkappas(ii,jj)«r2/(l+r2); 
end X for il 
ota(jj)=blgn(jj)/blgd(jj)! 
for ilBlinapt 
r2=r(ii,jj)-2i 
p8tapr(li,jj)=nkappa8(li,jj)«<(l-r2)«blgd(jj)-2»r(ii,jj)»bign(jj))/... 
((l+r2)-2tblgd(jj)-2); 
pnprdl, j j)«Tikappas(li, jj)»(l-r2)/{l+^ 2)"2; 
pdpr(ii, jj)=nkappas(ii,jj)»2«r(ii, jj)/(l+r2)*2j 
petaprchk(ii,jj)=(pnprUi, jj)«bigd(Jj)-bign(jj)«pdpr(li, j j))/bigd(jj)"2i 
end X 11 
end X jj 
otan°eta./taui 
If eil8t('Jt>)"=l 
Jtold=Jti 
end X If 
Jt>s8tim(u.*tau.*tanh(etau}); 
pJtpeta°w,*(8ech(atau)."2); 
for il°l:nopt 
Jtci(il)=0; 
for jj=l:n 
Jtcl(ii)=Jtcl(li)+pJtpeta(jj)»rolae(comb(ii),jj)*petapr(ll,jj); 
end X for jj 
end X for 11 
If oxlstC'Jtc')"l 
Jtcold°Jtc; 
end 
Jtc=sun(Jtcl.'); 
p2Jtpeta2°-2*(a./tau).*tanh(etau).*(sech(ataa).*2); 
p2Jtpckl°zaroB(nopt,nopt); 
p2nrki=zoro8(nopt,nopt); 
for jj=l;n 
for il=l:nopt 
rterm=l+r(ll,jj)"2; 
p2nrkl(ll,il)=nkappa8(ll, j j)»2«r(ll, jj)*(rCll, j j)"2-3)/rtarm"3; 
p2drkl(il,ll)=nkappa8(li,jj)*2»(l-3»r(li,jj)"2)/rtenn"3j 
end X for 11 
for ll=linopt 
for kkal;ll 
p2etaprkl(kk,il)=((-pnpr(il,jj)*pdpr(kk,jj)-pnpr(kk,jj)«pdpr(ll,jj))*bigd(jj)+ 
2»pdpr(ii,jj)»pdpr(kk,jj)*blgn(jj)+p2nrkl(kk,ll)*blgd(jj)"2- ... 
bign(jj)*p2drkl(kk,ll)*bigd(jj)5/(bigd(jj)"3); 
p2Jtpckl(kk,ll)=^ 2Jtpckl(kk,ii)+... 
(p2Jtpota2(jj)*patapr(kk,jj)*petapr(ll,jj)+pJtpeta(jj)»p2otaprkl(kk,il))... 
*relsa(comb(kk},jj)*rei8o(comb(ll),jj); 
p2Jftpckl(ii,kk}°p2Jtpckl(kk,il}; 
end X for kk 
end X for 11 
end X for jj 
Jtcc°8iuti(siun(p2Jtpcki).'); 
Xtry; 
Xclc; 
c; 
Jt; 
if oilstC'Jtold')=l 
parc=(Jt-Jtold)*100/Jtold; 
end 
Jtc; 
Jtcc; 
<Jtc-Jtcold)/delc; 
Jtcc/ans; 
Xpanse; 
petapr; 
petaprchk; 
Xif KO X 
next=c-Jtc/Jtcc; 
If next<c/4 
c=c/4: 
elaelf noxt>10*c 
c=10»c| 
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else 
c=noxt; 
end 
*end * 
end 
cvac(try+l)=c; 
end * if KO 
flopBtan<41ops-flapsst; 
% Voxt, Te-optinlze for tha saturation index using golden section. 
a°3000; 
b°60000; 
e«»a+.38»(b-a); 
d=a+.62«(b-a); 
cd'c; 
cd=d; 
epal=10; 
epsa^lO; 
trygs=Oj 
Jc8at=0; 
Jdsat°0; 
Bhile opBi>l k eps2> .OOCX>lt Jcaat<Jnec t Jdsat<Jnoc 
trygB=trygs+l; 
Jcald°Jcsat; 
JdoldaJdsat; 
If Jcold<Jdold 
a^c; 
c=d; 
d=a+0.62«(b-a); 
Jcsat^ Jdsat; 
cd=d! 
else 
b=d; 
d=c; 
e=a+0.38*{b-a); 
Jdsat°Jcsat; 
cd=cj 
end y. if 
raat=cd*relse(comb,:); 
for jj=l:m 
r2=rsat(:,jj)."2; 
num8at(jj)=simi(nkappaa(:,jj).»rsat(:,jj)./(l+r2)); 
densatCj j)°:l'<'auis(nkappaB(: ,j j) .»r2./(l+r2)) j 
end X jj 
etasat^ nunsat./densat; 
for jj=l :in 
cdsat(jj)'=min([etaBat(jj)/tau(jj) 1]); 
end X jj 
Jc°Bum(B.*atasat); 
JcdBat°Bum(B.*tau.*cdsat); 
if Jcold<Jdold 
Jdsat°Jcdsat; 
else 
Jcsat°Jcdsat; 
end X if 
Xclc 
X[a c d b] 
XEJcsat Jdaat] 
XCJc Jcsat Jdsat Jd] 
Xpause 
epslHabsCd-c); 
epB2°abs(JdBat-JcBat); 
and X while 
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JsataJcaat; 
JsatT(nopt)°J8at; 
cstrsat°c; 
*Jti 
cvec; 
flop8gB=llopB-llop8at-flopBtan 
naught,m (called by opt.m): 
clear nkappas ; 
cloar nks; 
X Solve real eigenvalue problem to gat naught compliant eatioate. 
Xflopa(O)i 
Ki°diag(kAj); 
Ka°dlBg(kBi(comb)}; 
aX°XA+gaiimia(coob,;) . '*(Xs/3)*gaoma(coDb, 
[V,E]aeig(nK); 
[o, jvecj = aort(diag(E)); 
nom2°diag(e); 
nPhi=V(:, jvec); 
Xflopa 
nKA°diag(diag(nPhi,'*XA*nPhi}}; 
for jj=l!m 
for li>°l;nopt 
nkaCii,jj)°((gamma(comb(ii),:)*nPhl(:,jj))"2)»kai(comb(ii)); 
nkappaB(ii,jj5=nka(ii,jj)/nKA(jj,jj); 
end X for ii 
and y, for jj 
Xsam(nkappaa}/2 
Xpauae 
sachen.m {optsa.m is very similar to opt.m): 
X Hatlab file aachenbeat.m to aearch for the beat combination 
X of struts for damping a structure. 
X 
X Thomas J. Thompson 
X 
X 1-20-94 
X 
cloar 
pathCpath,'/home/thomps/res/splce/matlab/aa'); 
tijne°clocki 
hx°nuii28tr(tlme(4)); 
mne°num28tr(tiae(B)); 
stdate>°date; 
tic; 
cpu.timescputimo; 
irm -f /tmp/freqf .data /tnp/diapf.data /tmp/conf.data /tmp/temp /tap/conroda.data 
igrep ' [0-9]' ,./akkl/freq.data > /tmp/freqf.data 
load /tmp/freqf.data 
Igrep '~3' ../akkl/conroda.data >/tDp/conrods.data 
load /tmp/conrods.data 
igrop > 3> ../akkl/diap.data > /tmp/dlapf.data 
load /tmp/dispf.data 
igrep '"3' ../akkl/freq.data > /tmp/conf.data 
load /tmp/conf.data 
X Check order of prospective damping locations. 
if norm(conf-conrods)>.01 
dispCProblem sith order of damping locations!'); 
end 
load blistblk 
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typeobliatblkC:,4}; 
flops(0); [nidonJoslzeCconroda); 
[im,daD]s8lze(dlspf); 
n'^Dzi/nj 
load . ./aUcl/ranks.data; 
niil''46j 
lb=4: 
lo^ lle°['Bach«n' stdate '.log']; 
9val(['!rn-f ' logfilo]) 
oval(['!ocho "This ia tha log file craatad by sachen.n (matlab script)" > ' logfilo]) ; 
eval{['!ocho "on ' atdate ' at ' hr ':' mno ' (24hr)." » ' logfilo]) 
mossagaa'The file beginning sith the folloaing header sas used as input.' 
eval(['!echo ' message '» ' loriile]); 
eval(['!echo " " » ' logfile]) 
Inn -f /tup/temp 
Igrep '"[a-zA-Z]' . ./akkl/froq.data>/tnp/t6inp 
evalCC'Icat /tmp/tomp » ' logfile]) 
eval(['!oeho " " » ' logfile]) 
kapordei^ranksC:,3); 
comb°kaporder(l:nul).'; 
coDbnotskaporderCnul+l;n).>; 
Xcomb°l:nal; X Expeiiment 
Xcombnot=nul+l:n; % 
coBbold°comb; 
conbnotold°conbnot; 
combfirst°combi 
y,rand( 'seed' ,0); 
rand( 'seed' ,auni(100*clock}); 
probl°0,2; 
thrla.SSS; 
propoB=0; 
propoHsol"!.0; 
propoaboot^O.0; 
nopt^ nul; 
nt=0; 
ct=0; 
Jsat°0; 
Jaatold=0; 
gscount=0; 
gstl]ae>°0; 
B=ones(l,n); 
tatt-0.04*ones(l,m); 
Jnac=sua(B.»tau); 
X Qot kappas, raise, etc. 
omo2=freqf (1:d,3); 
onio°8qrt(omo2); 
for ii=l:n 
roB=iu*(ii-l) i 
bota(ii,l :m)=diBpf(roB+l!roB+iii,2).'; 
om2(ii,l ;iii)=froqf (roB+m+l :roB+2*ia,3) .'; 
end 
for ii=l:n 
alphal(ii)°sum(beta(ii,l:m).'2); 
gaiimaCii,! :m)abeta(ii,i:n)/8qrt (alphai(ii)); 
alphadi,; )°bsta(ii,l ;m) .'2; 
end 
kAj°0D02; 
for jj=l:u 
ks(:,jj)=om2(:,jj)-kAj(jj): 
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end 
k8l°Baii(ks.') i 
for li=lin 
kaCll,:)°gaDBa(il,l:m).'2«kal(ii); 
end 
for 
kappasC:,jj)akB(:ijj)/k4j(jj)i 
end 
for li=lin 
for 
relseCii, j j)=omo(j j)»alplia(ii, j j)/(ks(ii, jj)+l .e-15) ; 
end 
end 
set(gcf,'DefaultTeztFontlama','Tines'); 
sot(gcf,'DefaultTextFontSlze',8); 
set(gcf,'DefaultAxeoFontlame','Tinea'); 
!m -f /tmp/freqf.data /tmp/diapf.data /tmp/conf.data /tmp/tenp /tmp/conrodo.data 
% Outer loop to set the nnaber of dampers. 
Bhile nt<50 t nopt>lb-l 
flr8t=lj 
Jaat°0; 
Jaatbe8t=0; 
Jsatold'O; 
combbeat°conb; 
ccmbnotbeafcoDbnot; 
comblasti'camb; 
etaaat^ zerosCl,nopt); 
thata°l; 
thetaain^ O; 
diap(C'nopt» ' nmnSatr(nopt)]); 
% Loop to iterate on combinations. 
Bhile (nt<50 I theta>thetainin) k Jsat<Jnec 
fl^ O; 
Bhile (nt<20 t Jsat<Jnec) | fl"0 
fl=l; f2=0; Jksat=0; Jaatthr°0; 
Bhile (nt<20 k Jaat<Jaatthr) I 12==0 
f2=l; £3=0; 
Bhile (nt<20 k Jksat<Jsatthr) I f3"0 
f3=l! 
elf; 
X Loop to set initial temperature or to reselect a neB position. 
if first==l 
first=Oj 
nt=0; 
etalcsat=]nin(tau,suffl(kappas(comb, :}/2)); 
Jkaat°sum(B.«etaksat); 
thetal=(thrl-l)*Jnec/log(probl); 
theta°thetal; 
thetBmin^ .01*theta; 
% Assign neB Beighting matrices. 
for jj=l:m 
XB)c(jj)=2/(l+(etakaat(jj)/tau(jj))"2); 
Bk(jj)=nax((tau(jj)-etakaat(jj))/tau(jj),.0001); 
X »ik(jj)=max((tau(jj)-otakaat(jj))/tau(jj),-.l); 
end 
Bk=Bk/aum(Bk); 
X Issign noB probabilitiea. 
pro; 
combpro^ comb; 
else 
comb^ combold; 
combnofcombnotold; 
etasafetaaatold; 
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if nozB(combpro-conb)>0 
X Assign n«B weighting aatricea. 
for jj"l :ia 
Bk( jj)=naj(<taTi(j j)-etaaat(J j))/tau(jj), .0001); 
)tBk(jj)=max{(tau(jj)-otasat(jj))/tanCjj) ,-.1); 
end 
ak°Bk/snii(vk); 
% Assign nan probabilities. 
pro; 
combpro°comb; 
and X if notm(combpro-coab)>0 
X Selact ne« position. 
ii=lj 
8elect°l; 
rnnm^ rand; 
Bhila psalcumCiiXrnum 
ii=ii+l; 
selact°ii; 
and 
Xif flizo(p8olcun,2)>aolectt select>l pselcuoCselect-liselect-fl) 
Xend 
Xrnuin 
XpsoKselact) 
Xif salect>l pselcum(aalact)-psalcam(solect-l} 
Xand 
Xpauaa 
X Unaelact one of tha present stmt locations. 
ii=li 
nnselect:'!; 
rnum°rand; 
Bhila ptuiselcnm(ii)<rnuin 
ii=ii+l: 
anaalect=il; 
and 
if type(unBalect)=0 
uslBtr='co'J 
else 
uslstr='cx'J 
end 
if typo(aelect)=0 
alBtr='co'; 
else 
Blatr='cx'; 
end 
if ct/10-round(ct/10)==0 t KG 
XbarCJkseKconbnotold)); 
subplot(3,1,1), bar(Jksel(coobold)); 
hold on; 
subplotO,! ,1), bu(pboot,'m-. >); 
hold on; 
snbplot(3,l,1),bar(anselect,pboot(unaelect).uslatr) 
sabplot(3,l,2), barCJkselCcombnotold)); 
hold on; 
subplotO,! ,2), barCpael, >m-.') ; 
hold on; 
BQbplot(3,l,2),bar(select,psel(aelect),slstr) 
subplot(3,1,3), bar(Bk); 
hold on; 
aubplotO,! ,3), barCmaxCCtau-etasat) ./tau, .0001) ,'rz>) ; 
pause (1); 
end X if 
temp^ 'comboldCnnaelect); 
comb(unaelact)''coiabnotold(aolect) ; 
conbnot(aelect)atemp; 
selpr=paol(aelect)*(n-nopt); 
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baotpT°pboat(imsolect)*napt; 
disp(C'selpr°' niiB2Btr(selpr)]}; 
disp ( [' bo otpr°' nTiiB2stT (bootpr) ]); 
if siin(Jkaal) ~cO 
8i°Jksal(Belect}/iiieaii(Jksel(combnat)>; 
bT''Jksel(un8aloct)/nean(Jksel(comb}); 
also 
8r=0i 
br=0; 
end 
dispCC'sel ratioB > niin2Btr(8r)]) 
dispCC'boot ratios ) num28tr(br)]) 
Xpanse 
end % it fir8t==i 
%di8p(comb); 
X Sot threshold. 
Jaatthr^ Jaatold + theta*log(raiid); 
X Qet nkappas for the preaent combination. 
naught i 
X Qet Jkaat baaed on nkappaa. 
for jj=l :ni 
atakaatC jj)=iiiin(taa(jj) ,anin(nkappa8(;, j j)/2)); 
end * for jj 
Jk8ats8um(a.*atakaat); 
Xdi8p(['[Jkaat Jaatthr] = > noaZatrCJkaat) ' ' nua2Btr(Jaatthr)]> 
% ct ia the nnnber of function avaluationa 
ct=ct+lJ 
JvecCct^ oJaatold; 
tvac(ct)=theta; 
noptTac(ct)=nopt; 
nt=iit+l 
if ct>l 
arvec(ct)=ar: 
brvec(ct)=brJ 
di8p(['Hean ael ratios ' nun2str(mean(8r7ac)>j>; 
diapCC'Hean boot ratio° ' num28tr(maan(brvec))]); 
end * if ct>l 
% Compare to threshold value based on Jksat. 
end X while (nt<20 k Jksat<j8atthr) I f3==0 
diapC'Jk8at>sjBatthr'} 
X Compare baaed on optimization of the present combination, 
gscpscputiae; 
optaa X call subroutine 
gat imesgatime+cputijie-gacp; 
gBcount=gBconnt+l; 
disp(['[Jsat Jaatthr] = ' num2str(Jaat) ' ' niui2str(Jaatthr)]) 
% Check to make sure that Jksat>Jsat 
Jrat=Jksat/Jsat; di8p(['Jrat°' nuis2str(Jrat)]) 
if Jrat<l 
disp('Trouble; JkBat<j8at'} 
pause 
end 
end X ohile (nt<20 > Jaat<Jsatthr} | f2"0 
if j8at>°jaatthr X2-9 
disp('Jaat>*'J8atthr') X2-9 
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X X Reset nt counter 
if Jsat>JsBtbeBt 
X if J8at>JBatold 
X if JBat>JBatthr 
nt=Oi 
end X if Jsat>Jsatthr or 
X if Jsat>Jsatold or 
X if Jsat>Jsatbest 
Jsatold°Jsat; 
combold°conb; 
combnotoldacoabnot; 
etasatoldaetasat; 
Jvac(ct}°Jsatold; 
X Update Jsatbest. 
if j8at0ld>jsatbest 
disp('Jsatbest reassigned!'); 
JsatbestoJsatold; 
combbesfconbold; 
combnotbest^ coDbnotold; 
otasatbast^etasatold; 
end 
X Assign neo Boighting matrices. 
X for jj=l:m 
X Xiik(j j)a2/(l+(etasat(j j)/tau(j j))"2) ; 
X wk(jj)=max((tau(jj)-otB8Bt(jj))/tau(jj),,0001); 
X and 
X Bk=ak/sum(Bk); 
X X Assign nes probabilities. 
* pro; 
X coDbpro°>camb; 
and X if Jsat>=jBatthr X2-9 
Xplot(pboot); 
Xbar([Jksal(coiob) 0 Jksel(combnot)] ); 
Xbar(Jkaol(conbnct)); 
Xbar(JkBel(conb)); 
Xcomblast»comb; 
Xpause(l); 
X Check for thermal equilibrium. 
end X shile (nt<20 k Jsat<Jnec) I fl°0 
if theta>thetaiiiii 
dlspCThamal Equilibrium!') 
thata=0.8*theta; 
nt=0; 
dlsp(['theta ° ' nam2Btr(theta)]); 
end 
dispCC'CJaat Jsatold Jsatbest nt] = ' num2str(Jsat) ' ' num2Btr(Jsatold) ... 
' ' num2atr(Jsatbast) ' ' nna2str(nt)]}; 
X Reset solution to Jsatbest. 
if J8at<Jsatbest k Jsat<Jnec t(nt<BO|thata>thetamln) 
JsatoldaJsatbast; 
comboldBconbbast; 
combnotoldxconbnotbast; 
etaaatoldaetasatbast; 
end X if Jsat>Jaatbast t Jsat<Jnec t(nt<50|theta>thataiiiin) 
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end X shlla (nt<50|theta>thetaffliji) k Jsat < Jnoc 
if nt<SO 
X Deaelect a strut. 
coabnpl°coiid>i 
etanpl°etasat; 
cstrnpl=c; 
Xbar(sort(Jksel(combold))); 
Xpause; 
if propoB>0 I propoBsel>0 I propoBboot>0 
[dum, indJklisortd. /Jksol (combold) ); 
conbold°coDbold(iiidJk); 
end X if propou>0 I propoB8el>0 | propoBboot>0 
deselpec°Jk8el(coBbold(nopt}}*nopt/sum(Jksel); 
babblestrut3cambold(nopt); 
nopt = nopt-lj 
combold°combold(l:nopt); 
combnotold(n-nopt)=bubblestrat; 
comb='conbold; 
conbnot°combnotold; 
Xbar(8ort(Jksol(combold))); 
Xpanse; 
end X if nt<SO 
X Plot Jvec and tvec 
clf; 
subplot(3,l,i), plot(jTec) 
ylabelCJsat Evaluation') 
text(1,Jnec*l.02)['sachenbest, ' stdate]); 
grid on; 
subplot(3,l,2), plot(tvec) 
ylabeK 'Temperature'); 
grid on; 
subplot(3,l,3), plot(noptvec); 
text(ct-l,nopt+2.5,['nopt=' num2str(nopt)]); 
xlabeK'Total Function Evaluations') ; 
ylabeK'lumber of Danpers'); 
grid on; 
paused); 
eval(C'print sachen' stdate ';']); 
avaKC izorlte thonpg -m "leH plot from aachenbest. nopt = ' num2str(nopt) ... 
', ct = ' num2str(ct) '." t']); 
end X vhile nt<50 k nopt > lb-1 
eval(['diary ' logfile]); 
etasat 
disp(['propoBsel => ' num2str (propowsel)] ) ; 
disp(['propoBbaot = ' nmn2atr(propoBbaot)]); 
disp(['probl = ' nun28tr(probl)]); 
diap(['thrl = ' num28tr(thrl)]); 
disp('combnpl = '); 
disp(combnpl); 
if propoB"=0 I propoH8Ol"=0 I propoBboot"=0 
save combnpl.data combnpl -ascii; 
end X if 
disp(C'cstrnpl ° ' num2str(cstrnpl)]); 
dispClha values of eta at the last acceptable dasign (combnpl).'); 
etanpl 
total_cpu_tijiie°cpatime-cpu_time 
total_elapBad_t ime=toc 
disp(C'The total niugber of function evaluations is: ' naa2atr(ct)]) 
disp(['The total number of golden sections is: ' num2Btr(gscount)]) 
disp(['Cpa time per golden section search is: '... 
nnffl2str(gatime/gscount)]); 
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diary off; 
X Put rssolta in a table fila for the latex document. 
etaBtarsBize(combnpl,2); 
rcBB=ceil(etaBtar/2); 
B»al(['tablil'»lopen(["comboptpp" niui2str(propoBBel) '' .tex"] , "n ; 
JEor ii=l:rooB 
snum^'combnpl (il); 
nl3[>00' num2BtT(bli8tblk(aniim,2))]; 
n2°['00' nujii2Btr(bliBtblk(8nuin,3))]; 
nl°'nl((aize(nl,2)-l) :aize(nl,2)) j 
n2°n2((siza(n2,2)-l) :aize(n2,2)),' 
if bli8tblk(amm,4)>0 
ty'D'j elaa ty='I'j and 
if roBa+ii<=ataatar 
snumi^combnpl(roBS+ii); 
nlr°['00' num2atr(bli8tblk(Bnnnr,2))]; 
n2r°['00' num2atr(bliatblk(snniiir,3))]; 
nlr=nlrC(8iza(nlr,2)-l):Bize(nlr,2}) ; 
n2r°n2r((s ize(n2r,2)-1}:aize(n2r,2)); 
if bli8tblk(anainr,4}>0 
tyr='D'; else tyr='I'; end 
also 
nlr=' 
n2r=' 
annmr^ O; 
tyr="' 
end X if 
fprintf(tabfil,'X3i k%a—Xa k Xa tX3i tXa—Xa k Xa WW \n',... 
anum,nl,n2,ty,8nimr,nlr,n2r,tyr); 
end % for ii 
fcloae(tabfil); 
aetCgcf,'DafaultTextFontSiza',12); 
setCgcf,'DefaultTextFontlame','Belvatica'); 
setCgcf,'DefaultAxesFontlame','Helvetica'); 
X Save plot to a file for diaaertation. 
evalC['print pp' num2atrCpropoBael) 'rea;']); 
pro.m (called by sachen.m): 
X Assign nes probabilities. 
clear pboot psel; 
for ii=l :n 
JkaolCli}°8umCBk.*kappaaCii,:))/2; 
end X for ii 
for ii=l:n-nopt 
paelCii)=CJkaelCcombnot(ii))/sumCJkaelCcombnot)))*propoBael; X'propoB; 
and X for ii 
for ii°l:nopt 
pbootCii)=Cl/CJk8elCcombCli))*CsumCl./JkselCcomb}))))~prapoBboot; %'propaa; 
and X ii 
pselspsel/anmCpael); 
pboot°pboot/BumCpboot); 
pselcum='cumaumCpaal); 
punsalcun^ icumBumCpboot); 
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APPENDIX E. CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPUTERS 
NASTRAN computations in this dissertation were performed on the Silicon 
Graphics Indigo workstation described by the following file. 
1 100 HBZ IP20 Processor 
FPU; HIPS R4010 Floating Point Chip RoTlslon; 0,0 
CPU: HIPS R4000 Processor Chip Revision; 2.2 
On-board serial ports: 2 
On-board bi-directional parallel port 
Data cache size: 8 Kbytes 
Instruction cache size; 8 Kbytes 
Secondary unified instruction/data cache size; 1 Kbyte 
Main memory size; 32 Mbytes 
Integral Ethernet: ecO, version 1 
Disk drive: unit 4 on SCSI controller 0 
Tape drive: unit 2 on SCSI controller 0: DAT 
Disk drive: unit 1 on SCSI controller 0 
Integral SCSI controller 0; Version WD33C93B, revision C 
Iris iadio Processor: revision 10 
Graphics board; LQl 
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Most of the Matlab computations in this dissertation were performed on the 
DEC Alpha workstation described by the following files. 
From DEC factsheat; 
DEC 3000 Modol 300L AXP Uorkstatlon 
CPU DECchip 21064 RISC Hlcroprocessor 
Clock Speed 100 HHz 
On-chip Cache 8 Kbytes of instructlon/S Kbytes of data 
On-board Cache 256 Kbytes, nrlte back 
nerf version 4.2-011 (119) 
EHTRY 
EVEIT IIFORNATIOI 
EVEBT CLASS 
OS EVEIT TYPE 
SEQUEICE lUHBER 
OPERATIIO SYSTEM 
OCCURRED/LOaOED 01 
OCCURRED 01 SYSTEM 
SYSTEM ID 
MESSAGE 
300. 
0 .  
X0007000F 
OPERATIOIAL EVEIT 
SYSTEM STARTUP 
DEC OSF/1 
Tno Dec 6 09:22:17 1994 
pT02aB 
CPU TYPE: DEC 
CPU SUBTYPE: KI16AA 
secondary cache sas anto sized to 32 
.pages 
Alpha boot: available memory from 
_Ox6aeOOO to 0x4000000 
DEC OSF/1 VI.3 (Rev. Ill); Mon Jul 25 
.17:01:65 CDT 1994 
physical memory " 62.00 megabytes, 
available memory " 63.76 megabytes, 
using 238 buffers containing 1.85 
.megabytes of memory 
tcO at nexus 
tcdsO at tcO slot 4 
ascO at tcdsO slot 0 
rz3 at aacO bus 0 target 3 lun O (DEC 
RZ26 (C) DEC 392A) 
InO: DEC LAICE Module Same: PMAD-BA 
InO at tcO slot 5 
InO: DEC LAICE Ethernet Interface, 
.hardsare address: 08:00:2b:39;79:b2 
sccO at tcO slot 5 
bbaO at tcO slot 5 
fbO at tcO slot 6 
1024X768 
DEC3000 - H300 system 
Firaaare revision: 3.3 
PALcode: QSF version 1.35 
IvmO: configured. 
Ivml: configured. 
Ivin2: configured. 
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APPENDIX F. COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED IN OPTIMIZING 
STRUCTURAL DAMPING USING COMPLEX EIGENVALUE 
ANALYSIS 
Matlab program to perform simulated annealing by calling on NASTRAN to 
perform complex eigenvalue analysis. (The Matlab script optsanas.m is very similar 
to opt.m.) 
sanas.m: 
% Matlab file sanas.m to search for the best conbination 
% of struts for damping a stractnre. 
y, Ron on ind; using sbat , i.e. matlab < sanas.m > aanasout.log 
% Plot results using sanplot.m . 
•/. 
% Thonas J. Thompson 
•/. 
y, 9-10-94 
V. 
clear 
tinesclock; 
hT°qtum2str(time(4)); 
mne=nuo2atr(time(S)); 
8tdato°date; 
ticj 
cpu_time=cputime; 
imc=0; 
tixc=0; 
Irisa'/tmp.mnt/home/uflr2/thomps/iris >; 
%rand('seed',snffl(100*clock)) 
m=<16i 
n=<306; 
ovaKC'load ' iris '/bar/blistblk']); 
for ii=l :n 
nl=['00' num2str(blistblk(li,2))]; 
n2=['00' num2str(blistblk(il,3))]j 
nl=>nl((size(nl ,2)-l) ;size(nt ,2)) ; 
n2an2((size(n2,2)-l};size(n2,2)); 
nodos(ii, :)°Cnl n2]; 
end 
blistblk(:,2:3); 
nodes; 
flopsCO); 
m=16; 
na306; 
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Xniilo46; 
nul=20; 
lb=4; 
logfllaoC'Banas' atdate '.log']; 
eval(['lrffl-f ' logflle]) 
avsKC'iecho "This la tho log lilo created by sanaa.m (oatlab script)" > ' logfile]); 
evaKC'lecho "on ' atdato ' at ' hr una ' <241ir)." » ' logfile]) 
eval<['!echo " " » ' logfile]) 
% Scraable struts and select beginning combination. 
acrandarandCn,!); 
[scrsort,scramble]=Bort(scrBnd); 
coBbaacrajgblad :nal).'; 
combnpl=comb; 
coBibnot°Bcraiiible(niil+l ;n) .'; 
conbold^ comb; 
coBbnotold°combnot; 
probl=0.2 
thrl=.99B 
nopt=nul; 
nt=0; 
ct=0; 
Jaat"©; 
Jaatold^ O; 
cstrsat°0; 
CBtrnpl°0; 
a°ones(l,n); 
tau=0.04»onas(l,m); 
Jnec><8Qm(i).*tau); 
% Do a restart if a date is given in restart.date . 
[dain,rastart]°aniz('cat restart .date'); 
Cdee,ressiz]=Bize(resteirt); 
rostazts3restart(l;reBsiz-l); 
if dmn==0 
if exiBt('re8tart')=>l 
dispCC'This is a restart using the reference date:']); 
dispCrestart); 
diapC' '); 
Cdvun2,tom]=iinix([>cp Jvec' restart ' .data Jvec.data']) ; 
if duin2==0 
diap('Restart appears successful!'); 
also 
dispCRastart unsuccessful!'); 
quit 
end X if 
eval([•!cp tvec' restart '.data tvec.data']); 
eval([•!cp noptvec' restart '.data noptvec.data']); 
eval(['!cp comb' restart '.data combl.data']); 
eval(['lcp conbnot' restart '.data combnot.data']); 
load Jvec.data; 
load tvec.data; 
load noptvec.data; 
load conbl.data; 
load conbnot.data; 
ct°size(Jvac,2); 
conbacoabl; 
noptasize(coDb,2); 
end % if 
end % if 
setCgcf,'DefaultTextFontlame','Tinas'); 
aet(gcf,'DefaultTextFontSlze',8); 
set(gcf, 'DefaultAxesFontlame','Tinea'); 
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% Outer loop to set tho nnnber of danpera. 
shlle &t<60 t nopt>lb-l 
first"!J 
JsatcQ; 
Jsatbsst°Oi 
JsatoldoO; 
combboat^ conb; 
combnotbesfcoobnot; 
comblastoconb; 
etasat°zeroB(i,nopt); 
thata°l; 
thataoin=Oj 
disp([>nopt° ' titim2str(aopt)]); 
% Loop to iterate on combinations. 
Hhile (nt<BO I theta>thotamin) k Jsat<Jnec fl=Oj 
Bbile (nt<20 k Jaat<Jnec) I flB^ O 
fl=li f2=0j Jk8at°0; Jsatthx=Oj 
Bhile (nt<20 k Jsat<JsBtthi} I f2"0 
f2=l! 
clf; 
X Loop to set initial temperature or to reselect a nen position. 
if fir8t==i 
firBt=0; 
nt=0; 
if eiistC'ro8tart')=l 
thetal'itvecCct); 
else 
thetal=(thrl-l)*Jnoc/log(probl); 
end 
theta°thetal; 
thetamin".01*(thrl-1)*Jnac/log(probl); 
else 
X Select nev position. 
solect°ceil(rand*(n-nopt}); 
X Unselect one of the present strut locations. 
unBelect°coil(rand*nopt); 
conb^combold; 
coBbnot^combnotold; 
unselect; 
size(combold) 
temp°combold(unselect) 
cofflb(unselect)'°combnotold(select) 
combnot(select)°temp; 
end X if first==l 
Xdisp(comb); 
X Set threshold. 
Jsatthr^ Jsatold + theta*log(rand); 
X Evaluate naxijimm for this combination 
optsanas X call subroutine 
y.Jsat=.63 
XcstrsaflSOO 
cstrsat 
X Place values in vectors for output. 
X ct is the number of function evaluations 
ct=ct+li 
Jvec(ct}°'Jsatold; 
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tTec(ct)°thetB; 
zioptvac ( ct) =nopt; 
coDbnpl''coBb; 
save jTsc.data Jvec -ascii 
save tvec.data tvac -ascll 
save noptvac.data noptvec -aacil 
nt=nt+l 
% Conpara baaed on optimization of the preaent conbinatlon. 
and X nhila (nt<20 t Jsat<JBattlir) I f2"0 
if Jsat Jsatthr 
diapC J8at>°Jaatthr') 
% Reset at counter 
if Jaat>Jaatold 
nt=0; 
end % if Jsat>JsatoId 
Jsatold°Jsat; 
combold°comb; 
combnotold°combnot; 
Jvec(ct}xJaatold; 
combnpl°comb; 
X Update Jaatbest. 
if Jsatald>Jaatbeat 
diapC'Jaatbest reassigned!'}; 
Jsatbest^ Jsatold; 
combbe8t°coinbold; 
conbnotbest=:coDbnotold; 
end 
end % if Jsat>°Jaatthr 
X if KO X Don't do this—problems plotting in background. 
X Plot Jvec and tvec 
subplot(3,l,l), plot(Jvec) 
ylabalCJaat Evalnation') 
textd, .6,C'aanas, ' stdate]); 
grid on; 
aubplotO,!,2), plot(tvoc) 
ylabal('Temperature'); 
grid on; 
aubplot(3,l ,3), plot(noptvec); 
xlabelCTotal Function Evaluations'); 
ylabal Clumber of Dampers'); 
tezt(ct,nopt')-2, ['nopt°' nam2atr(nopt)]) ; 
grid on; 
pausa(l); 
eval(['print aanas' atdata ';']); 
X 
X end X if KO 
X Chaclc for thermal equilibrium. 
end X nhile (nt<20 t Jaat<Jnec) I fl=0 
if theta>thotamiii 
disp('Thermal Equilibrium!') 
thet a^ O.8*theta; 
ntoO; 
disp(['thata ° ' num28tr(theta)]}; 
X Save stuff for a poaaiblo restart. 
eval(['!cp Jvec.data Jvec' stdate '.data']); 
oval(['!cp tvec.data tvec' stdate '.data']); 
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evalCC'icp noptTec .data noptvec' atdato '.data']); 
avaKC'saTo comb' stdate '.data comb -aacli;']}; 
evaKC'sBTe combnot' stdate '.data combnot -ascii;'!]); 
evalCC'lecho ' stdate ' > restart.date;']); 
X Put resnlts in a table file for the latex document. 
etastar=>Bize(conbnpl,2); 
roBa''ceil(etastar/2}; 
tabfil=fopon('combopt.tex', 'h') ; 
lor ii=l:rovs 
snum'combnpKii); 
ni°['00' niim28tr(blistblk(snnm,2))]; 
n23['00' num28tr(blistblkC snum,3))]; 
nl°nl((8izo(nl,2)-l);size(nl,2)) ; 
n2°n2((size(n2,2)-l);Blze(n2,2)); 
if bllstblk(8nnm,4)>0 
tya'D'j else ty='I'; end 
if rows+iit'^etastar 
snumrscombnpl (roas-fii); 
nlr°C'00' num2str(blistblk(Bnumr,2))]; 
n2r°['00' num2str(bllstblk(Bnamr,3))]; 
nlr°nlr((Bize(nlr,2)-l):aize(nlr,2)) ; 
n2i^ 2r((Bize(n2r,2)-l> :aize(n2r,2)); 
if blistblk(snuiir,4}>0 
tyr='D'; else tyr='I'j end 
else 
nlr=' 'j 
n2r=' »j 
Bnunr=0; 
tyrai »; 
end X if 
lprintf(tabfil,'X3i tXa—Xs t Xs »X3i »Xs~Xs t Xs WW \n',... 
snum,nl,n2,ty,8nufflr,nlr,n2r,tyr); 
end X for ii 
fclOBe(tabfil); 
end 
diapCC'CJsat Jsatold Jeatbest nt] " ' num2str(Jsat) ' ' nnm2atr(Jsatold) ... 
' ' nuiii2str(Jsatbest) ' ' num2atr(nt)]); 
X Reset solution to Jsatbest. 
if JBat<Jsatbost t j8at<jnec l:(nt<50|theta>thetanin) 
Jsatold^ Jsatbest; 
combold°conbbest; 
conbnotold^combnotbest; 
end X if Jsat>Jsatbest t Jsat<Jnoc k(nt<50|theta>thetBnin} 
end X nhilo (nt<50|theta>thetaniii) t Jsat < Jnec 
if nt<BO 
X Deselect last strut. 
combnpl^ coob; 
etanplaetasat; 
cstrnpl^ cstrsat; 
bubblestrutacombold(nopt); 
nopt = nopt-1; 
combold''conibold(l:nopt); 
combnotold(n-nopt)Bbnbblestrut; 
combacombold; 
combnot°combnotold; 
X Save stuff for a possible restart. 
eralCC'!cp Jvec.data Jvec' stdate '.data']); 
eval(['!cp tvec.data tree' atdate '.data']); 
evalCC'!cp noptTec .data noptvec' stdate '.data']); 
evalCC'save comb' atdate '.data comb -ascii;']); 
evaKC'save combnot' stdate '.data combnot -ascii;']); 
evalCCiecho ' stdato ' > restart.date;']); 
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end X If nt<50 
X Plot jTac and tvac 
X (Pat here If onljr to print each new nopt.) 
XeTal(['!cp Sanaa' stdate '.ps Banas.ps']); 
end % while nt<GO k nopt > lb-1 
evalCC'diai; ' logflle]); 
dispCC'etasat ° ' num2str(atasat)]}: 
combnpl; 
diBpCcatmpl = 
dl8p(nuis2str(catrnpl)); 
disp('Total nnnber of naatran calls;'} 
nnc 
diary off; 
Bet (get, 'DafaultTextFontSize' ,12),• 
8et(gcf, 'DefaultTextFontlame','Helvetica'); 
set(gcf,'DefaultixesFontlame','Helvetica'}: 
nasdamp.m: 
X nasdamp.in 
X Hatlab file to call nastran to perfoim complex 
X eigenvalue analysis. 
% 
X iO-5-94 
X 
function [dainping]°nasdaop(c,n,iris); 
X Hake something like pvisc,3,500.,0. 
pvflle=fopen([iris '/ncrun/pv.dat'],'w'); 
fprintf (pvfile, 'pvisc,3,1l6.1f ,0.\n',c); 
fclose(pvfile); 
nnasps='3; 
while nnasps>2 
X Check for other nastran processes. 
[dum,nasps!]=unix('pa -edalf I grep mscV68 I wc I cut -c9-10'); 
nnaspssevaKnasps); 
if nnasps>2 
diap('Other nastran process running; wait for 1 minute.'}; 
!date; 
pause(60); 
else 
!who 
eval(['inastran ' iris '/ncrun/nc.dat bBt="no" scr=ye8 out=' iris 
'/ncrun/nc old=no notifyno']); 
disp('Pause only 5 seconds.'); X Change made 11-7-94 
pause(6}; 
end X if 
end X while 
!na -f ncres.data 
[dun,dee] = unix(C'grep "E+" ' iris '/ncrun/nc.f06>ncres.data'3); 
If dum==0 
load ncres.data; 
else 
ncres=[0 0 0 0 0 0] 
end X if 
damping'^ creB(: ,6).'; 
mres=size(ncre8,l); 
if mras<m 
danping(mres')'l :m}°zeros(l ,m-Bres); 
dispCLess than m modes found.'}; 
end X if 
if mres>m 
danping'danpingd ;m); 
dispCHore than n modes found.'}; 
end X if 
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NASTRAN files used to evaluate modal damping, nc.dat: 
4 Copied from /locaX/nsr2/thoiq)s/lris/iicruii/ on 4-29-9S. Some conment lines deleted. 
$id ak 
$ Thomas Thompson 10-21-93 
sol 107 $ complex solntion nith pzoTision for restart 
tine 1440 
diag 8 
cend 
% 
title " Complex eigenvalue analjais of structure 
$ 
echo°nono 
cnathod ° 3 $ complex 
set 3 ° 3,26,28,48,51,67 
disp^ none 
$8et 2 ° 2 thru 100 
$disp(pnnch) " 3 
$ese(punch) ° 2 
SPC = 1 
$ 
begin bulk 
parajn,tiny ,1 .e-20 
include >/tmp.mnt/home/usr2/thonps/iris/ncrun/eig.dat' 
include >/tDp.mnt/home/usr2/thoDps/iris/narun/model.dat' 
include >/tmp.mnt/home/usr2/thoDps/iris/ncrun/Tatr,dat' 
include '/tmp_iiint/homo/uBr2/thonps/iri8/ncrun/pv.dat' 
matl,20,1.lo+ll,2.650+9,,0. $out nith modelSa model 
pbar,ll,20,8.046e-5,5.00e-8,5.Oe-8,1.e-7 $need to ch for modolfull 
pbar,211,20,1.609e-4,5.OOe-8,5.Oa-S,1.e-7 $" 
enddata 
ncrun/eig.dat: 
eigc,3,clan,,,,1.0-5 
,-l.,345..,,,,2 
,-40.,950.,,,,,14 
Portion of vstr.dat: 
i Copied from /locBl/usr2/thoiiips/iris/ncrun 4-29-95. 
cordlr,3246,32,46,99 
grid,43246,3246,0. ,0.,.01,3246 
cbar,5323246,211,32,43246,99 
,56,1 
cbar,5324646,211,43246,46,99 
,,56 
cvisc,6323246,3,32,43246 
pv.dat: 
pvisc,3,11628.4,0. 
